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THE

FAMILY.

was the rendezvous of the allied fleet in

rocky, having a volcanic appearance,though

1860-61.

they

It is without doubt the finest wa-

are

mostly low, cultivated to the top,

tering place in these parts. Aside from its or devoted to grazing and just now.ooking
long and beautiful beach, the climate is de- fresh and green.
Schist, tale, nica, valightful and the atmosphere bracing and in- rious sandstone and quartz (so frequently

ISSUED BY THE

FREEWILL BAPTIST PRINTING ESTABLISHMENT,
Office, 39 Washington 8t., Dover, N, H.
L. MN. BURLINGAME, Pablisher.

vigorating, especially to those worn down
by hard york and the debilitating effects of

To whom -all letters on business, ‘remittances of
sy, &ec., should be sent. All communications

a warmer climate.

:

A few days’ rest and sea bathing, and we
are off for Tungchow, a city on the coast
and fifty-five miles from Chefoo by land.

doagubd for publication should be addressed to the
tor,
.
/Merma: $3.00 per year; or If pad strictly IN AD
VANCE, $2.50
v
REMITTANCES must be made in money or
ders, bank checks, or drafts, if possible. When
neither of these can be procured, sénd the money in a

auriferous) are found in very great “variety
and beauty;
sometimes in vast masses
composing an entire hill or bluff en the
sea-shore, in other

the

layers

places

of mica.

beautiful wild

in

seams across

The

profusion

of

flowers, rocks, and minerals

The Chefoo and Tungcehow Railroad is afford the lover of natural science a fine
not yet completed ;so we took the next field.
‘By three o'clock in the afternoon. Miauregistered letter. All Postmasters are obliged. to best means of conveyance, a sort of mule
register letters whenever requested to do go.
litter called by the natives Shen-ts.
: shan, a high hill or mountain, a little south
The regular charges for money orders, bank
We required four of these truly original of Tungchow, came in sight, and twentychecks, and Post Office money orders may be decarriages
to accommodate our party. But four hours after leaving Chefoo we were in
ducted from themmount due, when thus sent. Agents
Notwithstanding slight draware particularly requested to make their remittances
there was not one to be had. Late in the Tungchow.
as large as possible and thus savé expenses.
backs we found it a pleasant and in many
day, however, some from other routes, with
Papers are forwarded until an explicit order is
o. JorA, mm
the promise of good pay, undertook to go. respects delightful trip.
received by the Publisher for their discontinvance,
as re-

We had eight mules and a donkey, making

quired by law.
.
‘Each subscriber 18 particularly requested to note
the date on the label for the expiration of his sub
soription, and to forward what is due for the ensuing
year, without further reminder from this office.

quite a cavalcade. But ‘as night overtook
us twenty le from the inn where we were
to sleep, we became aware that neither the
mules nor their drivers knew the way very
well. It was fortunately a fine moonlight

and until payment ‘of all arrearages is made

NEWSPAPER DECISIONS.

night, and we got on hopefully.

1. Any
person who takes a newspaper regularly
from the post-office—whether directed
to his name or
ahother’s, er whether he has subscribed or not—is
responsible for the payment.
C3
Ifa
on orders his paper discontinued, he
must pay
arrearages, or the publisher may continne b send it until
payment is made, and collect the
whole amount, whe
the paper is taken from the
ofice or not.
3. The courts have decided that refusing to take
newspapers and periodicals from the post-office, or
removing
and leaving them uncalled for, is prima
facie evidence of intentional fraud.

&@ When Agents rqceive premiums, nofercentage
on moneys sent for the Star is allowed in addition.
&~ We send no books out to be sold on commis.
‘sion, or otherwise, withgthe privilege of returning
.
:
them.
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We

were

and the one not

led,so often turned from the road and upset

either the litter or baggage, that a gentle:
man whose lady had been nearly thrown
out of the litter by these *‘ vagaries,” volunteered

to play

reached
night,

and

mule-driver,

yhe inn,

about

and till we

eleven

o'clock at

Over rough roads, through the mud

wading streams, he led the mule.

At

btanding on

large steamboat.
*¢ It is boiling,”

said one

—
Whenever my heart is heavy,
And life seems as sad as-death—
A subtle and marvelous mockery

Of all who draw their breath—

don’t believe there is such a. thing in the

the inn we had our choice, to sleep in small

world as happiness.
find even peace; but

I would*be glad to
the more you cry,

cells without the least ventillation with a

¢ Peace, peace,’ the more you feel that there

were soon repeated.

Of rumor of outrage and wrong,
And I doubt if "God rules in heaven,
Aud I cry, * O Lord, how long—

they contented themselves

The furious showers of rain in this region form streams which, leaping down the

away.
The lady, who had

hill sides,
The

Is there no life in Thy law”

among the shadows
far white gleam,
at the mermur
in the mighty beam,

this difficult place, the rear

In a few minutes he

And still there is lifein His law!
ZHarper's Magazine.

Chinese Correspondence..
——

SHANGHAI TO CHERQO AND TUNGCHOW.
Shanghai in the,

--Steamer Sze-Chuen, The Captain was kind
and gentlemanly.
And if there is anywhere that kindness and sympathy are apone is at sea—perhaps

seasick, and vowing he will never again,
allow. old Ocean to toss him upon his bosom, or in his extremity feeling that it
whether the vessel

survives the storm or goes down.
The second day, somewhat recovered,
you crawl on deck and enjoy a sight of the
rocky point of the promontory of Shantung.

It is especially cheering td*learn that Chefoo is not many miles distant” The rocks
about the entrance to the harbor and the
high mountains around it soon heave in
sight.
3
‘
Chefoo is, but a small town, The wall
has been built within a few years, and as a
squeeze-on the government, is a perfect
about a quarter

over the side of the

with
9
spoken,

last
boat,

drawing

and

leaned

looked fora

time down into the water; then she said:
‘“ That wasp
a bad comparison of the

old fellow, about peace flowing
Just think of

it; calm,

but

as a river.

deep,

never-

ceasing, “ever-eniding ; lost only in an
ocean of the same. I would give the world
for such a peace as that.”
‘“ There is a river,

the

streams

whereof

shall make glad the city of God.”

The old

man was still gazing at the

waters,

blue

and perhaps was speaking aloud unconsciously ; but an angry exclamation escaped from the gentleman, and they walked
hastily away.
Meeting the captain, the
gentleman said, * Captain, why did you
take that crazy man on board ?”
‘ What crazy man,
as his" eye
followed
is old Father Reid.

Mr.
Mr.

Porter?
Oh!”
Porter's, ¢ that

fe is no

more

crazy

These Shen's ave supported on the miles’
| backs by two large poles fastened to each
side of the mule by means of a large strong

And T know God moves to His purpose,

For

bottom,

again.

With-the glory of their tread
The constellated glory
That the primal morning saw—

Jnodel,

all,’ to the

was ‘‘ harnessed,” and we were on our way

Their fated influence shetl,

little difference

round

led out of’ the gully.

As the everlasting squadrons

makes

and

ing the front mule backward and into the
gully. The muleteer fortunately caught
the poles of the litter and prevented it from
falling, or it would have gone down, occupant and all, and the rear mule ‘‘ come
tumbling after.”
The mule was soon caught and at some
distance a -path was found where he was

The hosts of heaven arrayed,
And wheeling through the midnight
As they did when the world was made.

preciated, it is when

rider

mule thinking he might be precipitated,
suddenly halted, bracing himself and jerk-

Each in the ancient place,
~ Each in armor shining,

from

round the head of one of

Just as the front mule of one litter was
turning

The gulfs of purple space—

took passage

deep gullies.

some ten feet below.

The stars steal, slow and silent,

We

road- wound

mule-litter,

*
Then at last the blazing brightness
Of day forsakes its hight,
Slips like a ¥plendid curtain
From the awful and infinite night ;
And out of the depths of distance— -

-

unite Jand plow

these where a misstep would send mule and

Is there no power in Thy right hand?

And the vast meridians sparkle

ladies,

“ Nor I,” said the other.
*¢ It is hollow,
like all the other so-called pleasures.
I

And I weary of thronged injustice,

And 1 lean out
Cast by that
And I tremble
Of one mote

the

smoky atmosphere, or in is no peace.”
the Shen-ts. The ladies
They were startled by a voice, saying,
the gentlemen the latter. *¢ Oh, that thou hadst hearkened to my
own provisions with the commandments ! then had thy peace been
exception of hot water for a cup of tea. as a river.”
We did justice to the repast, and about mid- “ Turning, they saw an old man leaning
night lay down, to. be bitten by mosqui- heavily on a cane, forhe was evidently past
toes, and awakened by the braying of don- his threescore and ten years.
His garkeys and mules, if sleep, ‘mired nature's ments were coarsy and ill-fitting, though
sweet restorer,” visited our eyes for a mothey were carefully brushed; and the lament. We were up before daylight, and dies drew back with a dignified air.
The
after a good breakfast were on the road at gentleman was about to order the intruder
an early hour. It proved a rainy morning, away, but hig gaze was fixed afar off, on
and the experiences of the previous night -the calm flowing waters of the river,.and

1871.

How long shall darkness and evil
Thelr forces around thém draw ?

of

fretfully, raising a tiny parasol.
‘It will
ruin my complexion ; and on the other end
of the boat it is blowing a perfect gale; for
my part, I don’t see any pleasure in it.”

of a mile the

wall, though low, is well built. It is about
two-thirds of stone and topped out with

bricks, with the usual parapet and embra-

sures. But the remainder—stretching sever-

al miles across the mountains, to the sea
shore on the other side of the town, is fin* 1shed with no brick top—is low, and in

than I am. He usedfo
bea wealthy merchant, but failed.
e paid his creditors
in full, but he left himself penniless. He
saddle. Between the two mules (which says it was a blessed day for him, for it led
travel single file about ten feet apart)is him to seek for rest and peace, where alone
the body of the Shen-ts six feet long and they may be found. - He .is the happiest
three-broad. Three bent bamboos form the man I ever saw, and I meet with a great
frame of the roof which is covered with many men in my trips up and down the
matting ; the bottom is a net-work of ropes river,” and the busy captain bowed and
,covered with matting. In the bottom you passed on.
pack yeur baggage, covering it with a matIn the afternoon a thunder-storm arose,
trass. Upon this you may recline, sit or the lightning flashed, the thunder
pealed,
half recline as you please. If tired of rid- the waters foamed, while the boat shook as
ing you can easily alight and walk till you if it were a reed atthe mercy of the storm,
come to a stream or ave tired of walking.
The passéngers were terrified, Jadies shriekYour Shen-ts has a very peculiar motion ed, and even sturdy men paled.
Loud and‘
though when the mules step together, not clear, in the midst of the tumult, rose the
disagreeable.
But under other circum- voice of Father Reid:
4
:
stances it rolls or is violently shaken from
“ God is our refuge and strength, a very
side to side like a sieve, or up and down present help in trouble. Therefore will not
with what has been apily designated *‘pep- we fear, though the earth be removed, and
per box motion.”
though the mountains bé carried into the
When you approach a stream, too deep midst of the sea; though the waters thereof
for the Shen-ts 10’ be carried on the back of roar and be -troubled ; theugh the mountthe mules, it is taken down and carried on ains shake with the swelling thereof; . . . .
six men's shoulders through the shallow God shall help us, and that right early.”
water to a boat, which is pushed across by
The terror-stricken passengers
almost
men wading in water up to the waist, and felt as if he were a prophet, for even as he
sometimes to the arm pits. 1t is again spoke the clouds broke, and though the rain
borne by men to the shore and placed on still fell gently, a beautiful bow spanned the
the mules, which have by this time waded waters,
:
i
;
« Behold 1” said Father Reid. ~ ¢* Behold
or swam the river.
|: The road takes you through ever-chang- the sign of God’s promise, and be at peace ;”
ing ard beautiful scenery. Sometimes your and he quietly slipped out of the cabin, folmules wind ground and up a‘high hill til lowed by Miss Porter, who grasped his
all at ‘once, and most unexpectedly, you hand, and asked, * Sir, how can I obtain
.
find yourself upon the top commanding an this rest and peace ?”
He looked at her with eyes full of love
extensive view. On our right is the sea,
with bold headlands and a pretty sandy and pity, and said, gently, ** Jesus said:

many places tumbling down, and for the beach stretching away to the south. Fish-

«Come unto me, all ye

that

labor

and are

MOS part but litle better than the walls ermen are seen pursuing their avogation heavy laden, and T will give you rest.’ ”
built by farmers, in rocky districts, to di-, near some small islands. To the left and " «Thave heard that often before,” said
* but it seems new.”
vide their farms, * But the best part of the front are mountains, hills, and broad val- she,“Yes,
it is the old, old story, yet ever
Joke fs, that" the High Commissioner, sent’ leys, studded with hamlets or covered with
but it is all you can do, - Only trust
new;
fields
of
ripe
grain.
“The
crops
here
conto examine and the
approveX54 this public work,
vor
peace
was taken to
Whether biihed qr mess well bu.
€

saw

no

more,

gad of course was satisfied,
hk
The harho at Chefoo is commodions, hut
very exposed

b

to north-east storms,

While

I write, the junks are being knocked about

by the Waves like so many egg* shells,
and
big,
-capped breakers come rollin

far

50

on

the beach.

ia Tetle place has » perhaps, | never had; 2 '|
many or euch disti
y

nguished visitors, nor
a

sist’bf beans; and a species of broom corn
and millet, and the product this year is very

him and follow him, then indeed
of God

passeth

which

abundant. They make alcoholic drinks of shall keep your heart
the grains, though millet constitutes the Christ Jesus.”
chief article of food for the natives; as rice
4
nines
The
:
does in the south.

. Along the streams and around the hamlets

there are many shade trees,

The

willow,

the

‘understanding,

all

mind

and

through

:

How great a mercy was it to live thirty-

guests were enjoying themselves above, he
chanced to go to the basement hall below,
where he met a servant,
g a lighted
candle without a candlestick, She passed

on to the cellar for wood,

and returning

tal-’

=

Sunday,

Jan.

7.—SERMONS:

y

Subject:

* unspeakable gift’" for mercies,

personal

and relative ; for/national mercies;
maintenance a

for the

opened.

Inquiring what she had done with

|,

4

and a
hedroom with a bed in it, in a nice
hotel in New York, he has also been to«
Washington, where it is said that he spent

the night in his room in Mr. Catacazy’s
house, besides calling on the President amd

;

wearing

Monday, Jan. 8. —~THANKSGIVING : “God's

a soft

hat.

He then went, to

Annapolis to, visit the naval school, which
he seemed to like well enough, returning

to New York by way of Philadelphia.

It is

nat stated whether he wore a hat or not on

horror

this trip, but he did wear a grey over-coat

her reply was, that not being able to carry
it with the wood she had set it in a small

| cit}, where he stood on a stand looking at

the candle,

to his

amazement

and

in a subsequent

barrel of ‘‘black sand,” in the cellar.

placing one hand on each side of Church. | Acknowledgments

of

previous

Wednepday, Jan. 10.—PRAYER (intercessory) :| For families; for the sons and

the

reaction

was

so’

that terrible moment.
:
There are candles in many a barrel of
gunpowder to-day. Many homes have al-

ready been blown toruin by them.
is a.candle

New

York

There

in the cellar of the wine-bibber.

ly donned a. Lieutenant’s uniform. What
particilar Lieutenant, it Is that owns | ©
uniform,

On

past timeg.

lands ; also for those

at school,

who confest

at

the

conversion

and

fail

attended

seemed

to

to

Ai

the

Greek

enjoy

himself

him, that iv takes just no comfort at. all.

But the bonds between us and Russia are
being strengthened.

of spiritual life in those

Christ; for

reporters

he

very well. He is coming to Boston next
Thursday, and this good city is so afraid
that it can’t’ out-do New York in receiving

colleges and universities ; and for all entering upon chhmercial or professional duties;

for the inciease

the

Sunday

church,

daughters of Christian parents at home and
in other

A

at him. He then went to a naval ball,
which was a grand affair, having: previous-

Divine

judgment, confessions of unfaithfulness,
and prayqr for the revival.of religion as in

but

in

good many ladies, meanwhile, were looking

Jan. 9.—HUMILIATION: For
and nagional sins, weakness of
faith, dispbedience and worldliness im the

the candle, and making his hands meet at
the top, over the wick, he safely removed it
from the ‘barrel. At first he smiled at his
terror,

appearance

the evolutions’ of the fire-department,

He flew to the spot. A long red snuff
was ready to fall from the wick into the
mass of powder, when, with great presence

ANOTHER BIBLE-IN-SCHOOL CASE.

of

It burns brighter with the added fuel of the unconverted ; and for the sanctifying of
A good many of the scholars who attend
every cup he drains, and, before he is affliction both to parents and children. .
the Hunter's Point ‘school, N. Y., have
Catholic parents. They were told by these
aware, all his hopes for this world and the
Thursday) Jan. 11,—PRAYER (interces- parents not to read the Bible in school, and
next will be blown up with a ruin more terible than any destruction which gunpow- sory) : For kings and all in authority; for especially
to have nothing to do with the
Jations, . especially those recently visited
Lord’s prayer.
They obeyed their parents,
der can bring.
with the calapities of war; for the preva- .and the Principal expelled forty of them.
There is a candle in the cellar of the liglence of peace in the counsels of statesmen ;
uor-dealer, burning slowly, but surely.
He
This created a disturbance. The Principal
who is dealing death to others will yet be for righteousness, harmony, and good-will was insulted on the street, his life threatamong all classes; for the spread of sound
startled by a sudden blasting of his own
knowledge, and for God's blessing upon ened, and Policemen - had to gusrd the
school-house to keep it from being destroypeace, when the anger of God, restrained
special efforts to resist the progress of infied. But the balance of authority seems
no Yonger, shall fall upon him in a moment.

“Everyway ofa man

but the Lord pondereth the hearts.” ¢‘‘He
that by usury and unjust gain increaseth his
substance shall gather it for him that will
pity the poor.” “If thgu forbear to deliver
them that are drawn unto death,

and those

that are ready to be slain: if thou sayest,
Behold, ‘we knew it not! doth not He that

pondereth the heart consider it? And He

| that keepeth thy soul, doth not He know it?
And shall not he render to every man according to his works?” Fhe man who is

willfully destroying himself may be deluded, and see no

danger; the man who is de-

stroying others may say, “I do not see it,”
but the eye of Him who “ponders both their

ways,

Sees not only the evil but the *‘sud-

den destruction ” which is before them if
they do not speedily repent amd reform.
See go it, that no righteous anger burn
agaimlt you. See to it that ng burning candle is endangering you in your ‘céllar. ~

A Sermon for Lawyers.
Kl

Rev. E.

E.

Hale,

in

a recent

address,

preached to the lawyers as follows:
I hope the American lawyer understands
the same truth, that unless he deals with
infinite values, his profession is a handicraft, and his duty a job.
Unless he deals
with justice, pure as heaven—unless he

deals with truth, virgin as truth was born—
there is for him no ermine.
These States,
in our organization of seciety, have given
to the men of his calling distinguished po-

sition, have shielded them by privileges
else whelly

unknown;

they

are exempt

from many of the burdens of other

life, and

see open to them its highest honors. This
is because they are pledged in their very
training, and by their oaths of office are
sworn, to obtain justice for all men, and for

the State.

delity,

is right in his eyes,

The American lawyer ought not

to forget the traditions

of his profession.

superstition,

the past, are the diraet

descendants of

Templars bound to the service of chivalry.
The only fee which he

receives is in form

an * honorarium,” not the pay for service,
The service is the nnbought service of the
King of truth and of right.
He goes forth
on <his circuit,

such

is

the

profession, with the ame

theory of his

determination to

protect the right and crush the wrong
which sent out Lancelot or Arthar.
Who
needs his help?
Is it this poor boy, arraigned for murdér by a mad mob, because
he is of another color than theirs, and they

intemperance,

and

other kinds of immorality.
Friday, Jan. 12.—PRAYER
(intercessory) : For the Christian Church; for bishops, presbyters, pastors, and missionaries;

for translators of the Holy

and for

committees, societies, and authors engaged
in Christian work.
Saturday, Jan. 13.—PRAYER: For a larger outpouring of the Holy Spirit; for the
increase of Christian love and holy zeal, and
the union of believers in prayer and effort

for Gods glory.
Sunday, Jan.

14th.—SERMONS:

CHARGES AGAINST

‘Thy

a director in the Little Emma

cold

.

colder,

and

business.

We

a constant struggle to-keep it vacant? In
the case of Gen. Schenck, we may believe

that the Government wili accept these ru-

Sabbath

mors for what they are worth, hastening

other day.
or cold or

churches,

ILLNESS OF THE PRINCE OF WALES.

It was stated in our news column

tion, the

moment

he

sells justice,

or the

shave of justice that his services can command, to the highest bidder; the moment

he

says

millions

that

the ring

which

‘shall | have

can spend

millions’

while the beggar with a
have a penny’s worth,—in

worth,

penny shall
such words

of blasphemy he shows he has no knowledge
of what justice is.

He

abandons

“tion of oné who deals with

He has left, as one unfit,

eral calling.

He

makes

the posi-

infinite realities.

the ranks of a lib-

himself a mere

craftsman, dealing with things alone, and to

perity and pleasure !—Baater.

erties, which chance alone discovers.

last

week that the Prince of Wales was sick, the #

that

symptoms being those of typhoid fever.
At this time of writing (Friday) the symphimself on the Sabbath by going to the toms have assumed a serious nature, caushouse of God. -Such an almanac would ing grave doubts of his recovery. In a _
enable pastors and superintendents of Sab- [*perfectly characteristic manner, the newsbath schools to’know whom they @onld de- papers are already speculating on the

will show by its weather scale when it will
be safe for a vigorous Christian to expose

pend on in

church;

Sabbath

events of his death.

school and

prayer-meeting.
I have recently been
examining microscopic views of the dif-

ferent sfow flakes,

them.

a hundred or so of

I'would suggestto our curious sa-

vans an examination of Sabbath

snow,

It is well knownsthey

say, that he is 4 dissolute fellow,

and

that

the English do u’t want him on the throne;
but then if he should die, his young son
would succeed him,

and

a regency , would

have to be established until the young man
becomes of age. Therefore the English
hope that he will get well, on the principle
that of two evils they wisely choose the
least. We sincerely hope that the Prince

to

see if it has a peculiarly sharp and injurious
erystal.’

It Is Your Lioss.

may recover, but if he does it could n't give

him much pleasure to read his files of
newspapers that camz while he was sick,
to look over gome workmén who
were
EXBOUTIONS IN PARIS.
buildinga house for him. After the work
The work of disposing of the Communwas far advanced, he found one of the men ists is not yet ended in Paris. Rossel,
lighting his pipe among the dry, light, in- Ferre and Bourgeois were Sho o8 the 28th,
flammable - shavings which were strewn for active participation in the Paris revoluabout in all directions. He indignantly re- tion of last summer.
They met death

y

\ The father

proved

him,

:

wid

of

Gl

# family

saying,

‘If

had

oc€asion

my

house

burned by these sparks, the blame

is

bravely, Rossel

will rest

especially

refusing

blindfolded, saying that’he

on you.” Pausing and thinking over what
he said, he added, with a sigh, .* The blame

wished

to be
to

look

his executioners in “the face. 4% profound
sensation was created throughout the city

will be yours, but the loss will be mine, for

by the details

will wreak on him the wrath of centuries ? you can not repay.”

Or is it some child of luxury, bern in the
purple, who has smiles and honors and gold
for her minions ? He does his best, be it
for the one or the other; ferrets out conspiracy ; seizes truth, though truth be hiding her face in tears; and compels the tribunal to decide rightly ! The moment that
the ‘American lawyer abandons his posi-

to

correct all real Wrongs that may exist.

need a Sabbath

Almapac, calculated for our

com-

political ambition, that there should be ‘such

rain on a week day will not keep him from
his usual

mining

pany, and that he is also about to resign
his diplomagic office in.order to accept that
of Law-Agent for the Northern Pacific R.
R.; also that his resignation has been in
the hands of the President three months.
Is the English mission the goal of every

Here is a bit of spicy. suggestion from
some anonymous source:
There is a mystery about this effect of the
weather on piety. Sabbath heat seems
rain wetter than that of any
For the same measure of heat

MINISTER SCHENCK:

ill at the hands of Mrs. Grundy. - She says
that he is degrading his office by acting as

Sabbath Piety.

hotter ; Sabbath

neither

U. S. Minister Schenck is already faring

kingdom come, Thy will be done in earth
as it is done in heaven.” (Matt. 6: 10.)

————

to be with the Principal, and as yet

heis killed nor the school-house burned.
Thus the fire that is burning fiercely underneath, keeps breaking out as opportunity
offers. It seemsto be a matter that must
necessarily be taken in hand‘ some time.
If it. is of little importance either way, why
can it not be understood at once? If the
contrary, why can not that be understood
as well ?-

Scriptures into

various tongues ; for office-bearers

The Templirs of England, through whose
hands come down to him
the methods of

be recomipensed with things alone. I leave
him, gentlemen : leave him to his deserts.

¥

Ty

:
THE DUKE ALEXIS,

placed in the cellar, one of which had been

eight years under God's wholesome discipline! Omy God, I thank thee for the

of the

execution,

and

the

The thought sank ins, death of young Rossel, who possessed fine
to the proprietor’s heart;-he saw the risk abilities, is lamented even by those who felt
was too great; he went away and insured that it was demanded by justice and the
hest interests of the country. M. Thiers
the house.
a firm purpose along
You may have cause to blame Christians. seems to ccarry
But if ‘you stumble over. their coldness— with his attempts to restore order among
stumble so as bo fallwhat comfort will it the people, this execution of the Communafford you that you could blame the church ists being only one manifestation of it.
for its

lukewarmness?

To

blame

them,

even when they are blameworthy, will not
save you when you are lost.

Let it be confessed
dent faith

in

the

!

there is not such

church

as

ar-

to awaken

a

slumberer—the: church deserves blame, but
the loss is yours.
Go and insure. Your
soul’s life is too much exposed.
Hide it in

a place of safety ; hide it * with Christ in
God.”

God's Word is like God's world—varied,
very rich, very beautiful.

ITALY,

|.

You never know

\

The Italian Parliament met in

Rome

. for

the first time,on Monday of last week. The
opening speech was delivered in person
by His Majesty King Victor Emmanuel. In
the

inning, he alluded to the events con-

nected

with

the' vecupationof the city, and

said Italy was resfpeed to herself and had
réconquered her place in the world. He

was convinced that Romg
seat pr the

tweeh

.

Italy

pontificate.

and

all

would remain the
The relations

other

nations,

bes

his

majesty said, are friendly, and he believed
that peace would continue, but he warned

parliament that they would be held responsible to a strict account in future, if they:

when you have exhausted all its secrets.

neglected to

perfect a thorough re-organisa-

every class of mind.
a new light, and straightway you see some

nounced his decision to remain at the “Vati-

new chaims.

intention of leaving

tion of the malitary and naval forces of the
has something for kingdom.—His
Holiness the Pope has anLook at the Bible in

The Bible, like nature,

or

-

x

[

yer. : .

The faith once delivered to
saints, a
universal and everlasting bond of union in
the Christian Church. + The duty of its defense and extension binding on all believ-

»
-
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Nas
hi :
Events of the Week.

of Praver

ers,

How
various species of like discipline of fifty-eight years.
| - Most men, like plants, have secret propprosfull
of
son
compari
this‘in
is
life
safe
zWhile the ash-—Fra

{nus excelsior —yfiT what resembles the

:
-

quickly without the candle, the merchant
suddenly remembered that, during the day,
several barrels of gunpowder had been

poplar—baliz. alba—and

oak are abundant.

Week

The

the deck of a great that it was weeks before he overcame
the shock which his nerves had sustained in

very disagreeable
the open air im
chose the former,
/We carried our

Witnesses.

:

mule-driver,

two ladies, was

2

_

ghort of one

* The sun is very hot on this side of the
boat,” said a portly gentleman, who, with

Pi Number

)

We have read of a thrilling story of a ~The Evangelical Alliance has sent forth
merchant who was one evening celebrating the following programme for the week of
Alexis, the Duke, is having a gay time.
the marriage of his daughter. While the prayer :
Besides having a- room with chairs: in it

of mind,

The Peace of God.

PE

wider :
Candles in Gun
.
po
J
;

various low-tree—stillingia sebifera—are frequent-

| such ‘a fleet of armed vessels of
She and
dork it | ly seen. dy
. nationalities in her harhor, except when
The highest hills are barfen
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Communications.
A Bit of My Journal.
i

It has been growing

This is a dark
earker and darker

for

mime.

But while [have been

Taxes

months.

little tenément

I call

Interest almost duegn money

[have

- are dune now on the

:

of these

facts,

the

making

postman

a record

has

brought

ing a check for $150.

I had written him for

been obliged to ‘hire. Money due that I a loan to supply the wants of my boy. He
have heen compelled to borrow to supply says he is deeply interested in him, and will
Religious

inte r= |f

my children with bread.
est low. : Only a few attend prayer-meotSabbath congregation small.
* mgs,

I 1 have been prayONE WEEK LATER.
mg much that God, who feeds the ravens
and elothes the lilies, would provide for us.

loan
Does
pers,
didst

Now, Lord,as
provided for our
secular em- ‘en our faith that
time, but. I vest till thou shalt

sell.

I do not expect to @ét the value of it,

and probably can not sell at all very soon.
Yesterday an. unconONE DAX LATER.
verted man

with

who,

attends

family,

his

our church, brought us a little load of prolittle
‘‘a
in cash as
visions and $2.00

private donation.” I proposed to him to
tell me the value of it all that I might report to the treasurer. ‘‘ No,” he aunswered, * my subscription is paid, This little
matter is only betwixt us. Iam sure You
will not get any ‘too mich.” This may
seem a little matter to many, but to us it
seemed an opening of God's hand. But
here

is

-another

From

mercy.

another

source comes in a smail sum of money to
be applied on salary. Not nearly emough
in all to supply our, needs, but' enough

’

\

although my
fuiler

and

journal, forthe past month, is
more

interesting

than usual,

ligion, and that

James, or “Jinny Saheb,”

as he ig familiarly calied Ly our ‘people,
should be invited to aid us. The subject
was kept before the minds of the brethren

Alcohol.

and sisters for a month or more, and efforts

made to have them ready to ‘voiperate,
‘James cae to vd on the 7th of Sept., and
remafiied 14 days, holding mectings every

AND NERVES,

The human
brain, when viewed as a
mass, is of a greyish color, and is very sim{lar tothe

marrow

bones of animals,
white

which

threads
are

or

very

vou

have

seen

in

evening and, a part of the time, twice - dur-

the

ing the day, in addition to the usual
Sabbath services.
Soon after I left, our
meetings were reduced to three evenings
for the Oriya people, and one for the San-

It is made up of minute
called

strands,

small

and

nerves,

very

dei-

jcate in their nature, many of them finer
than the finest’hair. They ran from every
part of the body to the brain.
Oue starts
from the end of the finger, and runs the
whole length of the arm,
and
passing
through the neck reaches the head.
Another, starting from the toe, running the

tals, per week.

Thé

:

means employed

God and prayer, and
anxious.

The

were the word

of

conversation with

the

simple word of God, explained and

enforced, in short

whole length of the leg and passing through | prayer

and

discourses,

exhortation,

and

followed by

soon by the

confession of sin, took hold of the hearts of

the hollow of the backbone,reaches the head.

+

1

must confine myself to some account of our
late Protracted Meeting, and its immediate
results,
0
The object ‘and importance of such a
neeting had been set before our church,and
after due deliberation it was resolved to have
n season of special effort for avevival of re-

[5 ame ve
ce.

ITS LEFICTS UPON THE BRAIN

:

Santipore,

thou hast heard prayer and’
temporal wants, strengthwe may never give thee
come and revive thy work.

rete

for the copious out-pouring of the Holy
Spirit upon all the laborers in tliis dark
land, and upon the people, to prepare them
to receive the word of (ied and be saved.

This is ourmail
day for the week, aud |

I could and would find some
sloyment, for a potion of the
ean not divide my ener ics hetween pastoral
3rethren, I beseech you, as you read this,
and secular labor withoti jeopardizing the offer asfervent prayer for us, that God will
very existence of the church.
In spite of rive us what we desire more than life, a
all remonistrances I must put my house into wave of salvation.
A PASTOR.
the market to-day.—It is done; but there
are hundreds of other Louses in the market; |
and, besides, ‘it is a bad time of the year ‘to

the prayers of all the friends of our Mission

Protracted Meeting.

this money for one year at 7 per cent.
God hear prayer ?. The Saviour whis** QO thou of little faith! wherefore
thou doubt ?”

&

-

™

“

A number of cases of backsliding ‘and stop at the Oneida Community, or even to
| spiritual lethargy still remain to be reached. look at the scientifically arranged walks or
We are about organizing our forces for voluptuous flowers; and we blushed with g
more vigorous work, and hope take netv. shame when these nicely dressed gentlemen |
and greater inroads into the ranks of the and ladies, with those lovely children rep- |
enemy,
Most earncstly would T solicit resenting a Christian Sabbath school, left 1]

constantly be increased.
Men, who run
their mental machinery by steam, must constantly apply more and more.
A. Dx

a letfer from a doar and tried friend, inclos-

SHY

RRR)
A

.

| terprise, they found that the more liberally | along all of the arteries and veins, harden:
So that those
| they had given the more they had prosper- ing the brain asit passes.
ed. All agreed to stay up the handsof the who are accustomed to the use of aleohol,
pastor, and work moré earnestly tor God. soon have a hardening of the brain; and it
All responded cheerfully to a proposition to becomes stupefied, and requires great stimset about improving our humble sanctuary. ulation to arouse it to activity. To produce
the same mental exhilaration the dose must
Does God hear prayer P
\

|

——

ti me.
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‘
TrustSaeed
in God.

the cars at that place for a holiday.

*

~ Mother and Child. .
———

Idon't

The Sunday-sehool

believe in the Oneida Community.
The
whistle blew’, and they showed us where a
train was preciptated down the embankment

is a

glorious institw-

tion, so is the week-day school, = Our free
schools are the glory of our nation, Th
open the portals of knowledge to all alas

|,

.
a few days previous, and a fireman instant es, and in some states to all ages. \ ly killed.
As 1 looked down on the wreck, | By means of these free schools ma
hope to lift up the downtrodden and eleva
I tholight how fearful to be thus launched t
the nation.

into eternity in a moment, and I was afraid.
But one thought of the great All-Father's
thers

. The more disgerning, While they appreciate the benefits derived from the common:

my fears.

ments of- intellectual , strength.

school system, =ee in them

kind care tor his dear ¢hildren calmed all
The engine

screamed,

andthe

only the elelntelleotu-

The Scriptures represent trust in God as cars tolled and rattled on with redoubled al power is not always elevating; ignoressential to permanent happiness and’ real velocity, carrying us over bridges, span. ance could never have carried out the system of frauds that ‘have so-adroitly ro
safety, = “It is better to trust in the Lord ning deep, dark waters aud chasms,” beside the treasury of this metropolis. To THY
the
than to put confidence in man.”
Ps, 118: yawning galls and frightful precipices. nation, the moral attributes Wahoang8. “They that trust in the Lord shall be as Onward, still onward we went, amid dark vated, Manyof the latter class look.to the
to do this work,
;
mount Zion, which can not be removed.” ness and dangers seen and unseen, while 1 Sunday-school
r The week-day school and the SundayPs. 125:1, “Leave thy fatherless ehilfiren, musingly sat softly humming to myseif ‘school are doing a noble work ; but much
and let thy widows trust'ih me.”
Jer, 49: those beautiful lines,
| of the zood that would be accomplished is
11.
**The Lord is good, a stronghold in
{ counteracted by the more powerfulinflu| ence of home.
:
;
“ The Christian can not die before his time,”
the day of trouble; and he knoweth them
Home often demolishes what the schools
that trust in him.”
Nahum 1:7.
And
The morning had owned fair and lovely | build up, surprising as it may seem.
mM other passages show the importance
Where is this home-power located? Who
when we stepped out of the carsat P.. that
and safety of trusting in God.
We can beautiful New England city; and as we had | wields it? Chiefly the mother. She puts
her hands upon the household gods, and
trust in God only as we renounce trust in
an hour to stop, we went in search of old |
places them before the alfar of devotion,
ourselves and all else.
But trust in God
friends,
Homes are ‘Weighed and measured from
does not imply inactivity, or neglect to imThe streets were -thronged
with earnest
the back-windows,
from the front-door
prove appropriate means for our own good. people, walking rapidly as though they had | steps, and by ehancé meetings. The wife
It prompts to vigorous action, but leaves business to transact that needed their atten- | makes or robs home of its dignity irrespectresults with
. God, in confident assurance tion. They did not look at us, so we could | ive of its surroundings. The mother im| perceptibly, by the silent influence of her
that he doeth all things well.
:
not tell whether they were our friends or | fharacier and her heart, lifts the children to
1. It not. Our hour being up, we took the y | her own status, but not above it; and'if
Trust in God implies four things:
implies confidence in his word.
We can conch for S. After having lived in the Em- the school—Sunday-schools or day-schools
never trust a man that will lie.
His prom- pire state so long, where the ‘grand old ce- —lift them Higher, the influence of that
down
ise may be fair, and earnest, and positive,
dars have stood a thousand years for aught character and lieart will pull them
:
:
but we can not rely upon it. We dare not we know, tous the forest scenery looked again.
The children of her8ic parents, whether
trust him. But Godis
a God of truth.
It tame.
B.t the flowers were blooming surrounded by wealth or poverty, are likeis “impossible for God to .lie.”™
Yet many sweetly by the way-side.
The lawns were ly to become fitted for the greatest intellectseem to think that God is slack concerning verdant, and. it was beautiful New England ual honors and moral and social triumphs.
.. Allow us to lift the curtain of home, and
his promise. But it is not so.
All the stall,
let our readers feel the touch of that power
promises of God are yea and amen. Though
We found some of our loved ones ill, yet which is forming thre characters of the chilheaven and earth pass away, not one jot or were glad to see that time had not dealt dren of America.
How early children are
tittle of God's word shail ever fail.
Trust- very harshly with them, for the wrinkles made to feel that the appearance of wealth
ing in God implies perfect confidence, and were nestling slowly down on their faces . is ennobling, while Painness of dress bespeaks poverty and degradation! A little
full credence in his veracity.
y
Yet change, decay and death had been ail girl of eight summers, who never had one
2. It implies confidence in his power to around them.
verse of her Sunday-sehool lesson, said to
make his promises good. We may believe
We visited the old haunts where we used her teacher, “1 don’ want té sit by the
gide of ——; she is so plainly dressed.”
a man true and honest, and yet not believe to meet the dear ones, went to the cemetery
he is able to do all he promises, and so we where the dead lay, and read the names on ** But,” said the teacher, ** —— aware by:
her lesson.” “I don’t care,” said the
little
can not trust him. But nothing is too hard the marbles
3 those who bade us a fond eight-year-old; *‘ mother says her dress
forthe Almighty.
His power is infinite. goodbye te
Ars ago.
looks cheap, and she don't want me to asgociate with her” The mothers of both
ation at the Instituté, so we
It
was
va
“What his mouth in truth hath spoken,
|‘
rirly were members of the game church.
contented
ourselves
with
a
stroll
in
the
His own almighty hand shall do.”
Fale: mother, there is a time coming when
“park. I looked up wishfully at No. 14, and the little girl you now despise may be
He can not be taken by surprise.
No un- thought of Kate in Napa valley, California,
clothed in a royal dress of glorious brightforeseen occurrence ean thwart his designs and Mercy in Grand Detour, Ill, and Mat- ness, while your own chill may look across
toward those who trust in him.
:
a deep gulf, and ask in piteous tones that
tie and Sue and May --and Eva
B., anda
3. It implies confidence in his love.
If hundred others, Nor did we forget the re- this same child may be allowed to dip the
awe can not believe that he regards us with vered principal and teacher of old 8. Sem- tip of her finger in watérso coola parched
tongue.
Slavery to dress has ro
many
the love and care of a father,it wil! be diffi- inary.
By no means, sind we looked around a heart and mind of proper attention.
Petty strains of ostentation neutralize the
cult to trust in him. But David says,*‘Like among the flowers for something his hand
Children who
as a father pitieth his children, so the Lord i
planed
A remembered
being called | work of the Sunday-school.

Another starts from the stomach, and oth- the people and moved them, as I never before have seer Hindu Christians moved, and
go bring into exercise both gratitude and ers from all parts of the system, taking the
I may add, greatly rebuked my own weak
shortest and easiest routes tq reach the head.
hope. Surely,God has not forgotten us.
faith. So long accustomed to look upon
In
the
head
they
all
unite,
like
the
teleONE WEEK LATER. It has grown much
the
inertness and lethargy of the Hindu
graph system of the nation uniting in New
~ darker during the week. A bill is due for fuel,
character,
1 had well nigh come to feel that
York, and form the brain.
anothér for provisions. = A cold winter is upit were unreasonable toxexpect spiritual lite
These
little
nerves
are
the
telegraphic
syson us, and our children and ourselves are
tem of the body. They carry out messages ‘and vigor and activity from so effete a race,
poorly clad. No way opens as yet for our
to all the limbs, calling for motion, and But when in answer to the prayers of God's
relief. But what distresses me most. of all
bring back messages of any danger or in- people, the Spirit is poured out, even dry
is, that our religious interests are so low.
jury to any part of the system Sewer them bones are quickened and clothed afresh. A
I seem to be doing no good, except that I
at the neck, or press upon them, and
there portion of the members of the church had a
keep the church alive, by the help of God;
mind to work, and it was interesting and
is no motion or sensation
below.
How
and if I leave 1 seriously fear it will go
necessary then is a healthy nervous system cheering to notice the change in their praydown.
Somebody says,—** Well, then let
to sound health and vigorous action of the ers and exhortations. Dea. Brunda, a stgid,
it go down. You owe something to your
body! And a. healthy brain is still more upright man, though of weak faith,who genwife and family; and if a church care nothnecessary to the vigorous and healthy ac- erally told the Lord the day of the week
ing for the wants of their pastor, und do
tion of the mind.
Dr. Ramberg, of Ger- and the hour of the day, when he offered
not pay the little scanty salary that they many, sivs, “The brain is the organ of the prayer, at once forgot all this, and prayagree to, a pastor may work his life out
ed with an unction, having a definite object
soul.”
and he can do them no good. If you have
The brainjlike all other parts of the body, before his mind to pray for. Similar thangdone the best you can for them, and are
is
supplied with blood. M:ny of the veins es were remarked in others, and. startling
now
compelled tc léave, it is not your
confessions of sin were poured forth from
and arteries are so small that théy: are “hot:
fault if they die.”"—Gently, dear friend, genbnrdened hearts, and the prayers of Chrisare taught to be ashamed of their real cirperceptible to the naked eye; and run all
pitieth them that féar him.”
Ps. 103:13.
done sunset to sce the evening prim- cumstances, and to coves them by deceptly. God called me into the ministry. for
tians; solicited.
Many were .so anxious {o
through the brain, like the branches of a
4, It implies the development of this con- rose bloom, and went to the’ spot, but a tion, will soon learn to eover crime with
life,—not during a season of prosperity and
confess sin and solicit prayer, or to witness
tree, or river.
So the brain is fed directly
fidence in practice. We believe his word, strange plant was standing in its place, and the same false curtain.
success,merely, The church do not and can
for Christ, that two would rise at the same
Clothes are the purchase of an hour, and
from the heart. And as the leart gets the
his power and love; we take him at his I turnedaway sad.
Yet im our heart we
not feel our wants as we feel them ; nor can
tyme, and 30 or 40 persons spoke within an
may be bought at any time in life, while the
word,
and
cast
all
our
care
upon
food
directly
from
the
stomach,
it
follows
him.¢
breathed
a
prayer
for
dear
old
friends.
stand-point.
our
from
they see their duty
hour.
As the members of the church one
education of the intellect and heart is the
Heard the Rev. Mr. T. preach his last work of years, to which an undue estimate
The most of them think they have all they that the brain is supplied from the food we after another became thoroughly awake, This trust in God ¥& Christ is well illustrated
¢at and the fluids we drink, passing from the.
by the following incident :
sermot to the people of S., and the Rev, of wealth is a hindrance. The tinselsplencan do to provide for themselves and famibacksliders were led to feel their destitution
and
stomach
to
the
heart,
and
propelled
by
that
A
gentleman
went
into
his
cellar
when
it
Mr. B. preach his first to them.
Both dor and pompous stupidity of ki
thew
and
themselves
lies. I must allow
and wretchedness and form the high resolve
queens
are
worn
and
supported
by
jnferior
It
follows,
-therefore,
was
entirely
dark,
His
little
daughter
came
organ
to
the
brain.
were excellent diseeurses, well caleulated
- God to decide the question of their duty.
to arise and return to their Father's: house.
actors and actresses; but true, ennobling ,
" I will not forbear to deal plainly*with them, that if the stomach and heart become diseas- The unconverted also were led to feel their to the cellar door, and called for her fa- to make any people wiser and better if ad- culture forms the character that thinks, and
:
0 far as I am sure that duty demands; but ed,the tlood will be diseased,and loaded with need of salvation and plead for mercy and ther. He immediately answered, and bade hered to.
acts, and speaks the tragedy of animated C—
As all things have an end, so oar visit to | existence.—S. §. Workman
I willbe charitable, I may come short in” impuritie®; that if the brain is supplied at pardon. While the church has been inspir- her spring to hisarms. Unable to see him,
some things; as far short as they do in this. all, it must be supplied with this impure ed with new life and a higher purpose, it for a moment she hesitated, but being as- New England finally: eame to a close, and |
sured that he was there and would receive we are now living in a little white parson- |
What an account it would be against - me, if blood. How can a brain be healthy thus has, at the same time, added to its numbers
her,
she trustedin him,
gnd threw herself. age.
supplied
with
corrupt
food?
The
arteries
Just across the way
stands the temTo TEACHERS OF DULL SCHOLARS. You
I should be charged with not feeding them
and working force. At our Communion
forward
and
fell
pnd
into her father's ple of God, gleaming in the sunlight,where
of
the
brain
are
so
small
that
the
thick
and
have a class of children of average intellithe bread of life! It is
with a full sapplyof
season last evening, ten new members and
arms.
This illustrates the nature of true the good. people come to worship.
The gence, with perhaps one very bright and
safer at any rate to make my complains to diseased blood of the drunkard will not pags
two restored members received the right
taith
or
trust in God.
‘
thém,
without
being
forced
there
by
the
beautiful Ouleout goes dancing - and spark- quick child, and one or twa dull ones,
hand of fellowship,
and took their place to
God than to the brethren. We are scant
How do you treat the dudl scholars?
It is just that act of trust that every sin- ling and singing along just by us.
‘too great action of the heart ; it enlarges the live and labor with the people of God.
The
in some of the necessaries of life, it is true,
It is easier to teach the one whdse mind
ner
must
éxereise
to
find
acceptance:
with
old mountains tower far up towards the answers to yours like a flash, than the one
but many a man in pursuit of wealth or bloods essels of the brain and stretches Four of these had been candidates for the
them too.much, and strains them, and this rite of baptism for a number of months, God. Jesus invites them to comme unto him, blue sky, teaching us lessons of hope and. whose slow wits grope after the answer
fame has suffered more than this cheerfully.
and find rest.
It.may look®
exceedingly trust. The dear people wear smiling faces | painfully, who stammers amd halts, or fails
enlargement causes them to press against
be
two are Kodars, connected with the NorWhat troubles'me most in all this may
dark.
But
the-toment
he
confides
in his and carry large, wurm' hearts,
the
nerves
and
brain,
and
injures
the
abilityWe are to say anything more than a faint no or a
put down thus:
:
mal school, one as teacher,the other a pupil
doubtful yes.
word,
and
yields
to
lds
will,he
finds
himself
to
feel,
think
and
move,
and
when
it
is
here
working
with
them
in
the
harvest
In the ‘work of the day the dull scholars
ps first class. Both however were in
First, The success of this church is far
:
:
.
safe in Jesus’ arms.
i
with difficulty that a man feels, thinks, I
field of the Master, gathering sheaves to ard Apt to be counted out, while the bright
crsle,and had to resolve on forsaking all for
more important. than my life and is dearer
or moves, we say he is drunk.
Sometimes
The nature of trust may be illustrated by lay at his feet when he comes to make up er ones come in for their share of pri se,
Christ, as they expected to be cast out by
—_to me; yet the church langunishes and. may
which perhaps has not ‘been half so well
the
conjugal relation.
A gentleman and his jewels.
the
alehoo!
burns
and
scorches
these.
little
7
1t must be that the fault
their friends. Their families however thought
die. Secondly.
merited as you thought.
lady
become
assured
of
each
other’s
veraciblood-vessels
through
which
it
passes
unhave
I
better of it, and still allow them to remain.
of all this is in some way my own.
I once knew a teacher who was always
ty,
faithfulness
and
love,
and
are
engaged.
til they become charred, shriveled and erisp- Nityananda, our head teacher, and grandprofoundly interested in his dull scholars.
come short of the houndary of duty,or overTraining
Children
tor
Heaven.
This is trust'in theory. The consummation
ed and harder and smaller than they” should
To draw them out, to get them started, to
‘trodden it.
=
son-of old Prasaram, who was baptized in
of this engagement is practical trust, which
rouse them to enthusiasm, was to him a de—
be,
so
that
the
Hick,
diseased
and
gruBalasore over 30 years ago, by Bro. Noyes,
If there is a nearer place to the throne,—
Congratulating him once upon a
is to be developed in a]! future life. Sothe
light.
Not long ago,] heard the following remark brilliant
a place wifere I can pour eut my soul into mous blobd of the tipler- can’ not pass them had professed religion years ago, but soon
examination of his, class he said,
sinner
learns
first
to
believe
the
word,
pow
Sometimes
these
dried,
crisped
and
made, and have thought of it fhany times Did you notice that quiet Miss G——? The
'fell into, or never forsook, his evil habits, er and love of Christ.
the ear of my Father, and be heard and an- at all.
real work of the year has been with her.
and was excluded from the Balasore church.
swered, by the help of God I will find it. scorched arteries crack open and the ale
To secure hig favor there must be a prac- since: ‘“The Sabbath school work is to train 1 knew there was something in that girl,
hol
oozes
out
into
the
brain,
causing
it
to
respecter
is"no
He
He has been with us over two years, and tical trust,—a renouncing of our o
children for heaven.”* What a beautiful
God has heard others.
wills
if I could only find it oat and make her
of persons. If I come aright he will hear turn to fat or grease, and look like little has made repeated attempts to get into ‘the and an unreserved surrender to Jesus, trust- | thought! The Psalmist says, “The work of think so too, and though she was the least
This
is
called
fatty
degenerdrops
of
oil.
church, but while we liked him as a teacher,
And
me. 1 have been an unfaithful and unromising, you see how she ‘came out..
ing him for results. Only while we trust the Lord is honorable and glorious.”
acy of the brain, and is quite common
we could.sée no evidence of decided "piety
profitable servant, but he will forgive.
what
is
more
glorious
than
to
train
young
There
was my success.”
x
are we safe.
Ww.’
among liquor-drinkepk.
in his life. He has taken a mew start, and
How different from some teachers! Take
immortals for heaven? Oh, I love to think
Now comes a letter from our son, who is
Sometimes the blood-vessels are burst,
now believes himself to have been séundly
that I may have some part in this Christ- Susan Smith, for example; she is fourteen,
at school, saying that he must have assistknows no move than a miss by her
and
the
blood
runs
out
into
the
brain
formconverted,
and
is
very
zealous
in‘the
cause
Jottings by the Way-Side.
like work, and though I often tremble when and
ance immediately or leave school. He is
She ¢ can not memorize.
side who is eleven.
I think of my responsibility as a teacher, It is a simple impossibi ty for her to recite
BY MRS, C. L.V.
trying to improve himself that he may do ing clots of ‘blood, and creating sores in the of Christ. He is a man of godd talents,
yet I feel that, if I put my trust in Christ anything, as it is in the book, ‘correctly.
something for the Saviour's cause,and bene- brain. And sometimes so much runs out fair education and ability for usefulness. 1
to make bad worse, Ler instructor
fit his fellowmen. He'is trust-worthy, and as to cause paralysis, palsy and death. So was surprised and delighted to see him rige, * We shook hands, bade good-bye to the an labor for his sake, -he will bless Well,
puts on a sarcastic look, utters ‘an ironical
and
give
an
earnest
exhortation
in
our
Sanwe
find
that.
wherever
this
power.
goes,
it
little
group
of
kind
friends
who
accompanmy*labors,
and.
I
shall
see
all
my
dear
chilI know he has spent nothing needlessly.
her failure, or, if
This fell de- tal prayer-meetin®z recently. I was aware ied us to the depot,stepped into the cars and dren at last in heaven, “safe in the arms’ of expression of surprise at
.she happens to be right, treats it as though
God szems to have forgotten us. But /I carries destrdetion “with it.
it were a fortunate gccident.
~ he
know he is kind and good, and that the stroyer leaves a fiery path wherever it goes. he had been studying Santal, but had never nestled down in the “nicely cushioned. seats Jesus.” What a blessed thought !
My dear fellow-teachers, is it not worth
Stisam has shed countless tears over her
And the mind that has to act through such ‘heard him speak it to amy extent. But his in a sort of dreamy, ‘happy revery. Our
fault is mine. ~
’
The heart was full, and must have vent, and on hearts were so very glad, and we were so laboring and praying for? Will it not be lessons, and tried in vain to acquire a good
an organ, must act very imperfectly.
Two DAYS LATER. Yesterday was with first sensations are stimulating, exciting, he rushed, and nouns, pronouns, verbs, ad- absorbéd in our one idea, that every one sweet in eternity, to have all our little ones standing in her class, but things are against
"me, alone, a day of fasting and prayer. I and when taken in large portions they» be-. yérbs, placed or misplaced, were laid under who looked us in the facé ‘we imagined was with us .appuped the throne of God, and her. She is perhaps suffering for lack of a
preliminary dail, is graded too high, or she
felt deeply desirous to get where 1 could come narcotic and stupefying.
‘ What cheer, traveler?”
Upon what contribution and had to do duty. Cheered going to ask,
know that we were the means, under God, gets no_help at home, or is taking care of °
know that God did hear and answer my part of the brain does it have the greatest on by the hearty responses of his hearers, and the ready ahswer was ever on our lips, of bringing them to him? But let us re-. crowding
brothers and sisters. 1 have seem
prayer. Ithought he did hear and woud effect? Tt must have the greatest effect upon his exhortation was a telling one, in spite of “ Homeward bound.”
guch eases.
Whatif
the*scenes
member
that
*‘
Pious
reverie
is
far
easier
answer. Last évening I had oceasion to that part of the brain where there is the bad grammar and a limited stock of words. with which we had become familiar were than noble action.” Let us not be content | Teachers of dull scholars, whether in
Sunday-school or week-day school, I want
meet several of the brethren on some busi- most blood; where the blood-vessels are the
Sagaram, a grievous backslider; but a receding from our sight, and we were look- with merely wishing that they nay be sav. you to think! What becomes of all the
pess|of ‘ow society. During the evening, largest. As the limbs of a tree mear the man of some native eloquence, as a speaker ing on them for: the last time ?
We
were
ed, but rather let’ us. labor and pray earn. precocious children?
;
circumstances rendered it necessary that I
:
:
Here and there’one of them gets beyond
estly and constantly for that purpose, We
trunk are largest, so these arteries near the in Santal, has returned to the fold with going home now.
girmy
of
e
should make a frank ‘disclosur
great
base of the brain are larger than higher up great penitence, and now with his wife * Going home, and so we sat and dreamed should strive to “interest them-early in the the crudity of youth and fulfills the
cumstances. I -told the brethren I was in the brain, and conséquently the lower or
expectations
of
his
friends,
but
most
burn
(baptized yesterday) again erects the fami- | 45d thought. Thought of New England as life and death of our Saviour, @nd bring out like a candle, die after graduation, or
pretty well satisfied that 1 was doing no animal portiohs of the brain will become ly
altar.
{
|it
was
ten
years
ago.
Thought
of
our
before
their
minds
the
thought
of
what
he
subside into respectablé mediocrity,
good ; and for the benefit of the church I stimulated first. Hence generally’
the first
Dubray, the Kodar teacher, 18a very mod- | childhoodhome ; the little white cottage did for a dying world, We should not on- |
e anecdote books and the newspapers
unless
that,
them
tell
to
thought it my duty
telling us of great men who
effect upon the man is to excite all his ani- est, unassuming young man, of fair talents, | jaf concealed with jessamine, of the wilalways
are
ly
try
to
interest
them,
and
caube
them
to
!i
there was soon a change : for the better, I mal propensities; and to the greatest de- and’ promises usefulness. He has been a | 154 peneath the porch, of the dark fir trees, love the Sabbath school, but we should were slow and stupid boys.
ig
and will
world
the
in
a
things
Two
Here we have an explanation of the member of the school, still living with his] ,¢the orchard behind the-house, where the maleit the special object of our. lives to not be evercome, growth and painstaking
rr ini ke, eet gree.
ust Sener bo Se

sted, ‘and assured me of their kindest| moral degradation to which intemperance
Pelings aud utmost confidence; and sald reduce® men. Here is also the origin of all

:
©

grow “out of

the crimes whith so fruitfully

not

1 ould

many kind things for me that

own people, four years, and was elected | piqq used to have a concert every morning
third teacher a few months ago.

He speaks | ,¢ daybreak; of the beautiful

win themto Christ, Oh, I would rather be
the means of saving one of these little ones,

Lake, whose

the Santal more fluently than the Oriya and | o1i4qy surface used to reflect so many mag-

for whom

making us feel that we would
have said. for myself. Two of them handed intemperatice. ‘Through the mind the evils will, we trust, prove a-real accession of || jope pictures,
an artist at the xpos f all things of
: :
h in the Santal department of our
me 875 each, to be applied on. salary. One | of intemperance reach out to others.
. To Godbe all the praise.
the meadow where the lilies grew ; of the
The human brain is composed largely of
of them said be had kept his back a little,|

for fear that if ho paid it too soon

1 should | albumen, and in its natural state, when tak-

or twelve ‘others, who

are still ten

“There

school house on the green, and

To render it hard, and it is cheering to sée the resolution of | and then I was dreaming again.

to the last dollar. But nol is difficult to disséet it.
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all the

shot up in a might,

in the best meaning of the word,an eduAn able man shows his spirit by gentle’ ator,
meurtts
AS
wis
words and resolute actions:he is neither
Praise goes a great way when one i8 not
r.
hot nor timid,
:
;
| used to it, Tey thats. M. B, Bungsto
3 ah

anc. itis put into aleohol; this coagulates the the membersof the church to labor to bring | my eyes one moment on the lovely Oneidd
“We were
has the sane effect: these, and ‘still others farther away,to Christ | Lake, and it was behind us.
efous, ' And besides, they said, Since albumen. And aleohol
and
into
his
fold.
s
o
0
b
|
passing
tho
Comunity.
1
did
not
wish to
passes
it
;
head
the'
in
when
bramy
dl come interested in this good en- | upon the
nger, for they are

have

Jonah's gourd

and withered in a noon, but the cedars of
4.ebanon are standing yet.
op
The work that has been done by dull-and

riches and honors of the world,
Erra;
plodding people in this world can never be
er
)
stimated,
ol
TEA FAR,
0
heart onbasacould
pupil if you
“Perhaps yourcrust dullof ice,
sa
The mind i ought sometimes to be amused,
that it may the better return to thought-and ig
3
¥
0
to itself.
:
ahi
8
Try.
Be kind, be patient, be thonghtfuly be,

Ad we passed the bay
when my, taxes fell ‘due.. They | en from the skull¥t is so. oft that it will may be regarded, a part as candidates for | ry on the hill,
my hand to a friend,
kissed
and
out
looked
I
|
inquirers,
it
and
table,
a
anxious
on
as
lgid
when
ont
others
all
and
flatten
|
with
baptism,
‘that they would divide

ein 3
an

Christ died, than to

work.

;
;

:

>
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MORNT
Selections.

’

After the

ence of the sadness, or compassion, or

which the theme demands,

Sometimes a ¢lergyman takes out his six
sheets of ‘paper, and! designs to fill them

:

improvement.

2

For never had shé been beyond
The clasp of kindly arms,
Beyond the reach of love intoned

!

»

\

0 soothe her wild alarms,

out this sunlit, home !

er

How could I leave her in the cold:
And dampness of the sod?
All crushed beneath the stifling mold—
Thy little one, O God?
'

lars,

—

your

to lighten the dark valley,

And through the ether I had seen
The, vision disapficar,

The main discipline of a preacher,

death, surely we should not shrink

Thy throne.

an intense interest in his subject, may

Jesus, Sopp issionate my grief!

Beneath
righteous will,
Waite till Thou shalt bring relief,
My heart is cold and still.

ye must

free and full play.
:
We may think that we are

Revive, to find beyond the skies
The little one that died.
;

hour

in

idle

musing

or

At

ram-

wasting

an

reverie, wg

in

a certain

council

:

y :

already for the press and partly printed.
standing this terrible “ BAPTISM

go to hed.

I

“So am I; but I have been expecting to

The December number

know how.”

LITTLE

AND

OFTEN,

said the

“Thank be unto

leave the study for the

God,

who

giveth us the

landlord. £ 4 “That is prayer;

AND
AND
AND
AND
AND
AND

whither it will in its windings.
The most startling sermons ever preached have sometimes been the naturai out-

ouroolumns. It deserves the attention of
_—every preacher, amd others way read it
with mo little profit:
1. Strive to make your external circumstances, and especially your physical state,
conducive to your facility in writing.

gushings of minds which

knew

nothing

of

written rules.
a
7. Before you begin to write your sermon, obtain as full a mastery of your theme
... There are certain reminiscences and fit- as vou can.
8. When fully prepared according to the
messes of a study which will facilitate the
work of almost any writer.
Tt is a singu- foregoing rules, pen your discourse rapidly.
lar, if not a mo
ing faet, that if his lexi- * A man will not write with the requisite
«con or concordance be ona high shelf at a enthusiasm while he is thinking of rhetoridistance of ten feet

from

him,

he

cal rules,

will not

consult it as often as he should;

if it lie

If the right

term

does not occur to you

while you are intent on the thought, leave a

within reach of his arm, he will be more rig-

id to his fidelity.
There are laws of the body and the: mind

blank, and suffer not ydur ardor to be cooled down by a tial into lexicography.
There are laws for the division of a dis-

ty-four as peculiarly adapted to severe intellectual exertion,
Dr. Doddridge sacrificed this health,
scores of scholars have sacrificed their
soundness of vision, to the habit of studying in the merning by lamplight, before
their bodies had beenJortified by a particle

course into paragraphs, for the apposite termination of séntences, for capital letters,

whieh prescribe certain hours of the twen-

for orthography ; but let these laws go for
nething while you are penning your discourse,
So arrange your studies as

to

avoid

an-

necessary fatigue, |
The habit of writing late on Saturday and
early on Sabbath morning, imperils the

of food.
;
A sermon written seon after dinner is apt

to be an after-dinner sermon. and a dis kealth of body, intellect, and heart. course writtem in the night, is apt to be
characterized by the prurience of emotion,
The Jewels in the Cup.
and the artifieial exocitements which give it
the name of a might effort.

—

Exceptions apart, the moming

PP

hours, be-

There was a fine touch of poetry as well
tween breakfast and dinner, are best fitted as of Christian philosophy in the cheerful
for the vigoreas and healthy action of the words of a young servant of Christ who
mind.
;
was near his last hour. ** When I have
The brain will not be pliant when 0 di- ¢he most pain in my bedy,” said he, ‘I
ive orgams are oppressed. )Sometimes dave the most love in my soul. Ido not
the thoughts will nat be fresh whn the skin doubt but that there is love in the bottom
is not
pure.
ie
of the cup, though itis terribly bitter in
While many clergymen need lessons of the mouth.” It was at the bottom of the’
abstemiousness, there are net a few who cup that God had placed the precious bless" need the preseription of a liberal table.
ing; and it was needful that he drink the
The poet Keble, although he wrote like a whole bitter draught in order to reach it.
disembodied spirit, did not eat like one.
“The cup which my Father hath given
Many sermons present evidence that the me, shall I not drink it?” This was the
writers oftthem sleep too long; but too lit- submissive utterance of the Man of Sorrows
tle sleep Drakes ae dull a sermon as too in Gethsemane.
Thousands of his followmuch.
:
ers have. faltered out the same words
The pride of asceticism, the slavish sub- through their tears, when a heart-breaking
jectioirto rules, the fear of bedily ailments, tnial was trying their faith to the utmost.
have made invalids eut of men who would
But the ¢ sweet breath of Jesus has been
have been robust, if their geed sense had on the cup,” and made it more palatable.
been equal to their imagination.
And the lips that tasted the draught of sor2. Hold up befare your mind a high row have uttered such prayers as they bad
ideal of a sermon, but

consent

to

sacrifice

pri don.

Fh

One is: * A midister should never preach
beyond his experience.” No rule can be
more important than this, if it be understood as meaning that a minister should not
pretend to feel what he does. not feel; he
should be ap honest man—practicing what
- he professes. But thé rule -is understood,
sometimes, as prescribing that a. minister
should delineatei no more of a joy or sorrow, ho

or fear, desire

or

be must drink the cup of suffering, or we

experience.

"This iy to pregeribe that he is to preach
himself>father than the Gospel, and bring
all truth down to his own level. Whe is he
that is thus entitled to circumseyibe the religThe true ideal of a sermon requires not
that the writerof it bring all his representations of the Christian life down to the levhis own

experience,

deayor to bring

but

most exalted representations

, tian

life.

that

his experienee

he

up

en-

to the

of the

sheep?

® Is he notto utter truths whieh will elevate
his anditors and also himself? Is not the
Gospel bigher than men ? Shall it hot introduce them

divine life >

into

new experiences

By waiting until he can preach

of the

what

is

the best possible, a man may lose the opportunity of preaching what is of great value, .

We read of a seulplor who stood

the eomumentary,

ashamed of my own

.

of .the

try vexitions.
take her cap

She

I used to Z0 home

impatience

under pal-

never asked God

of suffering from

were her jewels,—patience,

to

her,

in it

meekness,

and

L
)
joy in the Holy Ghost.
Experiencedf the love of Jesus is another
of the

pearls dropped _ into

the

dmaught

which is mingled for“his chosen ones.
Christ has his-choice ones. Dr. Arnot says
that the true meaning of the text, ‘“ Many
are galled but few are chosen,”—is this,—
““ Many are called to he Christians, but only

sorrow- ‘afew are choice.”

ful before his masterpiece, and to the inquiry: why he was so gloomy, replied:
* Beeause I am satisfied with it.” He had
attained his ideal, and saw no prospect of
his future growth,
;
3. Cultivate an appropriate interest in

Only a portion of all the
flock are “called and choice and faithful.”

Thise choice Christians are often chosen

for

afflietion, and

excellent: through

trial.

become more choice

the

regimen

and

of severe

There is an experience -of the love

of Jesus which they

gain in their hours of

what you are writing,
: ‘bereavement,or poverty,or hardships, which
It is said by many a clergyman: I should thay never could have acquired in any othwrite better sermons if I were moved by my
way, The ‘love in
the bottom of the

persona} desire to. write, and not impelied
y professional duty. But he may
derive
his chief sthpulus from his delight in his
work while lie may oceasjonally feel the ex-

actions of hig parish
A special interest in a

4
subject is often

pious

then rites and ceremonies.

opened unto you.” “In everything, by
prayer and supplication with thanksgiving
et your requests be made known unto God.”

hands

the Protemblem
of Rome
and hea-

represent the infant Jesus.

We are

assur-

himself, as he thought he was answering for

ed that it was made from a tree of the
Mount of Olives, and carved by St. Luke.
I hope he was a better physician than artist ;
for the figure itselfis artistically not widely
different from such as stand in inviting attitudes at the entrances of our cigar-shops—
perhaps a trifle more delicate in style.
It
has a side chapel all to itself.
It is carefully preserved in a casket of wood.
Its

history. After thishe was very careful in
his statements. Such would be ' the effect
upon the pulpitif every pastor could feel
that his discourse is reviewed in every family on Sabbath evening.
p
, These remarks are suggested to the
writer by having been a listener to a home
exercise

over it, as though it
For the Bambino, per-

haps from its medical carver, has inherited a

wonderful power.
Better far in the eyes
of the faithful than hydropathy, homeopathy, or Allopathy is ‘Bambino-pathy.
In
times of dire distress it is taken from its
chapel, cairied to the sick-bed, placed at the
foot, and made the recipient of prayers for
succor and deliverance.
And such prayers
are always heard.

The jewels which

of Araceli, on the Capitoline Hill,

going

over

the

sermons, on

a recent Sunday evening.
It was ata
boarding-school for young
ladies.
The
Principal sat down in the drawing-room
after tea, with some forty young ladies, and
began this exercise. The room was dark,
except as light came inyrom the adjoining
room. The thing was wholly voluntary,

dress is of the finest fabrics, trimmed * with
lace, and is literally covered with jewels,

which are stuck all
were a pin-cushion.

of

and the utmost
vail. One point
out.
Sometimes
then a dozen at

confidence seemed to preafter another was brought
one voice was heard, and
once, as the interest be-

came greater. The Principal of the school
quietly called out one part-of the sermon
after another, until it had really been
reached over in that Christian home.
ere is power, the power which the church
and the pulpit needs.
Attention is one of

cover

the hardest gifts to cultivate, as itis inval-

uable when acquired.
sermon expecting
it, will listen with

He who

listens to a

to give some account of
tenfold interest.
@'Wh

could not every fumily take up this oldfashioned element of power ? How différently a minister would feel in thinking out,
in writing, in delivering his sermon—if he
knew that every thought was likely to be

at Rome.

a

eall from heaven to write wpon thit subject.

One secret of writing 8o as not to tive the
reader, is to writein Hove with a subject
whieh is fitted'to excite the reader's love,

cup” was only to be reached by drinking
the sorrows which held the jewel. The
school of suffering EFiduates rave scholars.
To the disciples in that schoal it is often
given to *‘ know the love of Jesus which
assoth knowledge.” Suffering Christian!
¢ not in haste to quit thy Master's school ;
thou art fitting for the high school of
heaven. Push not away peevishly thy cup
of sorrow ; for the sparkling diamond of

to feel behind the rest, when two or three
families of us” unpdek - our. baskets and sit

around a common table-cloth.
Myself to
prepare to accompany the children and see
. that they are not ran over, or

"lost.

a long walk tothe depot, a hot

from the cool groves right at our

one not half so good for any
than that i¢ is twenty-five miles

N

which I walk, with two eross children,
wearily home. The net result of the day in
¢hurch,

twenty of

whose members are worth $100,000, another twenty $50,000 ; and yet a ¢hurch. building costing $60,000 has to be built by such
picdyune institutions as pic-nics, ice-cream

A MONTH!
Horse and Carriage furnished. Expenses paid.
« B.
SHAW, Alfred, Me.

AN: IN GENESIS AND IN GEOLOGY:

or, the Biblical accountof Man’s Creation
tested by Scientitic Theories of bis Origin and Anti.
quity,
By Josepn P. THOMPSON,
bP. D.. LLD,

One vol., 12mo,

Price, $1.

post, on receipt of price
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BURLINGAME,
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Superintendents

SUNDAY SCHOOL BOOKS
will find it for the advantage of their Schoolsto send
all orders direot to.

I

dbzen nice tongues that
have a quarter
were boiled yesterday, and cost me $1,80.

Then there are pickles, of course, and
cheese,and tea and coffee,and for the whole,

which is a pldin tea you see, I shall count
myself “out” $5,00, which-1 cheerfully give

Messen:

BD.

°°

LOTHROP

‘

.

&

CO...

Boston,

whose Stock is one of the LARGEST and BEST Sel¢oted in the United” States,
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GENTS WANTED. TATRA TERNS,
BOOK

AGENTS

have long wanted a novelty in the sub-

scription line, which will sell at sight in every family,
It-bas been said that a writer must be .Chrisfs love for thee is in ‘the drauglit he
| t§ the church. In the afternoon, thirty la‘borne npwird by his subject, and must not, give thee to dvink,—Cuyler.
The Pictorial Family Register
dies arrive, also the pastor. = They sew and |
Bho . ird of prey, bear his subject up
paid, at the is the only work extant which satisfies this want. It

aier

.

bt

One reason why a sermon on*the sinful-’
Trusting to providence as though all deness and danger of men, or the threatenings pended upon God, we Should labor as
of the law, fails to produce its normal effect | though all depended upon our own exerIs, that it wae not written ynder the fmilu- tions,
:

ee

Si

are paid, or rather the churchis
a total of
rate of ten eents a lady, making
$3,00 for the afternoon’s work of thirty
persons. They arch out to supper at precisely six o'clock, and deliberately eat up
i

‘oo.

gy

ia beautiful and striking,
combihing an Sntiely new
and elegant FAMILY
PHOTOGRAPH ALBUM with
a complete FAMILY HISTORY. Full articulars
and circulars free. Address,
GEO!
MACLEAN,
Pnblisher,
8 8chool sireet, Bostoh,
bi Say
,
:

~ 170

Washington

1

& MAIN, 425, Broome 8t., N. Y

Catarrh!
_.

Catarrh!

IT CAN BE CURED.

Circulars, price lists, and all necessary ‘informa-

| tion can be had by addressing (with return stamp)
Rev.

Troy, Ohio.

ANEW

CHURCH MUSIC BOOK
SINGING SCHOOLS.

“The

Sceptre.”
MAIN, New Yokr.

accessors to WM. B.

BRADBURY.

RELJANGE WRINGER,
FECTED

1871.

Easiest Working

Holds Firmest;

The

and

TRY IT.

workings which

work,

Control.-

CONN.

BETTER

An

AND
THAN

BOOTS

entirely

PUBLISHING

BY

New

Freewill

SHOES;

SCREW

BETTER—Because

they are

more

Com-

fortable, are Water-Proof and are warranted not to rip
ordape *
CHEAPER—Because, while their first cost is not in excess of sewed or Pegged work of a lightgrade, their Durability is far greater. they preserve their Shape much
better, and the metalic fastening insures a more Equal
Wear.
Equally applicable to Neh and heavy work.
~The immense demand
having called
forth imitationss
consumers should be sure that every boot or shoe bear,
the Patent Stamp.
:

Sold

by

dealers

everywhere.

Twi6

.

GET THE BEST HOME MAGAZINE.
Send for Specimen Copy and Conditions.
! Addsos MOTHER'S
JOURNAL, NEW YORK,
lw46

8310

EDITION

CLARK,’
of the

FOR

ALL

Baptist Publications,
“

at the advertised rates, by

Messrs. D. LOTHROP & CO.
BOSTON, MASS.
a

WIRE.

Pliable, more

6m34

THE

LATHAM
NEW

will be filled promptly

THOSE FASTENED WITH

CABLE

MARY

AND

OTHER

OR

FOR

BR. I,

SACRED MELODIES,

and

HART© 13w38

CHEAPER

ANY

MRS.

Also, for the

country

CO,

PROV,

WONDEREUL WORKS OF JESUS,

eminentl

strongly tend to bring this

Romish

and

THE

its baseless pretences, its frauds, its persecutions.its
immoralities, its opposition to our public schools,
and civil and religious liberty, it shows its insidious

original work.
FORD, CONN.

st.,

NEW QUESTION BOOK,

adapted to the times. It fully uncovers the Romis
system from its origin to the present time, exposes

under full

Warren

adh

FOR

Standard

Cheapest,

' The Best,

ORDERS

ROMANISM AS IT IIS.
Exhaustive

Durable

CURVED CLAMP

sure to Agents every-

This Book, an ELEGANT OCTAVO VOLUME, containing 350 pages, and 105 first-class Engravings,
an

Rolls,

Most

PROVIDENCE TOOL COMPANY,

where selling our new seven strand White
Platina Clothes
Lines, Sells fapidiy st every house. Samples free. Address the GIRARD
WIRE MILLS, Philadelphia, Pa.
eow2m44

is

Moulton

Spiral Oogs,

11

WANTED

FOR

By Dr. A, BROOKES EVERITT,
Onl yOne Dollar;
per dozen copies, $10.50.

per month guaranteed

AGENTS

~

T. P. CHILDS,

wid

BOSTON, MASS

to

Cop-

Successors to Wt. B. BRADBURY.

Street,

MILTON AUSTIN,'Prop’r.
eowlyd?

A MONTH—Horse and outfit furnished.
Address, NOVELTY Co., Saco, Me.
nH

CHRISTIAN
BAPTISM.
This little book has been revised by the author, has
been

clothed in an entirely new dress, and

presents

a very comely appearance. It should be in every
Baptist family. Let every pastor and church-member have a copy of flii newly revised and useful
book.
Price, in cloth, only 25 cts.; in
paper covers,
15 cts, Pgstage extra; on theformer, 4 cts., on the
latter, 2 cents. ~
;

AGENTS

WANTED

FOR

BRINGING IN SHEAVES.

»

By Rev. A. B. Earle,
THE FRUIT

OF HIS

LIFE

“1s having an immense success.”
COMMISSIONS

F AMES

LARGE,

HH, EARLE,

WORK.

Daily Standard.

For terms, address,

Publisher, BOSTON, MASS.

THE NEW CHURCH MUSIC BOOK.
“ THE SCEPTRE.”
By

Dr.

ONLY
(Shoes with Studs instead of
E
Stylish & sto
.

a

ie

SOLE MANUFACTURERS OF THE SHOE STUDS.
Shoe Manufacturers Supplied,
16w35

New

and

GOODS,
;

A
a
AND
NTUDY

BIBLES,

PUBLICATION S

on hand or imported to order.
ME

2m45

-

SEMMONS,
Treas,
116 Washingwon §¢., Boston.
‘

TREATISE.

The New Treatise,

IT.

York.

Successors to WM. B. BRADBURY »

Commentary on the New Testament.
Bates College.

tist Printing

Publisherd—Dover:

Establisliment;

Commentary

Butler.

Freewill

Boston:

just revised by order

of the General Conference, can now ‘be had

Bap-

D. Lothrop

Price $2,00.

Illus-

;

(the

Gospels),

through two editions in as

many

of Dr.

having

But-’

passed

months, assured the

publishers of the demand for such a work embracing
as it does, valuable

features and arrangmente

in no other work.

These have been retained herein

while the clear

All prices and sizes, on hand at a saving of one profit
to the huyer,

BAGSTER’S

EXAMINE

Now.REApY. The second volume, embracing
The
Acts,Romang,
and the Corinthians. By Rev.Dr.
BUTLER, Professor in the Theological School at

ler’s,

Elegant Designs,

PULFPIT,
FAMILY

TO

& MAIN, Publishers, New

The great success of the first volume

we are able. to offer

IN

FAIL

KVERBITT.

DOLI.AR.

& Co; Biddeford: J. IX.
trated

ENGLISH BIBLES.
FRESH

BROOKES

”

M. D. BROOKS «& CO.
5 Pearl Street, Boston,

As we import our own Goods
a LARGE
STOCK of

A.

ONE

DON'T

BIGLOW

Send for SAMPLE PAIR.
Manuf'd and for Sale by

Ey

exposition

and dqetrines df the books

of, the difficult

composing

found

passages

this volume,

render iv a valuable aid, ifnot a necessity,
lovers of the Scriptures and to the student.

to

all

Though not.exclusively a subsgeription book, agents
are solicited for this as for the first volume.that it may
receive more immediate attention from our churches.
Persons in New Hampshire and
Massachusetts
desiring agencies should address Rev. N. Brooks,
Manchester,

N.

‘H; residing

elsewhere,

should 'ad-

dress J. E. Butler, Biddeford, Mame.
:
For sale at'the officesof publication and at the
bookstores.
Please send to the STAR office for a
upply. of these books.
.;

AN ESTABLISHED FAVORITE.
“THE

VICTORY.”

on application,
for 25 cents for each copy, The Most successful Church Music Book published during
the past three years,
4
Postage (extra) 4 cents for single one, or
2 cents each for

two

Job

Wor

«Or

or more copies:

ders are solicited,

:

:

of all Kinds, ves at this
y office. .
0

A

tb

WEEKS & POTTER, General Agents,

Will be seni prepaid by

apd all Buyers of

about $100,000 for $60,000.
Lille
Wednesday morning.
I expect about
thirty of the sewing circlers and the pastor.
1 shall make about one hundred and twen-

OFTEN.
OFTEN.
OFTEN.
OFPRTEN.,
OFTEN.
OFTEN,

tf15
bY

SCEPTRE.

The method of treating Diseases of the Lungs, Asthma,
Catarrh and all tubercular affections, by Inhalation, is an
acknowledged success. By inhaling the Vapor fromthe
Balm, every cell or alveole of the lungs, and every bronchial tube 1s reached; the lungs are expanded, and the
healing qualities of the weed are brought into direct action upon the diseased organs.
The weed from which the balm is made was discovered
by a well known professional gentleman o f Boston, upon
the prairies in the great valley of the Mississippl, through
the instinct of horses afflicted with the heaves, and is
therefore strictly a great Natural Remedy.
He cured
himself of consumption when pronounced incurable by
the best physicians in Boston, and now, ufter fifteen years
of nearly uninterrupted health, confidently recommends
it to the public. When used in connection with the Prairie Weed Balsam, it has proved itselfan unfailing remedy
for all Consumptive difficulties. Send for Circular.
PRICE $1.50, INCLUDING INHALER.

\
PRESENT,

v

Sent by mail on receipt of Pne Dollar.

BIGLOW

INVEST

MADISON STREET,

| Clergymen.”

festivals and.clam-bakes, and at an outlay of

ty-five biscuits, ang fous loaves of cake,

AT

TO A

OF 160 ACRES

By Dr. A. BROOKS EVERITT.
Price, only One Dollar; Per Dozen
:
ies. $10.50,

Fire.

CHICAGO,

13w4l

dive for what there is, and the soiled and
broken remnants‘are thrown over the bank,
the cloth folded
into the basket, beside

TO

45tf

$42

our own, A mussy dinner, a great waste
of good provisions, a general plunge and

cash is about $100, for a

74 WEST

doors, to
away from

TIME

OFFICE

ride away
reason

THE

here, and to place on loan:

Then

other

IS

“THE

BALM
FOR INHALATION,

Insurance. companies have failed. NOW

ENTITLED

HOMESTEAD

i

WAR

™ New Church Music Book for Choirs.

PRAIRIE. WEED

At Home Doing It.

We are standing

—
on the site occupied, in the days of Paul, by
a temple te Juno Moneta. The unfinished
A zealous "Christian met a staid oldchurch is largely composed of the remains fashioned brother on the street on Monday
of heathen temples.
The great granite pil- morning, and hailed him. thus: ‘Goo
lars which support the nave have been dug | porning, brother B——,you should have
from
ruins of Rome. * Everywhere this been’at our church last evening; we had a
fact A
Old walls and temples are splendid sermon on the duty of parents.”
converted into church edifices. . Ruins of *“ Sorry,” replied brother B——, * but I
the past are made quarries to serve the ec- was #t home doing it!”
The reply isa
clesiastical purposes of the present.
Why. sermon in itself, and it hits the point most
not? Can the dead past ever do man a exposed in average Christian = eonduct.
better service than when it becomes a quar- Nothing would influence our homes so
ry out of which we gather our material of directly, nothing would inspire the pulpit
experience wherewith to construct for th
so much asa great deal of brother B—'s
future ?
:
practice of ** doing it " at home. It is told
To the Catholic, however, the fact thathe of one of the Reformers, that when on trial
stands in the midst of the reconstructed ru- for his life he answered carelessly, thinking
ins of classic Rome is nothing. The grand his condemnation sure, and feeling indifferfact is that he is under the roof which covers ent as to the opinions of his enémies. But
the sacred form of the Bambino.
at length he
heard the scratch of a pen
The Bambino is a wooden figure madeto behind the tapestry, and he at once aroused

must drink “‘the wine oi the wrathof! — Harper's Mag.
:
?
God.”
i
3
Leoking down into the draught of sorrow
whieh God mingles often for his children,
Raising Church Funds.
reviewed and preached over again at home.
what precious jewels glisten in the depths !
"his is a food thingto preach about, and
Promises are there sparkling like pearls.
““ As thy day so shall thy strength be.”{. From a piquant chapter, in the Christian to talk about; but blessed are they who
have grace to be at home doing it.—Presbyp« Whom I love I chasten.” .*¢ My graee is
Union, of one week’s experiences, illustra- terian.
sufficient.for thee,” * What afflicted child of tive of the Social Taxation of church picGod would fling from him a cup which contains such priceless gifts as these ?
ji nics, surprise parties, ete., we make this
the wasteful economy of
Graces sparkle, too, in the goblet of grief extract concerning
which Divine Jove mingles for those who favorite methods'8f vaising church funds:
.GRAHAM, PERRY & ¢O.,
are ta become more ¢ perfect through sufTuesday
morning.
No nurse-girl, as
fering.” How lustrous shines ‘the grace usual. Two children to dress for the SunESTATE AND LOAN AGENTS.
of patience. I used to go occasionally and day school pic-nie, and one to provide with REAL
Of all the money. we. liad placed. on loan, we have
read the Bible to an invalid who had been the means of staying at home, being an intortured for forty years with excruciating fant in arms ; a basket to pack, two pies to not lost a SINGLE DOTEAR;:éven in those cases
pains); and her sweet words of submission bake, in order to have them fresh, and not in which the buildings were conswmmed and the Fire
were

Chris

-

Is the shepherd to be one

if

After the Chicago

ion of Jesus,
the religion for the world, withm
the limits of his own narrow mind or heart ?

“eof

pe,

fl

aversion, than

equals the standard of kis own

hands cultivate the

have been laid upon iy cup.
To
estant it appears to afford a curious
of the manner in which the Church
is composed of’ Cnistian doctrine

LATE

within Railroad limits, equal to a
DIRECT
BOUNTY
OF $400.
Send for the new edition of descriptive pamphlet,
with new maps, mailed free everywhere. Address’
Q.F.DAVIS,
Land Commissioner, U. P. R. R. Co.
3m36
OMAHA, NEA.

sent

It. KENNEDY'S HAR TEA

“Ask, and it shall be given you; seek,
and ye shall find; knock, and it shall be

not made, and could not maké¥n seasons
its gaudy person are a pag of the fees
of prosperity.
which it has received for
these services.
The richest jewels of grace often lie at But they are only a. part. pe~ The Bambino
the bettom of sorrow’s cup. Jesus could practice is wonderfully profitable to the
not push from him the bitter agony of Cal-| priests—so profitable that there are several
yary ; redemption was at the bottom of imitations in other cities.
But the original
that cup. He could not save himself” and | and genuine Bambino, the gift of the medvet save a guilty world of sinners. Either ical apostle,is to be seen only in the Church

perfection in its minuti® to the nsefnlness
of your general ministrations.
ere are emrrent maxims which are often sis
arstond in fic a manner as to
de the eompeositiens for the pulpit be-

iy the Saadacd af other

A chapel and a school were soon founded
in this village as thegresult.of this first
prayer in the landlord’s family,

fal it would appear as a fine instance of the
method. in which the Romish church ha:
consecrated to the seryice of God the fruitage of the heathen. The wine, they would
tell us,is none the worse because idolatrons

OF THE

ARF

FREE

OFTEN,

OFTEN,
OFTEN,

“Then ask God to teach you.”

from $2 to $10 Per Acre

SOLDIERS

Now.

AND
AND

.

range

than

LITTLE
LITTLE

prayed in my Life I don’t

BONING ae United States.

Prices

will appear carly

double the usual number of pages, and will be
to all new subscribers for 1872, FREE.

ey

then

ge

It will be extra large, containing about

LITTLE
victory,
through
our
Lord
Jesus
Chrigp?”
go
on.”
LITTLE
greve; go from the library to the running
* Pm sure 1 don’t know what to-say now,
Rales for Sermon Writers.
stream ; stand not always at the high desk,
LITTLE
sir.”
but lie down on the grass; the sight of
Bambino-pathy in Rome.
“(od has aught you to pray; thank him
birds
will
be
more
suggestive
than
the
sight
We find in one of our exchang®s the folfor it. Thank
(rod Almighty for letting us LITTLE
of books.
lowing.epitome of Prof. Park’s suggestive
pray
to
him.”
The
Church
of
Araceli
affords
a
curious.
It is well at times to give ourselvesup to
LITTLE
and practical article in the Bibliotheca Secra our subject without any regitd to the use though not remarkable illustration of the
#1 do.
“Amen,
amen,”
said
Mr.
Hill,
and
then
for Oct., and are glad to reproduce it in which is to be made of it; to let it carry us. extent to which in Rome the ancient and
LITTLE
ecclesiastical are commingled, To the faith- prayed himself,
Now and

NOW FOR SALF, for cash or long credit.
- These lands are in a mild and/healthy climate, go ™—¢
for
grain-growing
and stock:
.
y.

Homesteads for actual Settlers.

in November, more BRILLIANT and CHARMING
ever before.

and
a Nmasing

2,600,000 Acres of Government Land between
Omaha and North Platte, open for entry as HOMESTEADS ONLY.

their knees, and the landlord was called upon to pray.
,
Hy

to pray,”

a

State of Nebraska,in the Great PlatteValley

Notwith-

OF FIRE,”

“Then get me my horses; I can nbt
sleep in a house where there is no family” :
Subscribe
prayer.”
10weowi2
“I have no objection to have a prayer;
but I do not know how.”
LITTLE
AND
“Well, then, call your people.”
In a few minutes the family were .upon

teach us how

4,

ACRES

or

3,000,000 Acres of Choice
J
"Lands on the line of the ro

was,

STILL LIVES!!!

~¢t can not be doneat an inn.” +

“God,

12,000,000

THE LITTLE CORPORAL

e

“Sir, [ never

“UNION PACIFIC RAILROAD.

ALTR

ding
all the BACK NUMBERS on hand, and the Elec-

be summoned to family prayer.”

of acannon, you must never come into
the field.”
So the Christian must nerve himself for
strong opposition from the great enemy,
if he seeks to be useful to his Master.
He
can not stand up manfully for. Jesus,
without having many seek to cast him down,
Land the worst foe of all. will be found in
his own bosom.
.

>

trotype Plates for the November number which

here.’

\

in America.
Publishing House with all its contents, inclu- Best Farming and fineral Lands

O—

said, “Sir, I wish you'wonld

it was re-

H |

———r—————

Cheap Farms! - Free Homes!

ih,

can not go till Thave seen the lights all out;
I am’so afraid of fire.”
i

:

of war,

the church

bed till we have prayer,”
3
The waiter told his master, who came and

the Sir Horace Vére,*“ If you fear the mouth

fact we are letting the ground lie fallow for
the sak
ining the richer harvest.

=Cong,

from

our cross, .and so follow
®

into

if

“Indeed ! tell your master I can not go to

marked by a lord present, that the enemy
had many
pieces of ordnance planted ina
certain place, where it would be very dangerous to fight.
:
:
"4 My lords,” said the valiant commander,

discourse, give to the mind at certain times,

bid the faith that stficken lies
buried babe beside,

take up

im,

ble abroad in search of trophes;
but as
he goes out of his way for them, they
are a hlemish to his style.
.
6. While meditating on the subject of your

v

of

in our way. If we would come after Christ,

then,

5. Regard an appropriate excitement of
your sensibilities as an aid to the accuracy
of your composition.
he soul of the sermon does not reside in
the accurate phrases of it.
- The preacher, if he be not stimulated by

in weariness to drag
the dark, chilling tomb,
and aye too fain to flug,
amid the gloom.

things

thus stand

duty because of a few straws of opposition

should be moral, rather than intellectual.

My faith by such a sight sublime
nvincible had grown,”
©
And found it easy, Lgrd, to ¢limb

could

could go out

waiter who cama to tell him that it was time
the lights were out:
“I
have been waiting a long time expecting to be called to family prayer.”
“Family prayer! we never have such

power

firm to his Principles; in the very face

A

i

ON TIE LINE CF THE

The Little Corporal

-

“Rowland Hill was once staying at a village inn. Bedtime came, and he said to the

you will, and I

Itisin

And

The First Family Prayer.

;

will do what | ought.

and put it directly

with so much better heart,

never professed to be immortal;
‘‘Do what

$60,0002

BE

—

pEsTROYED

eafen. up the fat ones.
make

Cle

’

THE CHICAGO FIRE

Truly the

sewing by the day and earn that five dol-

freely what his conscience

A

was the reply.

imated by mere animal sensibility does not
reach the heart.
y
‘

lifted her

.

A

“I have

have

oh, itis so discouraging! I

replied, that,

commanded him,”
:
“The you shall die,” said the enraged

explain it, but yet will always feel that,
| somehow -or other, his minister who is an-

Up in the shining air,

-

speak

Kime”

not take $100,000 to

4, Write when
you are in a state of to put me to death unjustly, and in my
power to die constantly.”
awakened religious feeling.
If this heathen, with no gospel sun-ray
The unlettered Christian will be unable to

Or warmth may never come!

And reach her at

he must

1871.

Now, have you the face to tell me it does

there, he was required to give his advice,

see the good influence
his discourse;
great faith that this lle
wil] come,
whether he see it or not.”

#hrouded and locked and hid where day

But foroed
Through
It droops,
Expires

‘lean

“As he was a Senator, it was fit he
should appear at the Senate; and if, being

that he Will | by |

temperament: is: Much ope

A Dobe. alone, laid far away

To this the Senator ina)

not weighed.
You can no more compose a true sermon
while you are copying
another man's style,
than you can swim whilé a drowning man
is grasping your limbs,
e characteristic’ of a true. minister's

Jariing slept last night;

And through
the long Jong hours, in pain
I wept ti | morning ligh Hd
:

©Oh, had an angel

stone, mortar and stained glass!

The Emperor Vespasian commanded a

His thoughts are measured,

6.

my five dollars, whieh I supposed, by some
alchemy, had heen transformed into cut-

with bis sermon. His introduction must be. ‘certain Senator not to appent wi the Senate,
only five inches long; his arguments seven or if he did come, not to speak anything the
inches each; he leaves nine inches for his Emperor would not.approve,

Fugeral.

Out in the cold and dark and rain
M

DECEMBER

Stand-up for Jesus,

awe

:

NG STAR,

Price, $1.50.

Per dozen, $13.50.

YOUR BOOKSELLER SELLS IT.

BIGLOW & MAIN, Publishers, New York.
Successors to WM. B, BRADBURY,

°
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388

.

MOR NING
ET

The Wornring Star i
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wmetan—

[BERies

6, -18%1.

as Congegrationalists, have more only Books, be given to a careful study of ait and the r nlerstaling prompt us to of those who aided in electing Gen. Grant
power as a solvent than when it appears in Lthem, Try to find if there is not some- an outery, This genuine respénse,out of the are unite in desiring his service for anothother circles wliere it is loved quite as'much, thing in them that will really enrich you.
heart, to approved portions of God's wor-. er term, is unquestionable.’ But his. oppoembodied quite as clearly, and defended Master them, and if, when that is done, ship, has everything in its’ favor.
The nents, though not many, are shrewd and
quite as eprnestly? It is not yery easy to you don't feel satisfied that the time has preacher whose eye it" kindles, whose soul determined. Among these Mr. Greeley is
WEDNESDAY, DECEMBER 6, 1871.
been wisely used,we will pay you fifty cents it~fires, whose wholé being it eleetrifies, often mentioned, and probably not without
typed exhortations that start from the teeth, see.
an hour for every hour of faithful study.
Judging
from
the
plans
approved
at
Ober|
and
perfunctory
prayers
that
never
got
bewhose thought, feeling, and language it reason. Not that he probably cares for the
GEORGE T. DAY. Editor,
oid
It is, after all, by just such faithful work re-inforces, gets an inspiration from its use nomination himself,. though his name is
low the epiglottis, will not erowd our al- lin, it does not seem as though the CongreA
All communications designed for publication “tars with
souls crying out, ‘ We would gatigpalists of the country ave likely to as this that the best results are reached. The aay disarms him of his objections against pretty freely used in connection with the
should be addressed to the Editor, and all letters on
see Jesus,” TItis the fervent though simple confine their operations to the strenuous best and richest lives belong only, to those
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prayer
books,
would
be
shocked
ott
of
measenthusiasm when it gets itself embodied in a seet ora preserver of schisms than the succeeded are genuine and within thd reach
ereignty seem to be ended; the successor of.
ure
by
one
brave
utterance
of
this
very
remains to be done.
of
all.
Perhaps
there
may
be
a
thousand
Baptists ? The fact is, Congregationalism,
an active life.
:
the present Pontiff is likélyto be put off
Our Christian effort. needs this whole- ‘as it is organized in the churches recently young men and boys who are reading word in genuine,spontaneous, free response chiefly with titles which suggest lost rathA SENSIBLE LOVE-LETTER. After all, it
We have
heartedness, It Was never so much want- represented at Oberlin, is something more along in this column. You have probably to.any sentiment in the sermon.
er than inherited powers, and St. Peter's takes our Methodist Brother Weeks to deno
plea
to
niakejfor
the
affected
‘‘ah-men”
of
found
out
iow
many*hours
there
are,
and’
ed, or so generally prized, or had such op- than an assertion and embodiment of the
church may ere long become the temple
portunities as to-day. It is the one thing principle of independence. It’ embraces a how mapy.days they would make, that you Episeopal churches, which must be read where the Catholicismof Hyacinthe und «clare his love in paragraphs, He sends us, °
‘where
it
is
found,
and
must
not
he
spoken
of his own ‘accord, nine’ sensible reasons
which the: world exacts and which it will creed, expressed or implied, covering the can get from these four months of winter
Dollinger will open the way for the coming | why fie patronizes the Morning Star, and
when
it
is
felt.
Nor
do
we
advocate
the
evenings.
There
is
no
one
but
can,
in
not fail to honor.
Mere orthodoxy in creed evangelical doctrines. - It embraces a theory
out in the midst of the worship, of of the gospel as Christ taught it. Revolu- requests' that they- be printed. We'don't
read. bursting
1 ov se ‘defiance.

The isto which
athers up its robes in the presence of"tomnon men, as if to proclaim “its superior holiness ahd its fear of a stain from contact,
will meet little besides contempt.
Stereo-
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of baptism, whicli is persistently held to, some way, get some useful book fo
though not one plain word in the New Tes- Perhaps in rare cases it may be only noisy responses which np-heave the divine
tament can be found in its support. It em- a spelling book, : or some other vol- law of -erder. We have little to say, also,
pe pr
tents a ph id braces as many specific things, in the shape ume upon which '' custom ‘may have for that whispered amen, the low cadence
to awaken of dogma "and polity, ‘as the average of fixed a rather low estimate. - But ‘in these of whose expression swallows up its influte
hea
toe re
from. bloodless lips churches of other names. How then is it to very books may li the germs of a promi- ence for good,—but we speak ji commendawe. .
do not win mento or “down wg the be *the solvent of#1l sects?” ‘Why should nent and useful life, Search for them. Let ation of that sympathetic, spontaneous, ineach ‘evening, so long as these may be your telligent, ‘apostolic’ amen,’ whicli Hoth the
en that ‘principle, a8 Siieapers among od
ciation
passes for much less than it- did, and its admitted value grows smaller every day. A
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stoli
reaches feebly or be-
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quite like to let the public see such, thinge,
but since our admiring Brother wishes them

such a revolution as this.
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in the cars, where ardent
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Réy,D. W. C. Dirgin

took charge last spring. Religious interest for
some months lias been rather encouraging. Six

it
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:

taken

fo

it forty years

and can not
part with it in old age.
6. My wife could not do withoutit.
7. Because 1 want the list of subscribers
are

N.F. Weymourn,

This.church has be

gospel
by the F. Baptists,
ecause I have loved the Star and its
Editors ever since it was a little papet, one- its bounds, and Ered

into its fold.

Ke

Other

MONROE, N. Y., Q. M.~Held

from adding

feet that he is about to become a F. Baptist himself.

its last

session

It was a good

time;

Leen forgotten,

and

but

the

for the success of ‘old Cum-

pledges

have not

pressure

of many

The

following resPe

Resolved, 1. That 1t is with gratitude that we
hail the formation of a State Mission Society, and
that we will give to it our prayers, our sympathies an
aterial aid.—We
further recommend

that a collection

be taken

in -all our churches

entertain it will
please confer with
the earliest possible opportunity.

“through the dark clouds of toil and trial, to
gladden us in our work, We feel thankful
to all, especially to the ladies

:

2

the

clerk
;

fol the teeth and gums.

of. the Con-

courage poor girls in our mission

to attend

vis, of Mass., Mrs. Page and Mrs. Aldrich,

Next session
Jan. 23—25.

Lucy and Luella, and

we

hope

the means

will come to assist as miny more.
lieve ** Woman's

mission

to

gins this side of India and

We be-

were

went;

often

silent

as

light, life and

still helped, who

The ‘field

widens,

white

for har-

vest. The calls multiply. Our work will
bg done soon.” Who will carry iton for
veursto come?

Let every

lover

of Christ

and humanity answer, and may .convictiop
increase, till a million of money is laid on
the altar for-Home and Foreign Missions.
We can not say in the judgment, ** Am 1
my brother's keeper
Let us work now,
lest the sin ‘of omission condemn “us then !
A precious revival has followed our Y.
Meeting, and twelve have found Christy and

others are seeking.
Pray for us.
. Letters, packages, or boxes, intended for
this place, maybe sent to my address,

Money sent in Bank FP. O. checks, and
boxes as freight, will be much cheaper than
by Express.
Let East and West clasp
handsih this work, and God will give the
increase.
~ Ax~E 8S. DubLEY.
*
Martinsburg, W. Va., Nov. 25, 18¥.
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Lord is|

faithful,: that
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may impart true
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Installation,
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——

ROCK

lows =
Invocation, Rev, J. Chick; Reading the Scriptures, Rev. B E.C. Cook; Sermon,
Rev. E. Place
Ladd; Prayer, Rev. O. 8. Hasty; Charge to the
. 0. Libby; Charge to the church,
stor, Rev.
Rev. D. Waterman; Benediction, by the pastor.
9
:
CoM.
'

At a meeting of the First Free Baptist church
of Harrisburg, Pa., Nov. 1, 1871, the following
preamble and resolution were adopted :
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CARPET CO.
THE CHEAPEST YET.—Yard-wide Carpetings, in

Shenandoah Valley —Receipts.
SHEPHERDSTOWN CHURCH, W. VA.
Hanson "ook, Lewiston,

Illustrated by Miss Ledyard.

Superintendents of

1,200 English Crumbeloths with borders, {from auetion at almost half value, just receivéd
by New England Carpet Co.
3

warehouse,

EASY

AND TO

Boston.

INGRAIN

full descriptions of Styles and

$1.50.

Brodway,

TO

»

12iinst., at the new

with

Rev E Knowlton, 8 Montville, Me, express to Augusta. stage to 8 Montville.
i
* BF Zell, East Liberty, Ohio
* EB Fuller, care H J Perry, Lawrence, N Y.
+ RM Minard, starksboro,
Vt. via Richmond.
IL. Mawhew, Glenbuiah, Sheboygan Co, Wis.
1 Lothrop & Co, Boston, Mass,
Maggie Turner. Italy Hill. Yates Co, NY.
-

|

PET COMPANY,

chase Pianos, to our New’ Illustrated Catalogue, giving
which we sell to those desiring to make

|

er yard—which is less than the cost of production—
ust received from the trade sale in New: York of the

EXPRESS.

Jennie fos Montaign 2,
3 ER soll:

pastor

BR. R,

250 pieces of English

y

75 P4EGES. UNION

Clerk:

Q. M. will hold its next session

pret the Bible passage, “Return to Me and I will
return to you,” as meaning literaly that on the
Jews returning to Jerusalem, the Lord, and with

bee

P.M.

A@-Carpets at Low Prices.
Kidderminster Carpets for 62 cents per yard. 300 rolls {from the auction
trade sales just received by the NuxW. ENGLAND CAR-

mext session. with

** 1 M Bedell, Gorham, Me.
* J B Leighton. N Danville, Vt.
* D8 Frost, Jonesville, Vt.
* HJ Durkee, Meredith Village, N H.
* E smith. Sutton, N H.
‘4% R Richardson, Varysburgh, N Y.
* JJ Hall, E Farnham, P Q,
J 0 Mariner. Stony Fork, Pa.
N 8 Woodbury, Thornton, N H,
John Tillinghast. Factoryville, Wyoming Co, Pa.
Mrs A F Shaw, Lowville, Ill.
E Bachelder, Palmyra:-Me.,
.
Miss Lizzie Seamans, Port Allegany, Pa.
G P Linderman, Rome Cen., Mich.

Moreover, they inter-

day.

P.M.

1,000 rolls Floor

g-Carpets at Low Prices.

session

* JAMES J. HALL,

Prices.

payment.

We invite the attention of persons interting’ to’ pur-

A concise histo 214 the PAST of this most wonderful of
cities, and a DE AILED, CIRCUMSTANTIAL and
VIVID account of its destruction by fire: with scenes, in .
| cidents, &c. By COLBERT &-CHAMBERLIN, Associate
|Editors Chicago Fribune, Iustrated by CHAPIN & GULIC.
Orders already received for over 1,500 AGNETS’ OUTFITS; and agents at work are meeting with most extraor-dinary success. One reports an average of 50 subscribers
per day; another 62 in two days: another 23 in part of one
| afternoon; another48 in two days; another, a lady, 40 in
one day. One in Cincinnati, 51 in two days, One Agent
in Chicago has 260 subscribers alzeady, and another 235.
1000 more Agents ean find very Jeuhmdiyiive Smployinintensely
ment for the next few months in sell!
OuTCTs. for
| teresting work. Inclose at once
FIT, and name the territory desired. Ep. F. Hovey. 15
4w49
.
| Montgomery Place, Boston,

‘I'apestries, from the auction trade sale of Wilmerding and Mounts. NEW K>GLAND CARPET COMPANY,

The

B¥ MAIL.

creeedsmen that it is what they pray for three
or four times every

Gore

York

upon. the most favorable terms of

Citas 5 Great Conflagration !

Cloths, of the beautiful enameled finish, for sale at
manufacturer’s Juices at our new warehouse, 76, 78,
80 and 82 rriend
8t., second door from Hanover St.
NEW ENGLAND CARPET COMPANY, Boston.

Clerk.

Kalls church, Dec. 15-17.

“8

‘762

June 5, 1871.

New

And

DODD & MEAD,

new warehouse, 76, 78, 80 and 82 Friend St., second
building from Hanover 8t.
NEW ENGLAND CARPET

its next session

hold

in

English

RA]

week.
Large lines of Raglich Tapestries, Three
Plys, Extra Superfines, Kidderminster, Floor Oil
Cloths, Mattings, &c., with which our customers will
be supplied at less than the market prices, at our

Rev Asa Pierce, Ridgeville, Ind.

so impracticable as it

and

seems,

ARRANGEMENT

|

‘The Best Pianos At the Lowest Prices,

ons from

‘Ife Old Back Room.

' Carpets for the People.

its next session

the Summerhill church, Dec. 23, 24.

man Jews,have given it their substantial support.
The originators endeavor to prove that the unat first sight

P.M,

PERKINS,

143 Sthe Ntreor,
New Work.

PIANO FORTES.

1.

The August Stories.
:
JAcoB ABBOTT. In 4 vols, 16mo., beautifully
nd and illustrated. $1.60
vol." This latest
series from the pen of Mr. Abbott is unsurpassed
in interest by anything he has written.

1 vol.. 16 mo.

DR. S. 8. FITCH,

commencing Friday
A. Loskg, Clerk.

DANE Q. M. will

SPAFFORD

tial moneyed men in this headquarters of Ger-

nearly fifty years

Oct. 20, three were baptized

by the pastor, Rév. F. W. Towne.

will hold

church,

4

AND

the Enosburg

The Freeman (London) describes the Jmveil~8ervices we unanimously
a statue of Robert Hall at Leicester, The
hat we express to him our warmest ing
Resolve,
thanks for his faithful labors in the church and in subscription was participated in by admirers of
the Sabbath school, as well as the general finan- the great pulpit orator without distinction of recial management of our interests, and we Mall
on ‘the occasion
his llgious opinions.: The address:
remember
him in the future and pra that
N

iy

Q.M.

E~0SBURG Q. M. will hold its

A small knot of rabbis

dertaking is by no means

PM.

E.

¢
3ple
Sop
by

| CHIORERING & SONS ~~

Transla-

Consisting of cont:

t On Tuesday, Thursday and Saturday.

2

once more in

have circulated a large number of printed invi-,
tations to join in the undertaking; and influen-

Frankfort, Germany.

PM.

Manuseripts, Various

By JENNIE HARRISON.

* Or on their arrival from the East

with the Eyansville church. Opening sermon, Friday evening, Feb. 9, by Rev. M. G. Pett.
.
4
=
L. HULSE, Clerk. ’

’

i

*

nection with the Parsonsfield Q. M., were as fol-

and

genuine

A. Z. MircHELL,

This

a Jewish kingdom there, is on foot

restored

CREEK

MONROE, N. Y.,Q. M.

towns.

The exercises at the. installation of Rev. CB.
Peckham over the S, Parsonsfield church, in con-

health may be fully

mind that the

“with the Shelby Center chureh, Dec. 20-31.
Missionary Board are requested to be present.

The old project of leading the scattered children of Israel back to Palestine, and establishing

Whereas the Rev. A. H. Chase, our

Also bear in

with the S. Harmony
evening, Dec. 15.

American missionary at
ention is pow
more
of girls in India Wan

‘on’s MissiGnary Societies.

PM.

on the Rare

v

10.10 AM.
s vases B40. PM. cove «5.45 P.M.

MONTVILLE Q. M. will hold its next session with
the church at Rockland, Dec. 15—17.
;
.
E. PRESCOTT, Clerk.

is doubtless the result of the efforts of the Wom-

“hs

CAUTION!!!

Notices and Appointments.

there was to that of boys thirty yefirs ago.

Ministers and Churches.

AM.

.

1% 2

UNPRECEDENTED! THE DEMAND FOR

TAO

Aar-Carpets for the People, at popular

in three

By

Trains leave Dover for Alton Bay,
“10.J0A Meese rs s240 PM.errentes 5.45 P.M.

tive guarantee of its genuineness. It is, therefore, an
easy matter to distinguish the genuine from the spurious.’

united with the Philadelphia Association. They
subsequently built two houses of worship for the

RSV. Mr. Wilder, the
that
Kolapoor, states
paid to the education

AM.

SUMMER

Government Revenue Stamp upon it, which is a posi-

their rightfo Sunday respite from labor.

wisdom and carry on his good work.

AM.

-

NS,

D. D., Professor of Churcli

many of the most eminent Nonconformist
Divines. 1 vol., 12mo. $1.50.

name.

still blessing his people in West Charleston. One of these, being taken down, gave place to
Sinners are being converted and wanderers the present one at Wantage.
returning home. Thirteen have obtained a
In Germany there is a growing sentiment in
good hope in Christ, ten have been reclaim- favor of a better observance of the Sabbath, in
ed, and others are still seeking to find the the interests of religion, and also, of legal inpear] of great price. We" ask the prayers tervention to pretect the - working classes in
of the

ii

DOVER & WINNIPISSEOGEE

1861

>

Baptists

B45

Ror

story in Princeton College. 1 vol, 19mo. $1.7.

For Family use.

eer 10.10 10.35 ..0. 240. ..0. 545 LLL. THO ....

words * R.V. Pierce, M. D., Sole Proprietor, Buffalo, N. Y.,” printed upon the outside wrapper, and
has Dr. Pierce’s portrait, name and address on the

:

accommodation ofthe

iis

C. MOFFATT,

PE

yerile.
lished:

THEODORE

The "Daily Prayer Bool,

sends his “FAMILY
PHYSICIAN,”
9
pages, free by mail, to any one. This book is to
make any one their own doctor. Remedies are given
for Thirty Diseases, which each person can prepare.
Send your direction to Dr, 8. S. FITCH & SON,
714 Broadway, New yok.
‘
.
1y18

union

of Religions.

JAMES

The price will be
ies pov
for 36 uno

Bible Lore.

Trains leave Dover for Great Falls,
AM.

aay evening previous, commencing at 6 P. M.
The Pennsyfvania Supreme Court has ‘just deJ. Ly LER: Clerk.
cided a case in which it lays down the principle
that even the majority of a congregation which
EXETER Q. M. will hold its Jan. session at Parkwithdraws itself from the denomination
with
man.” Conference at the Austin school-house.
which it stood connected, can not lay claim to
N. F. WeYnourn, Clerk.
any part of the churchjproperty as against the
minority that remains under the authority -of the
Pons Office Addresses.
church.
>
Rev, James Boyd, Fall River, Mass.
The one hundred and fifteenth anniversary of
* J. H. Maynard, Macon, Mich,
the First Baptist church in Wantage, Sussex Co.,
N. J., was celebrated on the 14th inst.
The oriLewviers Received.
gin of this chiirch was peculiar.
In 1751, a Con\
gregutional church, with their pastor, emigratA E Andrus—W,_ Andrews—S Allen—W Burnham—0O
B figHer- Morey Hatchelder—A Baker—dJ 8S Burgess—OE
‘ed from Mansfield, Ct., to Newton, Sussex Co.,
B- Mary M Bush—A A Briggs—dJ J Banks—C Campbell—
J W Carr—F W Coggins—k G Carpenter—A E Colby—A
N. J. Here some of them became dissatisfied with
A Coburn—R Cooley—R Deering—R F Davis—A J Davis
infunt sprinkling.
The subject of baptism was
T Dunton—J A Edmuuds—E Harding—C R Emmons—dJ
Edes-S M Foss—G B Foss—C P Friend—G W Gould—
examined, and the result was, the church and
Mrs 5 C Gordon—C P Goodrich—~N Gordon—N Gammon
MM Gray—A W Gates—A Harris—Lucy Hobbs—W H
pastor embraced Baptist
sentiments.
But no
Hawley—D W Hunt - JS Jordan—sSusan Jordan—M JackBaptist minister being at hand, they followed
son—G W Sigrid J P King—J R Knapen—C J L—
D Lake—W H Littiefield—J Morse—O T Moulton—D Milthe exampleof Roger Williams and his church
ler--Vrs E ¥ Morgan— C M Marston—W L Noyes—dJ
at Rhode Island,
The’ pastor was: baptized by- “Pydy—W Plerce—Marictta Pray (2)—W Parker—J Pelton—¥
C Peck=E H Prescott- F A Palmer—H Lfaysony
Elkanah Fuller, one of thé members, and then -L helps—J..
W Rogers—J Rand—Mrs J H RoWell—-G A
Swasey-E
H
eeter—P
Scovel—E
Sanborn—G
R
Fuller and the ‘others’ were immersed by the
Thurstén: “¥-2oothaker—8 Tolman—F H Thomas—D J
pastor. To give the service a special Scriptural
Whitney—W H Watorbury—E Wheeler—S Walkup—J C
Woodyird—E Weeks—~8
Wheeler— E Wentworth—G W
significancy,
the: hole in the ice. which formed
Webster—S B Wedgewood—Emma Webster—S Whittum their baptistry was cut in the form of a coffin.
—W H Yeoman.
They were organized into a Baptist church, Nov.
14,1756, a hundred and fifteen years since. They
Books Forwarded,

Normal school at Harper's Ferry, for means
to supply teachers and help indigent stu-

2.40.

AAR

THEODORE 'E.

HT

tions and Notable Characteristics of the Bible.
vol,, 16mo, §1.50

Trains leave Dover for Portland.
AM. AM. AM. AM. P.M. P.M. PM. P.M. PM. P.M,

LADIES.

CAUTION!!

A

Chapters

Trains leave Dover for Eawrence and Boston,
ADL AM. AM. PM. PO. P.M. P.M.
5.50% 8,00. 11.20%
5.05 5.4b*

Catarrh Reliever,” or some other similar sounding

A meeting for prayer and religious devotion
was held Monday evening, in a drinking saloon.
at- Kittery Foreside, Me., the proprietor having,
in imitation of the example of the “wickedest
min in New York,” invited a band of churchmembers to turn his establishment into a prayerroom on certain evenings, which may best suit
the convenience of the parties.

from our

THE

oy 10 the Uniyersi

La
Comparative History

BOO!

_ «(whichis superior to any yet produced) is by :

I

iyersi-

fr a Orooht, TvoL ear

By

Trains leave Dover for Wolfhboro’ & Center Harhor,

churches

good

tracts.

are already successful teachers and preachers, and an honor to the mission. May the
number greatly increase.
In no way cun
we do so much for the cause of Christ. In
answer to many inquiries, I will say, although our churches are struggling with
poverty, and need help, there is no edll so

dents.

of

Two members of a Christian association were
badly beaten near High Bridge, N. Y., Sunday
afternoon, by Catholics, for distributing réligious

We have young men and women who
have been aided to attend school, by north-

imperative as that which comes

in

Teas,

in t

]

(Whichisa first-rate one) will be duly announced.

nN

7,
SLad
7
The Theology of the New Testament,

aris ‘CoNcorDANCE oF THE New
Tesramext,” a work of the. highest

ous

:
Science

e boo

and

Day Sabet be i

Do President of Yale

.

By J.J. VAN OOSTERZEE, Pro

Unprincipled men are endeavoring, in different
parts of the country, to palm off upon the unwary an
imitation of Dr, Sage’s Catarrh Remedy, under a similar soynding, yet not identlcal name. ‘Remember
the genuine is called “ Dr. Sage’s Catarrh REMEDY,’
and not “Dr. Sage’s Catarrh Cure,” ‘Dr. Sage’s

Chicago churches.

Joy:
some are

‘CAUTION!

Eleven hundred dollars were collected on Sunday in the Catholic churches of Halifax for the

sent to scatter darkness, and

ern (riends, and

The

all

7.40
TY

$7.50, we will send, post

10.10 10.35

i

y

Wait! Wait!

Only a little while,

i. | Daesi lo arguments of Huxley, Spencer and others,
and w
© an important contri ution to the cur-

paid, the “Crrricas, GreeAp Ex-

Fu

Rev. A. B. Earle, the Evangelist, is holding
revival meetings in Nashville, Tenn., with re-markable success.
d

the. sunlight

flood hearts and homes with

8—10.

of Man.

subscribers, witha year’s subscription

what Mrs. G. says is

machine has been constantly employed since
without a cent for repairs.
\

with the
All the
of God

General.

comes, in a thousand - ways, may Christian
influence be

and

And

a

vol.

i A Fine Premium.

preparations

SS

125 | Tout scientific discussion.

VLE

in advance,

\

Sle

BE Soan FORTER iD

To any person sending us. three new

1566 she earned $4250; if December, 1867, $435. The

RELIGIOUS MISCELLANY.

Isles of the

sea, and may Heaven help her to hasten to
«ay to saint and Samaritan, Christ is risen !
Not always as Mary and the woman at the
well

Sept.

reported

Dover, N. H.

| er & Wilson Machine, in 651-2 months, $18,340; in

with the church at E. Franklin,
J. C. 08Goop, Clerk.

church,

Cv

€.0, LIBBY,

~

Leavenworth) earned in dress-making, with a Wheel-

W. F. BaToN, Clerk.

excepti
the
Caroline - church,
and
we
appointed Rev. L. E. Bates, Rev, Wm, C. Sweet,
Charles Newton, Rev, B. B. Colver, and Dea. E.
''W. Lazelle, to investigate matters there.
;
JOHN TYLER, Clerk.

woman ” he-

the

all

i

Rock & DaneQ 3, WAs. per L Hulse,

Mags. M. L. SLOPER,Cottonwood Falls, (formerly of

J

Fabius

1X

emphatically -by ninety-nine “ne

FOR

»

SPAFFORD Q. M.—Held its last session with the

the Conference a generous sum for thig ob!

;

Mohawk. NY.

JE

\o

po

oh

eeev

was felt in the meeting throughout the session.
Some of the churches, as recommended in the
Sept, session, have held three days’. meetings and,

of N. Y., Mrs. Griffin, of Mich., Mrs, Otto,
«of Ind,, the lady teachers of the College;
_ and many others, raised there and during

most

.

at

God has, we trust, blessed them in the saving
souls.
Q. M. Col., $15.25.

|

Mrs BR:

hundredths of the beauty and fashion of the land.

re

school, such as might become teachers,
‘there was a hearty response,
and Mrs. Da-

ject, and made plans to do more in the future.
It is already arranged to assist Anne,

reiterated

Address, Box 982, Portland.

ference and College,
When it was sug-|
gested in the ladies’ morning prayer-meet- P BELKNAP Q. M.—Held its last session
church
Canterbury, Nov. 14-16.
‘ing, that something be done to aid and en- churches were represented. The Spirit

N

the best book

Mrs. Grundy Says
SOZO DONT eclipses all other

That

this quarter, in aid of this Mission.
duties has delayed this, The memos during
2.
Thatour clerk be requested to forward the
the warm welcome, the words of above resolution and recommendation, to the
Morning
Star, for publication.
il
the prayers, sympathy and tears, so
Voted, also, that the location of ‘the Jan, term
given, comes like heavenly sunshine be left with the clerk. Any church desiring to

other
ry of
“cheer,
freely

a3

i

WB

.

. Special Notices.

preaching good, the harmony complete, the faith

berland Quarterly
Meeting.
olutions were adopted :

Belknan § A. H. yer40 Gugood
Tr

As

he e § Sciences. of Nature vs.. The
on

In our language, is now still better.
value to all careful students.
The regYours truly,
~
ROSWELL D. HITCHCOCK.
ular price of the work, here and elseFrom Rev. WILLIAM G. T. SHEDD.
I have examined the first volume of Hackett’s ediwhere, is‘$2.50,'
tion of Smith’s Dictionary of the Biblgp and find that
it makes good the promises of the
gpectus. The
revision of the English edition has
n careful and
judicious, and the new matter is a sub#antial adition
to the work. The purchaser of this American eddition
will obtain the whole of the original work, together
with the impravements afforded
by the lapse of time
and new investigations, at much less cost, and in
BOSTON AND MAINE RAILL ROAD.
equally good style of execution. *
:
Wi. G.T. SHEDD.
WINTER ARRANGEMENT.
June 5, 1871.

the church in Gray. A very good season was
enjoyed.
The meetings
were
spiritual, the
firm, and hope strong

13,65
140
iM
20

Rev A Losec, Shernian, N Y Sor ouppory of w boy

{

What was, to begin with,

of its kind

.

Shenandoah Mission.
friends

Dictiona

CUMBERLAND Q, M.—Held its Oct. term with

Deoominetional News and Notes.
Hillsdale

church.

there is a rising interest in our Q. Meetings.
Rev, Wm. Walker, from the Rochester Q.
M,,
tussle with his pen to keep it cheered
us with his rezenes and a good sermon,
another paragraph, to the ef- Appointed Rev. D. J. Whiting Cor. Mess, to the
Rochester Q. M.A. Z. MITCHELL, Clerk:

bd

#

Gaines

5,00

Phillips’ Miss No, Bitton Collage, per A L Houghton,
ye
Wells,
Me, per JM, XKeene,
Rockingham
if, por 3 Fullonton,

y

Two Opinions worth Noting :—
. From Rev. ROSWELL D. HIfCHCOCK,
UNION THEOLOGICAL SEMINARY,
NEW YORK, Oct. 19, 1868
{
Messrs. HUrRD & HouGHTON.:—There can not well
be two opinions about the merits of Smith’s Bible

brighter.and brighter dh the perfect day,

with the

Mass,

Stephen Tolman, Shelburn Falls, Mass,
:

paper of its clads that can {fd a place in the family.

present size; and now my best eliupches of t his _Q. M, have enjoyed revivals and
ditions the "past
year, and we bespeak th
the Free Bap- prayers
wish for'it, and them, «
of Zion that, the ‘Lord may be with us
tist churches is,—ma
they “each shine still,
A
A. Loser, Clerk.
Evie, WEEKS,

Mission,

Hyde Park,

m

BoNDPS—TEN T0 TWELVE PER CENT.

"THE YOUTHS COMPANION.—The safest and Dest

ite

Now who doubts that that is genuine?
But wé can't help féeling that Bro. Weeks

Foreign

ST

JUST PUBLISHED. Wait!

dar RE

ho

Townships, Cities and School Districts at prices that
will yield interest at the rate of fen to twelve per
cent, per annum. Send for a descriptiye price list,
Other securities taken in exchange-at their highest
market values.
\
A
Persons having bonds for sale are requested to
communicate with us." . X
W.N. COLER & CO.,
Dealers and Brokers in Municipal Bonds.
13wis
No. 11, Wall Street, N. Y.

Quarterly, AMeetings.

his people.

9.

had a sharp

YH

W Bethany, N Y, per G 1

INTEHEST.<We offer for sale the Bonds of , Counties,

Clerk.

blessed
od the past year. Phe e anger
standard ofof
a
been elevated, and quite a his numave been hopefully converted to God within

the spread of the
fourth

SURRL,
“YSN
|

Sara Coe, Durham, Ct, per I 1 Stewart,
MUNICIPAL

FRENOH CREEK
Q. M.~Held its last session
with the N. East ig and the season was one
very much to be e njoyed, The Lord was with

devoted to

'

he let fall from his lips.

rr

;

kept full.
»
+ 8 Becagse all the profits

Teena

Minnie L Oliver,

in the full” tide of his eloquence, the congrega~
tion sometimes rose
to catch every. syllable

of eight have been. hopefully converted.

farming,—also ‘the market prices for farm
products in Boston, Brighton and New
I have

ia)

i

»

ed in its pages), a-gown being thrown over the
left shoulder, showing the man ag he was when,

8. Becatse It 1s right and has always been | Rev. G. W. Bean’s agme should have been reright on politics,
ported for the Register In our returns, He is a
4, ‘Because I got many useful hints on member of the KE. Pittsfield church.
5. Because

d

Te

paper published in this country.
Because I get in it all the important

ork.

ho

2

as

s

NEw MARkeT,

1. Because it is as good as any religious

news, foreign

i

a ——————————_—

Here are the reasons :|

it cah't be helped.
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“That is just whatI want you to tell .. v Aunt

.

Betsey’s Children.

She then

-

To-day is come. See! grandly up
The red light breaks in eastern skies.
To-day is ours-——to-morrow, still

As

Ome after one, to us He gives
His days, like jewels in the rough,

' Phat we may bring their beauty out,

It is enough

That pleads with us all silently.
They in faith

Receive the time as it is given,
And in their patient, loving hands,
Each day becomes a step toward lieaven ;
‘Their tears are shed to cleanse the dross,
Their hearts’ desires are cast afar,
They bring the gem in beauty forth,
And make it sparkle like a star.

‘We should not wait with longing eyes,
“And hope to do some noble work
On morrows that may never rise.
Then help us, Lord, to know the way,
To bear the toil, to meet the strife—
Union.

‘The Widow's Answer.
BE

.,z,

“Ah me!
with so many little mouths,
‘What care must a widow feel!”

Such as only a Christiah can feel.
Now the widow was knitting a stocking,
And just rounding off the heel.
“Care!

deacon,”
smile,

she

murmured,

with

saintly

And gently she shook her head,
“‘Mouths, blgss ’em, as red as a cardinal flower,
Seven pairs of sweet lips,” she said.
“Not one too many, the Surly pates,
Even Johnny, the baby, there!

Ro

1 have given them all to the dear Lord Christ,
Trusting in faith and prayer;

And God, He leads them as He leads me;
1 don’t know the meaning of care.”
“Not know the meaning, widow, widow!
And working as work you must?
Not kuow the terrible meaning of care
That cuts at the brain like rust ¥’

The gray-haired deacon doubtingly smiled.
*‘But I take the Lord on trust,”
Says the smiling widow; “I’m just as sure,
If the little stock be spent, And my cruiserrun low, and the flour be zone,
And the money be needed for rent,
That He who knows when a sparrow falls,
And whither a thought is sent,
¢ And when the down on the thistle blows,
And the course of the fickle wind;
|

Is yet in its vastness free—
:
Can without stint, from his bountiful store,
Give to my babes and me,
As that day must follow the risen dawn,
Or that rivers find the sea.”
:

The

Weekly.

Family . Circle,

“Not Lost, but Gone Before.
a

A PARABLE FROM

it.

Under

the

water, too,

there was a little world of beings. Fishes
. and little creatures that live in water filled
grub of the dragon-fly, with a large family
of brothers and sisters.”

“What is a dragon-fiy ?” interrupted Arthar,
.
“It’s just a darning-needle,” said ‘Helen.
“Yes, you children call it darning needle,” said their father; ‘‘that beautiful, swift

creature, with a long, glittering blue-and,

green

body and brilliant gauzy

Now, before lie became

wings.

a dragon-fly, dart-

ing through the air and flashing back the
sunshine, he was a dark, scaly grub, and
lived down in the forest pond, He and his

family were born there and knew no other
world. They spent their time in roving in
and out among the plants at the bottom of
the water in search of food.
;

“But one

talk among
‘Every

goes to
appears.

day

its mates

little

while,’

began

plain gingham dress with a white apron,
and a large broad-frilled cap. She made a
courtesy to.the lady, and her face lighted
up with a smile that made it look quite
beautiful. ‘Iam looking for a girl, my

about- the frog.
said

he,

‘the

frog

What can there be be-

yond?
o)
“You idle fellow,’ replied another grub,

came

in.

friend,”

“¢You here! cried the startled grub.
“You never left this world at all, I suppose.’
“ ‘Clumsy creature,” replied the: frog,

has been recommended to me as a good place
to get one. Are these your own children?"

said

Mrs.

claimed Biddy, rushing into the shop with
the street boy at her heels, and snatching
the little lady in her arms;* you darlint!
you naughty darlint!”
+
* ¢I 'spected you, Biddy,” said Rosa quietiy, “ I’spected you.” And that is the way
the little one was found.—Child's Paper.
[3

Home

long enough

I landed on the grass you were gone.’
“The grub related his deathlike struggle,
and added, ‘Since there is nothing but
death beyond this world; all your stories
about going there must be false.’

a

strong,

will trouble you

girl,

ma'am,

Now

look

think no more about it. He hurried restlessly about in the water, hunting for prey,
and trying to forget. But not long after he
began to be sick, and a feeling he could not
resist impelled him to go upward. He call-

put thirty-one into good places.”

leave you.

I know

the

world;

““ What!”

but

I'll. do

cried Mrs.

all I can.

I've

*do you

mean to say that you have taken care of
and provided for thirty-one children besides

these that are here now #”
. ““Yes'm, afd the Lord’s blessed me to do

not why.

it with my own hands for more than

werld is true,

years
}

back.

I've

never

wanted,

fifteen
neither

have they ; and whether it’s knack in me or
goodness in them, I don’t know; but they
will all mind me, that they will, ma'am, .
with lifting up a finger.”
’

‘His friends accompanied him to the water's edge, where he vanished from their
sight, for their eyes were fitted to see only
All day they watched and waited
in water.
"What a beautiful sheltering’ cloud Aunt
for his return, but he came no more.
_
Betsey was! She was working for Jesus,
“One of his brothers soon felt-the same ail alone in that little allgy, while nobody
irresistable impulse upward, and he also in the busy world knew what she was dopromised - the sorrowing family that, if he 4 ing. But God knew it all. Without husshould indeed be changed into that glorious band or children of her own, without any
creature of which they had heard, he would church or committee to help her, without
return and tell them.
‘But,’ said one, ‘per- any means but what she earned with her
haps you might not be able to come back.’ own hands, she had been a bright shelter‘A creature so ‘exalted could certainly do ing cloud to thirty-one poor children beanything,’ replied the departing grub. But sides the eight or nine then in her house.
he also came not again. ‘He has forgotten She had clothed them, and fed them, and
‘He

is dead,’

said

another,

‘there is no other world.”

;

“And now a-third brother felt the same

taught

them

the

best she knew how, and

not promise to return. If possible I will;
but do not fear in me an altered or a forget-

where he

disappeared, but there

was

nei-

Only the

Pug’s Mistress.

¢¢ And Pug, too,” said the little one.

‘How is it you carry Pug, when he has
dreary sense of bereavement reminded them -two more legs to carry him than you have,
that he had once lived. Some feared the my little lady?” - asked the tailor.
future ; some disbelieved ; some hoped and
“Those two more legs are the ones that
him

away

after

thé

bad

dogs,

I

“answered the Tittle dy; “and
ahove their watery world, they would have then 1 runned after him, and I don’t know
“beheld¥their departed friends often return- where I is.”
RN
ingto its borders. But into the world of
¢ What is _your name ?” asked the old
waters. they could’ never more enter, The man.
least touch upon its surface as the dragon- © “Papa's darling,” she said.
fly skimmed over it with the purpose of de*“¢ But who is papa ?”
;
scending to his friends, bronght on mgdeadly
_ “He is darling papa,” said the little ohe.
shock, such as he had felt when, as a water
“Where do you live?” asked’ the small

boy.

:

:

air. His-new wings instantly bore him ‘ 4¢In house, and the house all lost,” said
back. And thus, divided, yet near, part= the child
:
:
ed, yet united by love, Ire often hovered
¢ You must not run after dogs,” said the
about the barrier -that separated him from old man.
‘Scripture bids 0s beware of

his early coimpanions gas
till they, dogs. As for myself, I give a wide. berth
too, should come forth” into the better life. to dogs.”
£4150
,.
;
ry
Sweet.it wags to each new-comer to find him-

wings of the lost ones they

were shining down into their dark abode.
Oh, if they had

had

lamented

known, they would neither

“have feared mor sorrowed so much !"—Cong.

The little lady

looked

cheerfully up into

¢ But how will you be found?

Your folks

will be terribly frightened after you.”
+ Why," said the little Jady, *“ can’t 1 tell
God, ‘and

can’t

God

tell

them,

and

then

won't they come and fetch us?"
that dignified personage as meekly as possi- | A white" garment appeas worse with
+ That, indeed!” cried the old man, with
ble, ‘permit me to inquire what there is be- slight soiling’ than do colored ‘garments a tear in his eye. ‘‘ That, indeed! God
much soiled ; so a little fault in good men
attracts more uttention than grave offenses

in bad men.

"

:

hears the young ravens when they ery, and
I am pretty sure he will you, dearie.”

street,” he said to
the street boy, * and see if you can see the

7] (“Kun up and down

- God did not. take up the three Hebrews

and

us,

of

It is un-

Often the

brightness

of sum-

mer. Have you a sick sister, whose lonely
life has but few bright clouds in it? Now
and then make her feel that she is not utterly forgotten by the friend and companion of her happy childhood. Is there an
old acquaintance whom you seldom see, but
whom you ought not to forget; who knew

and loved you when you were both children
together, and who still prizes your friendship, though it is of little use to him? Now
*‘ Thine own friend,

and thy father’s friend forsake not.” Is
there a servant, retired from your service,
whe has nursed your

children, been a kind

to that dear though humble friend, if hot
always in your own hand, at any rate, by
your wife or child. It will stir thoughts of
slumbering happiness in a kind heart that
has loved you with a love as good as a rich
man’s love, .and served you with a service
that no mere wages could repay.’ Or have
you aged parents, living far away, it may
be, in some

remote

home, whose monoto-

nous and ever-shortening life is never so
pleasantly broken as by news of you;
whose - midnight thoughts and noonday
musings are .ever full of you; who grow
young and brave in the thought of your
success, and whose @tonstarit prayers have

much more to do with it than you know of?
let them feel that you are too husy
impgrtant

It is less formal

—

E—

i

larger than a man’s arm, a large tree fell
against and ‘brujsed it. The bark rcame off
on one side of the Httle tree, but the bark
on each side of the skinned place grew
over it, and in two or three years the tree
looked almost as well asif it had neyer
been
skinned.
Many
years
passed by,
and in course of” time, this oak became a

80 more widely useful.

work, but

it has

But

one night

there came a great wind, and blew down
many trees in the forest. The oak we have

been talking of fell too.

It was torn not

now, nor

and

Boston: James

sion always in view.——HARPER’S

good & Co.

pp.

1871. 16mo.

137.

Sold

ature and fashion which makes
dress-loving

Anmierica.

and

of liter-

its appeal to the

story-loving

womanhood

of

Every numberis beautiful as a pie

ture, and it is high-toned, graceful and sensible
as well as attractive.
New
York: Harper &

Brothers.

'

THE GALAXY

Wil-

for Dec. is unusually

what may be called character.

R. Usby

BAZAR, cir-

culating 90,000 copies, is the finest sheet

Prof.

By

circu-

WEEKLY,

appeal.—~HARPER'S

no real rival in its owt sphere, for “ Every Sat-

es,
A Colloquial Poem.

it would

urday” ceases henceforth to be a pictorial. The
Weekly deserves the support it has won, and we
trust is to keep itd laurels green and its high mis-

compression takes the place of diffusiveness, and
having no weak or worthless or redundant pag-

liam Ellery Channing.

then

lating also 130,000 copies, whose growing excels
lence and power are, in more ways than onef™h
great triumph, enters upon the next year with

Seeley’s supervision and not a few of his nicer
and finishing touches. It is a valuable book,
Aull of facts, suggestions and illustrations, where

THE WANDERER.

illustrations almost

ng for copying, and

own

its

snd’ techni-

received

the

reader. The magazine must be seen and read to
be known, and then it will make and enforce its

Prof, Seeley’s name is &

evidently

on the

E.

Duchesse

marked

by

Abbott's paper

de Berri, Hooper’s Black Fri-

J. Lane & Co.
~
Whoever reads Mr. Emerson’s preface to this
poem will be impelled to read the poem itself,

nostics,
the Scientific Miscellany, and some other

with pretty high expectations that may or may

things,

not be fully met.

valuable,

day, Welles’s second paper on Farragut and New

Orleans, Prof. Maury’s paper on

And whoever, waiting for nei-

are eminently

The

creditable reputation, upd itis

keep and

of the

singer, and

listens with

discrimination and candor, will not fail to be impressed with the fact that here is something more
than ordinary versifying.

Mr. Channing is

per-

audacity

both

in his

careless of conventional themes and speech ; and
be is fully Thoreaw’s equal in his love of natures
his minute acquaintance with the various processes of her life, the vi
and force with which

fair

No. for Dec. is up to its usual level, and

pretty high one,
most

attention

gestive

he pictures her phases, voices her thought, interprets her deeper speech, fills all her wide domain with sympathetic life, and makes her eloquent and authoritative as a teacher of great lessons to men.
He makes us look on the woods,
the mountains and the sea as with new or anointed eyes.
He is never hackneyed or commonplace even when dealing with the most familiar
things.
His song is full of surprises.
One can
not guess what he will show or say next,but soon
learns to read on with mind alert, sure of something which the wealthiest spirit is too poor to
lose. He needs to be read slowly and repedted--

understood

a

way to

York: Sheldon

and

As

a living, strong-pulsed, masculine/poem,—~that
has no hint of the merely dainty
exquisite and

but

that is a

The papers which will
are

May's God

not wholly

attract

with Man,—sug-

satisfactory, Tiffany's

Day-Dreaming, Warner’s Sorrento Paper} and
especially the first installment of the serial Story, the several parts of which are written by

different members of a literary clique,—entitled,
Six of One by half a dozen of the Other.
It
opens

pleasantly.

Boston:

Roberts

Brothers.

I

Hurd & Houghton, New York, publish a pamphlet, written hy T. W. Fowle, whose title is,—
THE CHARACTER OF CHRIST: Does it supply an
adequate basis for a Religion? The author has
discussed the question very ably and freshly, reminding one somewhat of Bushnell’s chapter on
the same subject in his ‘ Nature and the Supernatural.”
He returns an emphatic affirmative
answer at the ‘end of a’ ealm, philosophical and
reverent argument.
Ns
HANNAH

all Miss

is the title of one

Muloch’s

of the

ndvels, and

very best of

that is saying

sentimental from begining to epfl,~that is full’ strong thing. It is put up in paper by the
of nature and most startlingly £loquent at times pers, New York,in an octavo of 100 pages.
with rugged and resonant thokght
:

times

the

very

embodiment

of culture

v

G. W. Carleton, New York, issues

reprinted from an English

DICKENS, Li-

Phelps’s views,

brary Edition, in the same admirable style® as
their predecessors.
Vol. 28 contains * The Mysy

tery of Edwin Drood,” as it was left by the
thor

when

death

‘came

‘to him

au-

“ Master Humphrey’s Clock,” &ec., while Vol.
29 gives us his * Child’s History of England,”

Three little pamphlets
have been issued by Z.
Me., and J. N. Stearns
them appear in the form
WINE AS 4 MEDICINE;

Pamphlets, Magazines, &c.
zs

A formidable pile of unbound material lies on
our table waiting for notice. Let us indicate

for

the

with an

inference

that this is its last issue. If this is its fate, it is a*
thing to be regretted. It has been ably conducted during the three years of its life, and if
well supported, would still do a high work, not

only

within

the specific denominational

circle

where it originated, but among intelligent Christian readers generally,
This issue has seven

papers, two of which are a continuation of discussions commenced in earlier numbers,
An
article on the“Sabbath, and another on the- Gift
of the Holy Spirit, contain not a little that is

both fresh and forcible; even on ‘these requintly
discussed topics. © The publishers

purchasers can obtain

announce that

numbers of the Quarters
Cincignati:R. W. Car-

Messrs. Francis B, Felt & Co., New York,have

issued the

first Purt of THE

CLOPEDHA, a compendium

NATIONAL

of universal

makes

some pretty strong

an antidote in posse rather than in esse.

and several shorter pieces which have helped to
make the reputation of the great writer of fiction. This edition is one whose many and rare
excellences leave almost nothing to be desired.

tinctly said, yet there is room

and

points.
But as she chiefly addressed the sentiments and-hope and imagination of her readers
and-as he appeals mostly to their formalized
creeds and to the syllogizing intellect, the pam1t is
phlet will hardly neutralize the volume.

so_suddenly,

as is consistent

a pamphlet,

issue, called sn; AN-

TIDOTE TO THE GATES AJAR.
The author gives
us only his initials. He protests decidedly, in
the usual logical and orthodox way, against Miss

.

The same House has issued two additional volumes of the WORKS OF CHARLES

a

Har-

Be

and ms

thetic taste,~The Wanderer will take 2 unique
and eminent position and be pretty sure to hold
it.

&

of the month for which it is issued,—all of which
shows that the public demand is stronger than
the resisting power of the individual will, and
that custom can create and execute a law. The

thought and in

the expression of it. He reminds one of Thoreau. He is not less origihal, or vigorous, or

ly in order that he may be fully

in

New

OLD AND NEW breaks its promise regularly
now, by putting in an appearance before the first

to his art, and he sometimes exhibits what aplike

it.”

and

for itself a

Co.

haps careless at times of the canons that belong
pears

enhance

readable

made

ther introduction nor certificate, proceeds at once
presence

Weather Prog-

thoughtful,

Galaxy has

to the

large tree, with long branches and thick" ly from th® beginning.
leaves. Many people looked at it and were roll & Co.
glad. The old tree looked as if it might

hstand a thousand years.

ENCY

in aid of Temperance
P. Vose of Rockland,
of New York.
Two of
of dialogues,one against
the other, THE STUM-

BLING BLOCK. These are writtenby Mrs. N.
H. Bradley,
and are worth speaking at public
meetings.
The third is a MANUAL OF THE ANTI-TOBACCO LEAGUES, for young people.
They
aré:small, neat, cheap, and ought to sell and do
good.
re

Here is something, whose" fanciful ehuracter,—
indicating an impression on the part of the au-

thor that he is saying very profound things touching man and the Bible,~will be suggested by the
tittle: WHRELS WITHIN A WHEEL; or, Three
Historie Cycles of the

hnman

race, harmonious

with three Lives with which the First Man was
endowed : Veégetuble, Animal and Human. Pemonstrated by natural laws, By J. 8. Speight,
Baltimore, Md. Published by the author.—The
writer evidently supposes he has some thoughts
of great. profundity .and -significanee.<
“Our impression is, that he mistakes mistiness for depth,

and that he will need to writt. twice as large a
pamphlet as this to bring out the meaning of what
he has put within these covers. The work may be
of service in opening the safety-valve of the authors effervescing brain, and so- lessening by one
—

inform

’

tion, brought. down to the present time. Itis to
‘be edited by L. Colange, LL.D., who took the

ARTHUR'S HOME MAGAZINE and the very
beautiful CHILDREN’S HOUR end the volumes

containing 52 double columned royal octavo pp.,
and will be supplied at 40 ets. per number, At

in 1872. They will make a really good thing very
good if they fulfill their expectations in respect to

least 500
the vol.

the first; they speak a prudent

little sapling. Thus a little bruise destroyed a great tree.
Now, children, just what the bruise did
tothe tree, sin will doto you. One little
sin, if let alone, will work at the heart of
a child till it destroys everything good init.

You have. already had your hearts bruised
by sin, but your hearts may be healed. A
bruised tree ‘can not fe healed so as to leave

no scar, but your hearts may be healed, nay,
will be made new, if you give them to Jesus
Christ.

Trust

him,

children,

and

have

“your hearts made whole.—Religious Herald.
Many people despise riches; yet
know how to bestow them.

few

illustrations
The work,

will be scattered through
unbound. will cost $7,20,

and wiil make a -vol. of about 1000 pages. The’
first number appesdrs well, The type is fine but
clear and beautiful, and the work of condensing
information is very successfully carried out. Not

a redundant word seems to be used. Of course
the ‘value will ‘be much less than that of the
larger works, but so will the cost; and thoseof
small means, and who wish only the main items
of information on a host of topics and in the few=
est words, will find this Encyclopedia the. hest of
its cost, and emphatically a striking specimen of

the multum vn parvo.

Fhe

THE ATLANTIC MONTHLY for'Dec. ends the

word when

they

only offér to keep the second on the peculiarly
high level it as so long occupied. To make it
materially better is a thing very diffienlt fo do.

Phila: T. 8. Arthur & Son,
\

’ AMERICAN

—

"

maga-

is a new illustrated

HoMmES

zine, published by C, H, Taylor & Co., Boston,
Each number
at the low price of $1,00 per year,
has 48 well filled, interesting and wholesome

varied

It is very good, eminently

pages.

and

thoroughly cheap,

OUR YOUNG FOLKS has passed almost beyond
praise in the uniform interest and excellence

There is no disguising the

“which it has reached,

“ee

favorites only for a time.

0

sed

rejoined the frog.

“Then what is the place you don’t live in;

the “beyond”
the world, bh?”
/
EA

[ ’

Pug looked

He
did mot; in dnswerto ‘the prayer of Paul, good
remove

for another run, but he kept quiet,
the thornin the flesh, but He
gave feeling ‘perhaps that he had already done

him a sufficiency of grace to sustain him,
#

mischief enough for one day.
:

A
hl

~

oa

up by’ the roots, but broken off near the supervision of Zell’s Popular Encyclopédia, a with all their.excellences displayed, The first of
ground. On examination it was found to work of real value which we have often com- these, the publishers say, they hope to make
be decayed and, hollow at the gpd.
(8 mended. This. new work is to be briefer and more ‘attractive than heretofore; as to. the Tast,
rotted - where it Bd: been bruised
when a cheaper. It will be issued ing 18 numbers, each they dare only promise that it shall lose nothing

jn his old vigor and attractiveness. Its proQuarrels would neverbe lasting, were the here
spectug
for 1872 is noticeable. Holmes is to re- very able contributors and its enthusiastic and
fault only on one side.

angels to close the months of the beasts, quite tired ; at least she was,

.

the number of patients in a lunatic asylum.

searchers after the lost jamb. She'll be
“ “This pond, you mean, remarked the out of the furnace, but'He came down and right soon missed from the fold.”
;
walked with them in it. ,He did not remove’ - He took her'into his shop” ind she and
¢ ¢ I mean the place
we live in; I call it Daniel from the den of lions; He sent His
Pug dropped ‘down on the nearest stool,

. thio world,’
ried the grub with spirit,

¢

indicate but partially what is in store for the

intelligible clearness.
:
THE CHRISTIAN QUARTERLY for Oct. is rather late in its arrival, and though that is not dis-

Children, let me tell you of a tree that
once grew in a wood. This tree grew
where there were other trees all around it.
It was an oak. When the tree was not

pS

above praise, and the literary matter more varied and excel
than usual. The table of con.

{it has val-

more attractive, and will be more popular

what is here, as briefly

The Scarred Tree.

as

tents is

to care

+94

of patronage

thoroughly beautiful,

uuble suggestions to offer. The information is
large and. varied, and indicative of a thorough
‘mastery
of the English language, a critical

mony that is at once majestic and magerful.

pleasures in

send a mesyage

‘worthy

best use of the English language, and

changes in a dull life, and few

Occasionally

so

and pluck behind it predict nothing but a large
triumph. The typography in the last number is

prized ;—speaking from a purely conservative
standpoint, it might ‘be added, so that some extravagant statement be not eflectually borne in
upon the soul on the bosom of a strain of har-

a poor one?

- pi

srtistie
tre used in poetry, and ends with suggestions on, talent is enlisted for it, and the capital, prestige

and true friend to you in sad and dark
hours, who is growing .old, as you yourself some day will grow old, with few

————

looked forward still. Ah, if the poor things runned
could only have seen into the pure air guess,”

to

for them. Visit them when you can; you
will not have them much longer; but regularly make time to write.— Sunday Magazine.

If that world exists, we may not
‘“ Here is a little ‘un lost herself, Guvunderstand its nature.’
{
nor,” said a’ small street boy, to the old
“His companions lingered near the spot tailor in Dark street.

ther sign nor sound of his return.

as with a warmth

to think of them, or too

:

:

write

busiest men are those who contrive most
opportunities for friendly letter-writing.
Their paper may be small, their hand-writing large, their words few, and under some
circumstances these: are legitimate devices,
without which they could not continue to
write at all; but some men’s short letters
are worth more than other men’s long ones;
and those who remember Bishop Villiers
short notes will have often: felt as if his
own magical smile shone out through them,

Never

then had found good homes for them where
they could be useful and happy.—Sunday-

inward necessity driving him upward. He school World.
bade his friends farewell, saying, ‘I dare

they

‘and then write to him.

:

Levy,

when

and to be willing to please.

ma'am. That's how 1 choose my children.”
“Then are none of them yours?”
¢ Never had one in my life, ma,am,” said
Aunt Betsey, with a smile.
“You aregpaid, then, for taking care of
these children, and providing them with a
home ?”
:
‘“ Not a stiver, ma'am; who's to pay me?
They are all poor orphans; not one of them

in

who,

er before

the selection and arrangement of matter in the in
terest of rhetoric, and points out the sources and
forms of errors in ‘reasoning, and so follows
|. somewhat in the track of a brief treatise on logic,
Its one uim is to help readers in the right and

those

while to be at the pains of a letter though
we may have nothing very-special to say.
The secret of it all is to have a kind heart,

in her face,

are

the

idea with relatives, or neighbors, or friends.

with any mean, low ways.

Come here, Lizzie.

that

selves out of the way to help and gratify

It is indolence that refuses the expenditure
of alittle time and trouble to remind distant kinsfolk that we still feel we belong to®
each other, and that we think it worth

never

and yet it serves many of the purposes

pretty good proof that nothing crude will appear here, for there are few living writers who
give us a .more admirable style than he, Mr.
Abbott has doubtless done the larger portion of

social never to dare to interchange a single

She's

and

ble nonsense, and the grub said he would

heavy splash in the water and saw a great
frog swim down to the bottom, he screwed

_ swered the grub.

Head master

cal than most set treatises, and for that reson is

.

course expect us to answer them.

Levy, *“ and your home

for a recommendation.

hearty

Letters.

week, and’ in every variety of circumstance, to be selfish, unsociable, or indolent.
It is selfish not to be willing to put our-

the Bog gravely, ‘because 1 have learned
to-day the reason of your tiresome curiosity. AsI was hopping about in the grass
on the edge of the pond, I saw one of your
race slowly climbing up the stalk of a reed.
Suddenly there appeared a rent in his scaly
coat, and after many struggles there came
out of it, one of those radiant drafzon-flies has a-fathér or mother except me, and I am
that float in the air I told you of. He lifted both to them, they think,” she said as she
affectionately at them.
his wings out of the carcass he was leaving looked around
and when they had dried in the sunshine he ** Sometimes 1 feel sorry that I took the
flew glittering away. I conclude that you wee things, but what could I do? They'd
honest parents as was taken off with heavy
grubs will do the same thing by and by.’
“The grub listened with astonishment sickness, and I couldn’t see them left to
and distrust, and swam off to tell his suffer. True it's but little I can do, for
friends. They decided that it was impossi- there is thousands of-such pbor creatures

could not do it; so one day when he heard a

yond the world.)
.
:
“What world do you mean? said the
- frog, rolling his goggled eyes.
:
« “This world, of course; our world,’ an-

on a. line similar to

helpers, The Atlantic long since became
fn American institution, and such it is likely to ©
.
remain, and grow with the brain and enterprise
of the country, Boston: J. R. Osgood & Co.

of the City of London School; and.J, R. Seein the
ley, M. A., Professor of Modern History
Roberts
University of Cambridge, Boston:
Brothers, 1872, 16mo, pp, 808.

for practical ends.

Alas, it is only too easy a dozen times a

‘attend to the world you are in, and leave self not alone in his joyous existence, but the old tailors face, in spite of his severe
the “‘beyond” to those that are there! So welcomed into it by those who have gone views. “And may n't we_come in?” She
said all his relations, and the 'curious grub before. Sweet also. to know that even in asked.
le
tried to forget Mis questionings. But he “their ignorant life below, gleams from the _ “Bless me! yes, and welcomeI" he cried.

up.his courage to ask the frog himself.
*“* Honored frog,’ said he, approaching

PEOPLE. ' By

“and minute acquaintance with English literature,
and an ability to use the results of a large study

—

#+.0h, no, ma'am ; Pm not so rich as that.
But let me see, there's Lizzie; she’s been

When

Pug gave a sudden bark.

‘“ Rosa, Rosa! you naughty darlint!” ex-

She “Wore a

again at the bottom of the pond.

to grub, he bd tried to come upward into the

the side of ‘the water and disWhat becomes of him when he

leavgs this world?
©

this grub

ull three.

I have had

ly Scotch woman

Among them "Wassthe ful heart,

it fall of busy life.

them out in good places.

“Then the grub told his story to his
friends, aud they talked a great deal about
the mystery, but could arrive at no explanation.
“That evening the yéllow frog appeared

us,’ said one.

MRS. GATTY.

“Once there was a beautiful pond in the
center of a wgod. Trees and flowers were
growing about it, birds sang and insects
hummed above

Pray who is Aunt Betsey?

per to make lamp-lighters.
While she was looking at them an elder-

I solemnly promise to return and tell you.’

“And why ocean, bound-by a mighty will,

—Christian

don't you get one of Aunt

rate I’

If the frog’s story of another

And why there are never two leaves alike,
Though a million leaves you find;

his contributions

puts

;

**I'must

Without leaving a drop behind;

ue

that followed last year, and the old and
writers wre to have the covperation. of new tricd®:"
and
noted

then ?

ed to his relations and said—

And how the underworld paints the rose,

the Rev. Edwin A. Abbott,M; A.,

m——

oy

less children ; teaches them, takes care of
them, gets them into good habits, and then

¢ « I forgive your offensive remarks,’ said

And turned soft eyes to her merry boys
At play near the garden-bed :

ENGLISH LESSONS vot ENGLISH

-—

there is no water.’
a
‘‘‘Really,” said the grub, ‘what is there

‘why did not you cling to my back?

So said the deacon, with grief psofound,

|

o—

served
by euch and all of them, It deals with the for 80 many reasons. The plans
for making it
English vocabulary, with diction, poetic, prose still better in the future are full
of enterprise
sound of quick steps in the doorway startled
and metaphorical, with the various kinds of-ame- and generosity, The best literary and

dren!

ing but death beyond this world. The frog
deceived me. He can not go there at any

To thread each day a flawless gem
Upon the silver cord of life.

© Fite

Elie

raphy on which he is engaged; Mr. Fields is ‘te
contin

¢ She

friend, *‘ Why

struggling for life. ‘Horrible! cried he, asd clothes, others were sewing or knitting, and
soon as he had rallied a little ; ‘there is noth- the youngest were twisting up slips of pa-

Ah! could we feel the weight of now,

—Chris.

** The

a

dearie!” he kept saying; and the queer
thought came into his mind, ‘‘ May be my
own little Polly, that God took to heaven
1f thie volume here presenttd to the public
nigh fifty years ago, has come back to com- | were called a grammar, a treatise on rhetoric, or
HARPER'S MAGAZINE opens its XLIV. volume
fort my old heart these last "days." And a course of study in English Literature,
it might | with the Dec, issue, It has a list of 190,000
patthe thought, as you may suppose, almost mislead. It is not exactly either of these things, rons, and it is enlarging. This monthly was nev
-

.she is the best girl 1 ever had.” *‘ That is
is the nearest approach to nothing.’
“Finding that he could not make the very singular,” said Mrs. L. ** This womgrub understand, the good-natured frog of- an must be a curiosity. I would like to see
fered to take him on his back to the dry her for her own sake. I'll go.”
The next day Mrs. Levy went to Bird's
land, where the grub might see for himself.
The grub was delighted. He dropped him- Alley to find Aunt Betsey’s home. As soon
self down upon the frog’s back, and clung as shd entered it she saw a large, tidy-lookclosely to him while he swam up to the ing room. The floor was as clean as hangs
*| rushes at the water's: edge. But the mo- could make it. She saw eight or'nine girls,
ment he emerged into the air, the grub fell from three years old to fifteen. They were
reeling back into the water, panting and all busy. Some of the oldest were ironing

How seldom do we ever see
The duty lying *neath our hands

:

the rest of

every now and then looked at her.

‘ ‘They call it air,’ replied the frog. ‘It one of her children for a good ‘while, and

And yet, alas!

.

dry

cried the frog, ‘dry land is some like the bot~ is an old Scotch woman who lives in Bird's madeythe old heart young, and it felt bright
-| 1 tom of this po pond, onlytit
ye is not wet,; hegause Alley. She adopts poor, homeless, mother and ‘gay again, as it used to,—whén the’

That our weak seuls may never haye, i
More work than may be justly dong.” °

A few are workers,

‘it is

A¢¢ Well, then, you troublesome creature,

scoré

And make them shine.

froggy,

“But tell me what it is,"persistod the grub. Betsey’s children?” ¢ Aunt Betsey’s chil-

God gives his days, but one by one,

For any life.

said

not’

A pearl within God’s keeping lies.

Not by the dozen or the

then,’

heaven,” and

it which you know. After that she sat still
looking at the ofd man, and the old man

Some time ago a lady in London was tryland.’
ing to get a girl to help her in doing house«¢ Can, one swim about there P ‘asked the work. Her name was Mrs. Levy. One
grub,
A
day while walking in the street she met a
+ *¢ Dry land is not water, little fellow,’ friend and as
hér if she knew of any
chuckled the frog; ‘that is just what it is good gir] that she could get.
Said hér
“¢« Well,

shut her eyes, and said, Ou

Father who art in

me,’ replied the grub briskly.

6,

There are those who, like new Songs, are

We promise accordingto our hopes, and
_perform according to our fears,

volume strongly

as is its wont.

Bret Hurte

is

fact, that it leads all the juvenile magazines in
the country, and it has such a hold upon both its

appear as “ The Poet of the Breakfast Table,” an

numerous

announcement that is sufficient of itself for those

Keep

who remember him as ¢ Autocrat” and * Pres
fessor.” An unpublished story by Hawthorne
fs to appear in serial form; Parton is to* furnish

pipers on Jefferson, preparatory to the full biogv
.

readers that it is morally certainto

itggplace. The Pec. No.is up to the high-

water mark, and the promise for -the next vol~
is large but reasonable, and so ‘one may
ume
count upon
good

&

Co.

its being kept.
:

*

o

Bostom:J. R. Os
:

.

t

a

THE

EC

-

Biterary Miscellany,
The

New ‘Wonder

our name

Land.

writer

is Mr.

Elliott,

multwous people.
In this Forum, which,
like a New England court-house, was both

region.

The

the artist, who

went

with the Hayden exploring expedition, The
respectable

se

save been

as

Doane,

Lioutemant

Hven now, and with every respect for

which the empire

part of whose evidence we

witness,

she mew

don expedition must be deemed ncedfud before we can altogether accept stories of won-

depicted by Mr. Elliptt
ina way fully at"¥ . testing previous statements. Itis a huge

basaltic fissure, or rent in the earth, begin-

ning at Tower Creek, and ending at the
foot of the Lower Falls of the Yellowstone.
Hence it is twenty-five or thirty miles long.
- The cafion varies from one to two thousand
feet in depth, and along its bottom the river
whirls with immense velocity, appearing
from above “mow a blue and now a snowy
ribbon." The attrition of the stream for

rded.

mere raving.” , |

‘Drayton is a sweet poet; Daniel is a su- 1s

ed to be

“Schiller is a thousapd times more hearty

great; and

their own weakness, could

this is as true of nations

within

their walls,

took place

the trial

movahle and the

the para;

may so speak, is no longer

—

tunda

Thus, within that

It is well stocked, like the river,

with tront, some of great size, and it contains other fiuny monsters, the like of which
elsewhere.

But

the

chief

are at the head waters of the Madison, and

in magnitude and extent of area reduce the
famous boiling springs of Iceland to complete insignificance. Mr. Elliott writes:—
+] have stood by a crater, and have seen
a column of hot (boiling) water, six feet in
ascend with a single

bound, ver-

tically, to a hight of 200 feet—pause

there

instant, and fall to its silicified basin

for an

in « thousand watery streams, and a million.
prismatie drops. This was repeated ten or

quiet;
fifteen minutes; then all would be
the water of the cistern became as still as

that of a millpond, and apparently
ive. This geyser, which is one
we named the Grand. It plays at
intervals of twenty-four to thirty
from ten to twenty minutes.

named

by Doane

as inactof many,
irregular
hours for
Another,

‘Old Faithful,” plays at

intervals of only an hour apart, throwing
up an immense steady column to an elevation of 150 feet.”

»

-

There are fifty geysers and over a thousand boiling springs, according to this au+hority, within fifty miles of each other, and
it i¢ evident that these objects must rank as
among the most remarkable physical won-

sized

plete with vital

the

longer

has

generally

than he

more

dries up seas

Brevity is specially important.

the earth's attribute.

Year

after

than

he

student, spending

little time among his law-books, and giving
over the preparations of his cases to other
hands.
It Is in the _court-house that his
talent shines

out

conspicuously,

)

Kugenie’'s Wardzobe.
——

and there

he literally overrides all opposition and
carries the day by adroit management and
vehement eloquence.

Fortune is a cruel satirist, and delights in
cruel contrasts.
But her irony was surely
never more bitter than when she decreed

room fumbling over a great pile of political
speeches and legal papers.
He received

the sale of the ex-Empress Lugenie’s personal effects at Paris last month.
As if to
highten the effect of the sarcasm, the auc-

me

tion was held in the

I called on
ina

him,

frank,

and

found

him in his

open-hearted manner,

entered

into

and

talking in a *¢ solid
suits, fairs, fires and

suggested.

coversation,

imperial

stables, and

the delicate laces and embroidéries that
were wont to be the admiration of the boul-

sluice” about lawwhatever topic was

A client of his in a two

evard and the
envy of the
feminine
world, were tossed aboutin the litter of the

thou-

jomed in shrill contention over the imperial
wardrobe: “In French hands, we may be

quake, the character of which is verified by at him; giving him enough advice in five
«veral witnesses who, at the time of the: minutes to last a week. . General Toombs
shock, were fifteen miles apart.
We have isa nataral talker, and his\gift of speech
the

region in question must be among the most
of this wonderful central

“conti-

nent of ours, and.to suspect that it deserves, in this wise, absolute preéminence,
~Professor Hayden's official report; which,

delayed, will en-

we hope, will not be long

x

—

i

abl

hills of

me

Rome, became

the three chief

naturally the

was

thé longer

space,

oblong

an

com-

The old

mon meeting-place of its citizens.
Forum

sides of which measuced about tweghundred
ards; the shorter nct far from Jseventy.
sund this confined space were gyouped: the
most- important buildings of /republican
Rome—the temples of the
#iost ancient
and ‘venerated gods, the Seiate-house, the"
Comitium, and the Rostra. Upon it stood
the

statues of a legion of national

heroes,

and above it rose on one side the glittering
temple of Capitoline Jove and the inviolate
titadel, and on the other sides the mansions
of the senators, or, in later times, the pala. 1gen of the emperors,
Bay

the artist's

aid the reader

may stand

upon the slppe of Capitoline Hill and look
down upon this, the most interesting spot
of ancient Bome. In the foreground upon
the left, are all that remain of the once mag-

nificent temples of Vespasian andof Saturn.
‘Upon the right the site of the Basilica Julia
is marked by recent excavations. Three
solitary pillars indicate the probable location of a temple of Castor.
In the distance
are to be seen the Arch of Constantine and
the ruinof the Coliseum.

In this

Forum,

if we may believe the records of ancient
Rome, in which myth and history are inextricably intermixed,

Virginius, whose deed

of doubtful heroism Macaulay has celebrat-

od in his *‘Luys of Ancient Rome,” slew his
daughter

to save

her from

dishonor;

and

from the crowd here gathered to avenge her
death Appius Claudius fled to the refuge in
the neighboring Mount Palatine. . Here, in
token of the vengeance of the gods, the
earth

yawned into a fearful chasm,

nothing could close till
the most Precluns thing
it rode full armed for
us, type of ‘ the Roman
geance of the gods wag

isnot,

saying

He does not

something;
{-B] éveryJ

talk

without

sentence

contains

of its bitterness.

the shawls,

enlivened

and rascality.

Selfishness

and embezzlement looking up.
Gross flattery active, with a rising tendency. Adroit
lying at a premium.
Not” much demand
ers firm, ~Candor

quantifies ; hold-

unchanged.

ness has a downward

teadeney.

Upright-

- Zeal for

the right dull and quiet.
Modesty has deey
Light demand for justice; not
much Pos. iy Cunning more active than
usual. + A good business done in pocketpicking; would be better. hut for the police.
HousebreakSomething done in suicide;
Popularity.—
just now.
ing rather-active
Many and lively bids at. first and second
(call.” Love of goodness and of good men
rather quiet.
Charity of the rst quality,
little offered ; lower grades are in good de~-mand, especially if they promise quick returns, Sincerity rather scarce and demand
Hypocrisy.—Some
moderate.
stir; we
may Say active. Alittle doing in stabbing
and
rape. . Drunkenness.—Much offered

and a good deal taken.

Recklessness inde-

mand. - Foolighness,—Much

in the market,

and considerable quantities taken at Migh
orices.

Something doing in over-trading.

>romises not intended to be kept, plenty.

Honesty firm,

but

at

low

prices.

rather flat. Extortion flat also.
ness more fatal than\ejolera,

= Usury

CovetousLt 4
:

Joleridge on Authors.

“1 think ‘O!d Mortality’ and ‘Guy Maninto it had been cast
in Rome ; and into nering' the best of Scott's novels.” |
“It seems to-my ear, that there is a sad
battle Manlius Curtihero, and the ven- want of harmony in Lord Byron's verses.”
“Goldsmith did everything happily.”
d, and the solid
« (Measure for

Measure™ is the single ex-

down thé middle of this Forum, in the days coption to the Selihtainbe of Shakspeare's
“of Cicero, paraded the bricfless
bamdsters ‘plays. It is a hateful work, although Shak:
waiting for a cause,

If apLigl ty gives res

spectability, the peripatetic advertisers who
ornament our Rublie streets are pursuing a
most respectable avocation, Here stumpspeaking
had its. bisth, Hence we derive

pn

t

=

"591

SEMINAKY,

from

a Seminary

to

a

College,

!

LYNDON

¢ Bourgeois,”

and

the

thegcontest

for

tie
spearian throughout.”
“Burke's ‘Essay on the Sublime and’ Beautiful’ ‘seems to me 4 poor thing; and what
he says upon Taste is neither profoundnor
accurate.
;
pie
a
/

the

‘ why

jewels, the

“the intimate

students

and

brokers

Star,

who

wondered’

have

Royal, he would scarcely

Readiness.

Snell, died in Gt. Falls,

One of the best things Artemus Ward has

when

would

they

of

be

the

“‘I

moment |

must “service.
have made

«What a scathing reply I might

is the

to Smith gboat Darwinism!”

regret-

ful reflection of Jones, as he retires’ heated
and discomtitted from a contest with Smith
“What
on the subject of natural selection.

capital things we might say and don’t!
humiliating“it is to reflect that we
dull when we were fylly capable of
bright. What an unsatisfactory gift

How
were
being
is the

that hangs fire until after the
cleverness
When we are alone we
game Has flown.

invent the happiest of retorts; the
answerable arguments flash upoiy
out an effort on our part;

we

most vnus ‘with-

feel that

have more weapons in our mental

we

armory

{han Brown ever dreamed of ; yet somehow,

when Brown attacks us suddenly, we can
not bring our twelve pounder to bear upon
he

has

shot’ us

through

and

through with his ready little revolver. We
of the superior metal find ourselves spiked,
so to speak: The fact is,we lack readiness.
Readiness is a very gpeat

power.

In law,

war, polities, journalism, or indeed in almost any profession or calling, it means
but so potent
i
success. fe is purely ‘a gift,
a one that a man posses) sing it, eyen with
little other ability, can hold is own against
In its
i highér manifestation it
fearful odds.
is a sort of genius. The man of readiness,
| like the poet.is born, not made. No amount
| of training will enable a man to say keen
#

"

The WINTER TERM

Nov. 20, aged

1

Sears.

+

A. P. Shattuck:

?

Sec,

Incidentals,

$1.00;

12

Penman-

ship, $1.50 for twenty fessons; Instrumental Music,
with use of instrument, $11.00;
JBoard, $3.00 per
Board in clubs, $2.00 or less; Rooms

for selt-

boarding at reasonable rates,
N.B. Special instruction” during this term to students preparing for teaching.

Wy. REED; Sec.

Ridgeville, Ind., July 8, 1871.
8.8 FITCH'S

29

Family Physician, 96

J"
pages, sent by mail, free.
Teaches how to cure
all diseases of the person, skin, hair, eyes, complexion.
Write to 714 Broadway.
New York.
1y4.

We are now making a Specialty of ** Church Cushions.’
stuffed with PATENT ELASTIC SPONGE.
It is cheaper than Hair, will hold its elasticity double the length of
time, and is proof against MOTHES..
Wecan refer to more than one hundred churches. that
are using the ** Elastic Sponge Cushions.” We invite in-

GR

HALEY, MORSE& CO, ,
411 Washington Street, Boston,

COLLIER,

Sole Agents for New England
ELASTIC

will open

on

Prof.

B.

§

and

Drawing

Music.

the departments of the College.

Catalogues sent on application.

. P. REYNOLDS,
.

|

Acaddmical

ALL BELLS WARRANTED SATISFACTORY. Aa Large
Iltustrated Catalogues sent free on application to
| JONES & CO., Troy, N.Y, or, 149 Dearborn St.,
Chicago, 111.
1y21

year of this

Institution is as follows:

FalLTERM,
WINTER

"-

TERM,

SPRING TERM,
First class

=

- .

facilities

-

+

=»

are

.

-

«=

Aug. 28

.

= Dee.11
- March 27, 1872

furnished

students

WELCH

pre-

paring for college, teaching, or business, in six complete departments.
.
The Ladies’ English and collegiate courses

cially recommended.

churclf.

Terms moderate.

.

are

CIRCULAR savy,
HAND

spe-

LATIN

CROSS-CUT
Arve

SCHOOL.

Dr. C.H, REYNOLDS, of Bethel, Mich., died
Sept.29th,aged sixty-two years.
He experienced
religion when 18 years of age, was baptized by

N. Y., and

united with the ehurch in Sherman where he
maintained a well-orderéd “and consistent life
Because of his skill as a physician he was locuted
in the west where success crowned his efforts.
He united with the Bethel church, in which he
lived an esteemed and worthy member until his
death, sAnd ns he left earth he informed his
many friends that heaven yas in view.
The funeral sermon was preached by the writer, from

a,

NORTH

Sm37

will

23.00

A course

e given by Clergymen,

Common

besides

English

High English

a courte

on

culated to insure the safety,comfort and convenience .
of passengers.

PASSAGE RATES, PAYABLE IN

.

CURRENCY

vk

TO GLASGOW. LIVERPOOL AND LONDONDERRY.

FIRST CABIN. $65 and $75, according to Location.
Cabin Return Tiekets, $130. securing best accommodations.
$28.
STEERAGE,
$33.1
INTERMEDIATE.
Parties sending tor their friends: in the Old Country
parfurther
For
rates.
reduoed
can purchase tickets at
ticulars applyLo HENDERSON BROTHERS, 7 Bowling
N.

Y.

3mdl

a

Tayror,

ALFRED

gehool

Editor.

GUNDAY

anato-

A

Year.

A
:

4.00

£5.40

t

& GRIFFITHS,
147 Federal S§t., Boston.

every respect with all the modern improvements cal-

Green,

of lectures of general interest

hem.

=

Warranted.

4

B
The Fall term will commence on Fuesdaay Aug. 22 ells
Rev.
and continue eleven weeks.
M. K. MABREY, Principal,
and
in
enetgies
and
time
entire
his
spend
will
who
He will be assisted by teachers who
for the school.
Department assigned
have had experience in the

my and Physiology by P.W. McIntyre, M. D.
“
Terms : Primary

DESCRIPTIONS,

others.

ANCH?R
LINE
ST™EAMERS.
Sail etry Wednesday and Saturday to and from
NEW YORK AND GLASGOW,
Co\ling at Londonderry to Iand Mails and Passengers.
The Steamers of this favorite line are builtexpressly for the Atlantic Passenger Trade, and fitted up in

SEMANARY

PARSONSFIELD

SAW

* 113 and

A. M. JONES, Sec. .

Lewiston, July 2. 1871.

ALL

oF

Superior
so all

WELCH

ers and pupils, which is jot. ordinarily found in
schools where so many kinds of work are done. The
students are Teithiony drilled in the Latin and Greek
Grammar, ‘Arithmetic,
languages, aiso in inglish
i
Ancient Geography, y Ancient History, Algebra and
is given to reading,
attention
pecial
Geometry.
“FE
declamafion, composition, Greek and Latin poetry,
&¢.. The location of the school 80 near
ing,
scanning,
the College and Theological School, affords advantages of association with students of a higher rank
and culture.. The public leafures of these institutions
are inveluable,

:

§# PERFECT SATISFACTION GUARANTEED. _&1
For sale by Hardware and Country Dealers, and the
Manufacturers.
:

The special work of this school isto fit students for
Coflege, and it is open for both .sexes. The school
being composed of only one department, & thoroughness in doing their work is secured from both teach-

died suddenly at his resi-

SAWS

lo

SAWS,

Every

SPRING TERM. begins Monday, Jan. 1.8572, and
.
closes Fiiday, March 22.
SuMMER TERM begins Monday, April 1, and closes
Monday, June 24. ©
Tuition $25.00 a year.
;
L.G. JORDAN, A. B., Principal, with three Assist.
ants.

May he

SAWS,

WOOD SAWS,

Send for circular,

pb

& GRIFFITHS’
CELEBRATED

J. 8. GARDINER, Principal,
Whitestown, N. Y., July 25, 1871.
NECHIOLS

|

uine Bell Metal (Copper and Tin). Hung with Rota
Mountings, the best and most
durable ever used.

iy

The calendar of the 31st

m1?

OLD ESTABLISHED TROY BELL FOUNDRY.
TROY, N.Y, (established 1852,) aJurge assortment
of Church, Academy, Fire Alarm, and other Bells
constantly on hand, and made to order. Made of Gen-

Sec,§ Treas.

Hillsdale, Mich., July 29, 1871.

WHITESTOWN

]

6m32

EEE

for

made

Farther and ample arrangements will be

WANTED.

Chicago, 111,

CHASE, Cultivation of Voicef

instruction in all

Sorgo,

Do you want an agency, local or traveling, with a
chance to make $5 to $20 per day sel''ag our new
7strand White Wire Clothes Lines?
They ast forever: sample free,so there is no risk,
Address
at once lludson River Wire Works.
130 Maiden
Lane, cor. Water 8t., N. Y., or 16 Dearborn St.,

Instructor in Instrumental

WPCHASE,

WwW35

GREAT CHANGE 2 AGENTS.

Lan-

Sciénce.

in

Instructor

GARDNER,

Painting

of PATENT

‘

AGENTS

Mathe-

Ancient

A. M., Prof. Nat.

sale

AIFLES, SHOT-GUNS, REVOLVERS,
Gun Material.
Write for Price List, ito
GREAT: WE-TERN GUN WORK», Pittsburgh, Pa.
Arms Guns, Revolvers, &c., bought or tradedstor.

“0's

M.,

the

wl

D. D., President.

A.

for

SPONGE.

EG AR—how made of Cider, Wine, or
: V hsIN ino
hours.
F.SAGE, Cromwell, Conn.

COLLEGE,

\HAM,

and will be pleased to send circular referring
that are nsing our Cushions.

Monday, Nov.

RANSOM DUNN, A. M., Prof. Bib. Theology.

and Vocal

his religion

Grinnell, in (Sherman,

M.

MRs. OLIVE C.

He was born. in Exeter, N. H; from

Rew Thomas

HILLSDALE

MELVILLE

dence ir. Compton, P. Q., June 22, 1871, aged 79
years, His death was occasioned by a fall from

his barn.

on

SPKNCERJ.FOWLER,

His decline was

of peace.

Tuition, $6.00;

vestigation,
to Churches

#

of the righteous.”

ety, and her death a hurvest

weeks,
week;

“

GEO.

and sis- |,

inissed in the

A

RIDGEVILLE
COLLEGE.
FALL TERM begins August 22d and continues

Treas.
46

H. LAURA ROWE, A.M, Prin. Ladies’ Department.
JENNIE de la MONTAIGNE, Teacher of French.
ALEX. C. RIDEOUL, Prin. Com. Department.
W. A. DRAKE, Instructor in Penmanship.

abundantly sable to support him to
the last. He
leaves a wife, child, brothers, sisters and aged

he

commenced

.

HIRAM

very gradual and his death like the blowing out
of an expiring taper without the agony which he
at one time dreaded and which divine grace qual-_
ified him to meet.
His faith in Christ was strong,

will

term.

Send for catalogue to the Principal or to
E.C. LEWIS,

467

matics and Nat. Philogophy,
GEORGE-McMILLAN, A.
M,, Prof.
uages.
‘

ALVIN SAWYER was Born Apr. 22, 1832, and
he died July 15, 1871. . He experienced religion
. B. church, Saco.
in 1857, and united with the
:
He married Miss Mary B. Chadbourn, Dec., 1858.
Some 7 years
since, the disease
commenced

“Let me die the death

all

ENSTITUTE.

Term

ev. DANIEL

ters, an affectionate farewell, without a Sirunule
passed off to heaven.
Re
Dn

father; and he

per term.
Several
a Commercial De-

partment, which has been very
successful.
It is
now proposed to add a Scientific and Agricultural
Course, of two years each, which opened for the
admission of students at the commencement of the

SEMINARY.

The Fall Term of Hillsdale College
Wednesday, August 31, 1871.
Facuury:

ent as a singer were of great service to the
church. - Her love for Christian society and secret
prayer secured peace and hope during the three
years of debility apd suffering, following a severe attack of typhoid fever and preceding her
death. Believing and often speaking of Christ’s
love and pity, she talked of death with compos-

future wlear, and

TUITION from $5.00 to $6.50
years ago the Trustees introduced

Complete courses of study for both sexes.
A
G. H. RICKER, Prin,
North Scituate, R. I.; Oct. 5, 1871.»

®

gave her heart to Christ. and her spirit and tal-

in the

Miss L. D. Moore,

ACADEMY,

LAPHAM

The Winter
13.

EmMa EsTELLA, daughter of Rey. F. P. and
I. L. Augir, died August 1st,1871, aged 20 years,
From childhood she was the pet und pride of her
associates and teachers.
At the age of fifteen she

his hope

Sec, and

me

H. M. Willward.
Also s.competent Music Teacher.
ExPENSES. Board, including room and washing,
from $2.75 to $3 50 per week. In well-regulated clubs,
of which there are several in successful
tion,
the expense varies from $1.75 to $2.25. Students desirous of boarding themsélves will find convenient
OBbhoriuniY; Students will provide their own sheets,
pillow-cases
and towels.
3
bide

WARREN FOSS, Sec’y. *
Strafford Center, August 17, 1871.
;

THOMAS MOORE died in Hatley ,P. Q., Oct. 19,
aged 83 years.
He was one of the early settlers
of the place, raised a large family, always took a
deep interest in the affairs of his adopted country,
and was for many years a worthy member of the
F. Baptist church.
Although his death was very
sudden, we believe he was ready for the Master’s
all,
PM

‘brothers

.

A.B. MESERVEY, A. M., Principal,
-J.N. Rand, A. M.,
Miss T: A. R. Dow,
W. E. C. Rich, A. B.,
Miss Alice I. Libby,

« The Fall Term of 10. weeks will commence Tuesinstruction of OC.
day,
August
29,
under
the
MCCLEAN, a graduate of Yale College.
Tuition and hoard as usual.
Rooms can be had for those who wish to board
GEO. C. PEAVEY, President.
themselves.

GERSHOM LORD died in the ninety-third year
of his age. He was a member of the Freewill
Baptist church ‘in
Wilington.
He has been
a faithful servant of the Lord and has gone up
higher to reap his reward.
He has left children
dear to mourn their loss. . He made choice of the
writer to attend his funeral.
¢ H. WILLS.

her parents,

Sec.

;

Center Strafford, N. H.

PoLLy, wife of Bro. Zebulon Burroughs,
of
Coventry, Vt., died in peace, Oct. 25, after a"distressing illness which she bore with Christian
resignation.
.
T.P. Mc

ure, and bidding

for

SANBORN,

began Nov. 13, 1871, and con-

tinues ten week.

Northwood, N. H., Nov.3, 1871.

AUSTIN

5, un-

Courses of study

1. W.

Lyndon, Vt., Aug. 1871.

The
WINTER TERM of this Instiution will commence
DEC. 4th, 1871, and continue thirteen weeks.
Thorough instruction given in both Classical and
Euglish Courses,by the usual board of Teachers.
C asses in Vocal and Instrumental Music aud frayoning, formed if desired.
For further particulars, address
'
5
ALBERT R. SAVAGE,.Principal. t

Nov. 20th, in his
J. F. Jovy.

INSTITUTION.

will begin on Tuelday, Sept.

both sexes complete.

E. MASON, Teacher of French,

NORTHWOOD

H.SHAPLEIGH.

NEW HAMPTON INSTITUTION.

I. W. SANBORN,
Lyndonville, Vt., 1871,

than a

private families at
furnished to those

JOHN

der a full board of instruction.

The Institution will afford to both séxes a complete
course of study; find no pains will be spared by the
Trustees to make the school: eminently worthy the
confidence and patronage of all friends to a thorough
and liberal education.
>
The new Institution “building is aflne brick and
granite structure, ot beautiful architecture, affording
ample accommodations; and is located
an emidon Center and
nence overlooking the villages of L
e finest landscape scenLyndonville, and some of
ery of the valley of the Passumpsic.

any single

i

.

|

;

:
.
:
8.
$5.00
N
Lani
I usie Ages
$2.00 | =A ¢ the head of the Sunday School journalism in
Use of Instrument
4
$1.50. | his country.
Penmanship
ARVILLA LELA, daughter of Rev. F. P. and
paper. Every S. 8. Teachs
A vigorous WEEKLY
* Suitible rooms can be obtained by those who wish.
L. L. Augir, died in Hillsdale, Mich.; of conto Mico, ought to take it.
Scotia
Novo
from
er
to
board
themselves.
:
ety
i
Sept. 18,1871. Her sweet spirit, active - Board at the Boarding house and in 8! oodFR families
Liberal deductions to clubs,
gy
intellect and modest ambition, justified the feels for $3 00. Wood and lights extra, AD
Send for Specimens and’ Premium List.
er
5
See our Lesson Leaves for 1872.
ings of interest and affection entertained by a formation furnished on application 0° the Principal .
;
vt
SWEAT, Sec.
large circle of friends, and her fine musical talN. Parsounsfield, June 26; 1871.
ent and her Christian experionce of a dozen
years, gave promise of good to the world and the:
2w48

Heb. 11:10. ’

“A.

B."FAYLOR.

y

1143 Eighth Street, New York.

¢htirch.

Her faithfulness and efficiency as i stu-

dent were an honor to the college and the Senior
class, of which she wag a member; and the Liter

MAINE

»

CENTRAL

INSTITUTE,

»

PrrrspiELp, ME.

A. B., Preceptor.
E B. FILES,
ary Society with which she was connected, only’ “GEORG
Miss NELLIE KNOWLTON, Preceptress.
expressed the common feeling in attending her
D, Associate,
FERNAL
M.
Miss AROLINE
Nothing but divine wisfuneral as mourners.
E. EUGENE WADE, A. B,, Prin. of Normal
to
blessing
a
e.
Associat
hereavement
a
dom can make such
Miss L. MARIA SIMONS.

the living, but

her oft-repeated

watchword

in

sickness and in death was “faith,” ‘and by this
parents, brother, sisters and
the sorrowing
ow and
friends ¢an “see through a glass Sutkiys
expeet a fullsolution of eurth’s problems, and a

.

licensed.

. Teacher of Drawing, 7 Paint
Miss ADDIE SAWYER
and Wood Carving.

>

Ww

IN
‘lock stitch’ (alike on both

;

Dep’t "

Waxework
ing,
.
ars Y F. STEERE, Teacher of Music.
ep .
D. M. WATT, Teachiet of Writing and Book-Ke
2
of term ten weeks.
e
R,D,
glorious rest in heaven.
: Witham commences November 9, A
or E «|
For further particulars, address G. B. Files,
NasoN P.,only son of Stillman and Rebecea
d. Me.
Farwell; died at Albany, Vt, Nov.8, aged 14 . Eugene Wade, Pittsfiel ©. A. PARRRLL, Secretary.
Nason was a pleasant and
years, and 9 months,
vik
manly fellow. His plous mother taught him to | pittsfiold, Me., June 27,1871,

v
®

The Fall Term

Summer term, of 10 weeks, jegins May 7.
TUITION, from $4.00 to $6.00 per term. French,
Music and Penmanship extra.
:
EXPENSES»-Board, including room and washing,
from $2.50 to $3,560 per week, in families. In club or

an insertion.

or

LYNDON

X
Board of Trustees.

Winter term, of 10 weeks, begins Dec. 5th.
Spring term, of 11 weeks, begins Feb. 20, 1872.

thence he removed to Gilmanton in 1797. He
have the gift of oratory,” says the compla- experienced religion about 50 years ago. He
me.”
aout
it
haven't
I
‘‘but
came to this town in 1830, and rig
with the
cent Artemus,
This is not merely an unexpected. and very Freewill Baptist church, of which he remained a
worthy
member
until
his
decease.
His
home
witty turn; it is something more than a str- ‘was truly a rest for the pilgrim. He leaves
a
face pleasantry, for it gives expression to wife and several children, who deeply mourn
an experierfce that is all but universal, yt Ca onth. In his last moments he” expressed a
Most of us are conscious at, times of pos- firm reliance on Christ us his Saviour.. v.D ;
wb
sessing certain gifts or abilities which are

somehow not available at just

yi

|

Miss Evra L. NYE, Teacher of Music.
Miss ELLeN A, PERKINS, Teacher of Penmanship.
Calendar:
Fall termpof 11- weeks, began Sept. 5th.

OM.

DEA. SETH IOUGEE

a
oratory.

TERM of Pike Seminary, N. Y., will

Miss MARY C. BRADFORD, Preceptress.

children rise up to bless hcr memory.
'
‘
E. FISK.

left us is his remark touching

BOARD:

Faculty :

do

- 800

Use of Instrument,+
«
=
« . 200
An excellent opportunity will be
given those desiring a complete course of music, either upon the
Pianoforte or Organ, by a teacher of large e
ence
from
Massachusetts,
qualified to teach
Bass, Secular or Sacre Music.
inoueh
Special attention given to those preparing for
College.

LITERARY INSTITUTION,
LYNDON CENTER, VT.

SARAH

"TUITION :

Good board may be obtained in
$3,00 per week or pleasant rooms
yiehing to board themselves.

J. C. HOPKINS, A. B., Principal.
M188

y

Instrumental Music (20 lessons) ~~ «

SEMINARY,

Per order,
M, E.SHEPARD, Pres.

-

}

&ec.

instruction.

PF
iMB’
were so jocose when an inside garment was
held up by two dainty little sleeves.” But
POLLY, wife of the late John Kelly, died in
what dhould make a Parisian more jocose New Hampton, July 30, 1871, aged nearly 83
than an insult to a woman who had<also the years, She gave her heart to God when very
young:
Her strong, clear, and musical voice,
misfortune to have been an empress?
the influence of the Holy Spirit, made her
the correspondent had noticed some of the uuder
testimony
a power in the church of which shé
caricatures in' the print Yhops of the Palais| was a member. Her lifc was a treasure in soci-

of)

woe

the laces,

him before

which

Sani iti ove int. on

auctioneer was a

house-licen.” * Ido not know,” says an
ingenious cbrrespondent, who describes this

is steady.
rudence.—The stock small,
but the demand inconsiderable.
Peculation

for: truth, except in’ small

to. lose none

worthy salesman was properly facetious.
But fancy the piquant
pleasantries which

Commercsd.

The New York Journal of Commerce
gives the following as the stat¥' of the morals market :*
"
There has been nt good demand for sharpness and acuteness. ‘We notice ‘also some

call for roguery

THE WINTER

AUGUSTA A ., daughter of Jerome and Hannah

who did not fail to be jocular at the expense of fallen majesty. Over the dresses,. ‘which terminated in his death.

‘an

idea, and he seems to have the power to
keep up sn uninterrupted flow for hours at
a time.—Citacinnaty

The

self-sufficient, commonplace

| scene,

The ground thus reclaimed from the riv-

er, lying as it did between

Great
but he

"Morals Market.

The Roman Forum.
”

is backed by a head full of ideas.
talkers are apt to be commonplace,

sure, the lesson was permitted

more posi-

able us to arrive at conclusions
tive.—N. Y. Times.
¥

3

Primary
Course
elitiin
U0
mitiond Bi
Comoe. Bn lish, _
a
mie
en
“a
Higher Engl Bh,
“Ts 7
Cat
TENE
EO
LODGUAZeS,
=
+
+
a i.
un
Penmanship (12]essong)
-su

commence Dec, 6, 1871, under a board of competent

wishing obit

Not more

JESSE HURD, of Dover, died
84th year.

year she

her surface.—The Earth.

and

him, yet We: sorrow

PIKE

REUBEN H. STEVENS died in’Alton, Oct. 14th,
in his 19th year; son of Mark H. Stevens, late of
New Durham.
~

disturbing

said that he is not a close

to,

not on his

man will

single square can well be afforded to
obituary, Verses areinadmissible.
.

proceeds;

without

Persous

equa to jive cents a line, to insure

avants. His speeches at the bar are fine
specimens of forensic eloquence.
Yet it is

attend

We know

not how to spare

not patronize it, must accompany them with cash

Jeisurely renews her charming drapery of
foliage and flowers, just'as, during the lon
lapse of ages, shereconstitutes her seas an
her continents, and moves them slowly over

can

ness, as to make him greatly beloved,

Obituaries.

she is more calm and more regular.in her
operations, and, chary of her might, brings
about changes of the grandest character
without even the knowledge of the beings
that she nourishes.
She upheaves mountains and

the

uaries published in the Morning

sand dollar case’ came in, and -in less than_| stalls. ~ Frowsy Jews, ‘old clo’” merchants, and delegates from the demi-monde
two seconds the General was rattling away

By way of still further .enforcing

wonderful

"

Miss A% V, HAYES, Teacher of Wax Work.

unalloyed Chris-

Academies,

able to
of a

that

Music.

account. He has beens member of our church
for.many years, We miss his cheerful face from
the sanctuary. But he has gone to his yauty

teach thingsto her who

PARTICULAR NOTICE!

their memory of the expedition, the party
were favored, not long since, with an earth-

that

o

and additional teachers and facilities will ve farnished, it is“cxpected; by the commencement of next
term. A Cominercial department has heen opened
in connection with this institution and will
com-

self-boarding, at lower rates.

, and is actuated by inces-

mode in svhich nature

old lexi-

lawyer in the
has got more

brother, who was

nature, and

He ever manifested such

But she found

illustration when it came to manhood,

recognized:
the

immediately

heard enough now to ‘be satisfied

soon to befhanged

grant comfort to

fering, among his neighbors,at the couch of sick-

walk among men and talk with men asa
man; and so they often spend the better
part of their time in trying to order afresh
what our wise mother Nature has ordered
already.

connect-

ders of nature.
Chese, however, are but a portion of the
strange sights to be seen in the Yellowstone

valley.

God

tian kindness and sympathy to the poor and suf-

and as she would

an

cographer is brought to my mind whenever the flight of the gnat.
Some revolution,
I see Toombs.
!
i which appears to us to have been produced
The General is now here in attendance
by a mighty cataclysm, has
perhaps taken
upon-tlié federal court.
He has as exten- thousands of years to accomplish.
Time is
sive
a law - practice as any
State.
Indeed, he. says he

loss.

she

had taught him. . So the babe became

small, frail

of the im-

and their valleys, are changing their places,
and are slowly traveling round the circle of
the globe. - In order to explain all these
geological phenomena, it is no longer necessary to imagine alterations in the earth’s
axis, ruptures of the solid crust, or gigantic
subterranean downfalls.
This is not the

audience.

gruff

when

very common latent fear in the hearts,—
pot of sisters so ‘much as of fathers and

rents circulate around the planet, but the
continerits themselves, with their summits

attributed to Dr. Sam-

Indeed,

home,

take her part and

sant motion ; the very mountains rise or
sink ; not only on the winds and ocean cur-

He talks in a fluent flow of words and ideas,
possessing something of the graphic conuel Johnson.

ble and beautiful

earth as nothing but a little globe rotating
in the midst of the * milky way.”
The
firm ground which he treads under his feet,
and Tong thought to be immovable, is re-

minutes he will have a dozen listeners, and
the crowd will . increase - until, if he does
not break away, he will soon find himself

versational powers

their ‘ideas

merely mortal;

No

into infinite space, and

locks

sation.
This was General Robert Toombs,
one of the first intellects of the South, sa

addressing a respectably

how,

when the right time canie that the feet found
their footing, and the tongue its speech, and
everything
came on in its own right time;
and then, instead of the babe, she had a no-

tion of the existence of his own race and of
all the beings who have lived before him,
he has seen the celestial vault resolve itself

what you will. He is vastly popular with
his personal acquaintances, and has friends
‘by the thousands. The moment he leaves
room he is surrounded by wcrowd, all
eager to be in his presence and hear every
word that falls
from: his lips.
He may
begin talking with a friend, and in five

marvel of this section would seem to.be the
“Geysers of the Fire-hole Basin." These

diameter,

long, uncombed

tells

quite a girl, a little one

80 entirely helpless now?

existence, but comparing it with the dura-

borne down by his slouch hat to his very
£y%, big mouth, a Sl] patch of long thin
chin-whiskers, hair well sprinkled with
gray, and a face that lit up with a wealth of
intelligence whenever animated in conver-

makes a descent of

The water of the lake is icy cold, and it is
frequently “thick and green with millions

of the hotel;

;

be

or walk, or do anything that she could do,
because,
' she said, how can it, seeing if is

ing the vitality either of the stars or the
earth merely with his own brief and fleeting

—

“Wo one.could have been at the Kimball

foamin

Ime of nearly 160 miles, and a depth, in
some places, of ‘over four hundred feet.

erishable universe.

House for the past few days without noticing that among the
guests there was a
‘marked character.
very night a stout,
thick, heavy man would appear in the ro-

six hundred feet. Not far away is the lovely Yellowstone Lake, which has a shore

unknown

WILTON

neighbor, a man of peace anda Christian, he has
heen suddenly stricken’ down by the h and of
death, leaving da large and deeply attached circle
of relatives
deeply bereaved at his departure,
and the church and community to
mourn their

look and ponder not knowing what was
to become of it, she gota great. férror in
lier heart that the babe would never: speak,

but the im-

he is become the = consciousness

Robert Toombs.

lace, These are the Lower Fails, the U
per being just the hight of Niagara, or one
_ hundred and fifty feet, and but half a mile

are

-gone to the better land.

has connected all the nations of the earth in
one common humanity,—since history has | mothers,—that
the life that has come to
linked century to century,—since astronomy them, and is their life over again, will not
and geology have enabled science to cast scramble or grow or wrestle into its own
her retrospective glance’on epochs thou- place as theips has done. They have no
sands and thousands of years back, man has adequate belief in the hidden manhood or
ceased to be an isolated being, and, if we womanhood that is folded away within the

cise, but which, driven from the city for a
season, returned to eccelesiastical Rome in

sevenfold force, like the devilin
ble.— Harper's Magazine.

eternal.

Martineau

grown’ to

was born into her

the heavens were a solid vault, a firmament
on which the stars were fastened ; the earth
was the firm, unshaken foundation of the
heavens, and nothing but a miracle could
disturb its surface.
But since civilization

of

the primitive Christians, whose only offense
agaings good morals was that they refused
to participate ina religion which
Rome's
wisest philosophers, with unanimous voice,
jronounced a fraud; and thus in imperial’
ome grew up that spirit of persecution
which the Christian church failed to exor-

high, and standing, without crack or flaw,
in regular tiers one above the other.
The great falls are more imposing still.
They are ‘abroad, evenly deep sheet of’
¢lear ice water, leaping down at one bound
four. hundred and fifty feet.” Unbroken by
any point or. division, they rush over the

of alge.”

Harriet

had

recognize in all

that surrounded them nothing

regular in form, from twenty to thirty feet

, ‘the steam

_

This. Institution, at Wilton, Muscatine Co., Iowa,
commenced
its Fall Term Tuesday, Sept. 5. It is

| day or two before his death, that he felt to love
everybody, and we have strong hope that he has

Iidden Manhood.

than Goetho."—* “Goethe's small lyrics are

as of individuals. Surrounded by the temples upon whose ruin® we are looking,or

dazzling white, intense red, purple, saffron,

s

of the enemy,

when very young, and he always knelt at
)
d-side, and prayed before retiring. He said.
to some of his friends who came in to see him a

:

Up the Sacra Va passed those mag- delighttul.”
nificent triumphal processions ‘which characterized the reign of the. emperors, and
. Sublime Movements,
marked by their ostentation and display
:
| ——
}
the decay and approaching dissolutionof |»
In by-gone days, men who, through isolaRome: for he who devotes to celebrating
fear, were left in their naexploits those energies which should be de- tion, hatred and
voted to performing them has already ceas~ tive ignorance, and filled with a feeling of

yellow, ete., and fairly bewildering the eye,
at first, by their singularity and
grandeur.”
The cafion is moreover fringed
in some
places with rows of basaltic pillars, quite

short

[poe

Readiness is a kind.of presence of mind,

Hidde

perior man,”

self.

chasm into strange shapes .of ‘towers,
points and pinnacles,” and these are ‘“‘gayly
painted by the waters of the numberless
warm and hot springs which ooze out from
the fissures into a variety of tints and tones,

“sistant from the other.

like

the Revelations’ seems to me little less than

Here Cemsor

thai grand funeral’ oecasion which Shake-

countless ages has worn the sides of the

ledge a vast curtain, as of swift,

Iv of an unexpected move
like Marlborough.

over-credited for his judgment.”

speare has converted into a drama more
true, because more life-like, than history it-

der hardly short of fairy tales in the astound:

phenomena thoy describe.
Whatis known as the {Great Cafion” is

of the moment,

(FY

oe

\

public pop-

fell, victor of many battles, to be at last the
victim of assassins ; and this is the scene of

shall quote, the official narrative of the Hay-

ing

spur

Douglas Jerrold, or to avai! himself instant-

-—

"ATI SEMNELL nonce of ran

so extraordinary that confirma-

tory testimony has been anxiously looked

or,

apos'

-

he afflicted parents and friends. . J. H. Cox.
which enables one to turn the tide of battle,
“Berkeley can
only be confuted or, an- avert disaster, strike the needed blow, and
mence at the same date. Inst: uction will be given
JOHN PLUMER died in Monmouth, Me., Sept.
Sentence. So it is with Spin- speak the fitting word at ‘a. moment when 25, 1871, aged 94 years and 6 months, - Brother in music, mgtrumental and vocal.
ular gatherings, Cicero Endl those ora- swered by one
and rooms for self-boarding, will be furPlumer
wus.
one
of
the
early
settlers
of
the’
tions whose eloguence has outlived the oza; his premises granted, the deduction is it is fatal to say or do nothing. It is good town. He was a worthy, industrious citizen nished rding
atlow rates. Moderate terms
throughout,
’
d
b
to have learning and wisdom, and wit and.
temples of gods and the memorials of em-. a chain of adamant.”
fue 0 hia gounizy, . Two of Bis sons died in deA)
ross:
;
Rev. 0. E. BAKER,
“I conceive Origen, Jerome, and Augus- practicalyideas and executive ability; but
sires, Here, with grand but undeserved
ense of their country,
Ho.made a religious proCAI
fast
onors, took place the funeral of Claudius, tine to be the three great fathers in respect they lose half their value if you don't hap- fession someAifty
years since, and for gion 4 oe
.
WEST LEBANON ACADEMY, .
ber
of
yé¢ars
has
been
waiting
with
‘pen
to
haye
them
about
you.
If
you
can
Christian
hope | The Fall Term of Lebanon Academy will eomhis shameless. foe. Here the horrible wars of theology, and Basil, Gregory, Nazianzen,
a
wife mence on Tuesday; A
t
oven
not put your hand on them when they are till his change should come. He leaves
of Syl'a and Marius were followed with ex- and Shrvposm, in respect of rhetoric.”
weeks under the following fd
con no devon
and
nine
children
to
‘mourn
their
loss.
Funeral
was a genius, and so was New- wanted—as was the case with Artemus services by the writer.
“Gali
ecutions yet more horrible, until the Forum
MARK GATCHELL.
A. N. MARSTON, A. B., Principal.
whan
ran red With blood, and the people, wearied ton; butit would take two or three Galileos Ward with regard to his gift of oratory
Miss. H. L. STKVENS, Preceptress and Teacher
STETSON BLAISDELL died in Tamworth, Ma
you
might
almost
as
well
not
have
theny
at
or
Newtons
to
make
ong
Kepler.”
with. internecine strife, were ready to ac1st,
aged 62 years. As an affectionate Boaban,
i
MRS. K. J, C
, Teacher
of French & Musi:
“Newton's ‘Lucubrations on- Daniel and
cept the comparative
peace and prosperity
- MR, T. A.STACY, Teacher of Hon
Musie,
a faithful and devoted father, a kind and obliging

the site of judicial trials and of

accounts of the Yellowstone country hither40 received, even when brought by authoritica

Rome harangued the tu-

things on the

part, the most evangelical

“I must acknowledge, with some hesitation, that I think Hooker has beena little

gives a graphic account of

Yellowstone

“Luther is, in

gogues of ancient

A letter has been received by Professor
Henry, the secretary of the Smithsonian In-

tho marvelous

wooden

writer I know, after the apostles and
tolic men,”

——

stitution, ,which

of rostrum, for, from

platforms here constructed, and decorated
with the beaks of captured ships, the dema-

-

1871.
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The Spanish government, it is said, has resoly
jou to remove U aptain-General Valmaseda from

Ap—

of Cuba, and thirty 4 thousand

| the government

>

MISCELLANEOUS.

Aur al any Dons.

Parsaraphc.
.

™ Tho weather is @nusually cold for so early in | fresh troops will be despatéhed to the island.

There was no unfavorable change in the condi

shows 30

mercury

the

In the West

tion of the Prince of Wales, Suday, although the

degrees below #ero, and heavy snow-storms. in
_ terfere with travel. All the rivers are freezing
up,

Penobscot closed

The

boats frokénin the ice.

for i

before

than

‘Wednesday, which is earlier

fever had not abated.
Thirty-six men’ were Killed ¢on. Friday by an
explosion in the powder and cartridge factory in
Fort Agra, Calcutta.

full of toaded

are

canals

and meny of the

years, and the Portland boats Will be taken off
for the Winter. The Kennebec River is entirely
en
@ Gardiner.
froz
In Wpite of the cold weather, coal fell fifty
centath ton in New York Wednesday.
Aobrns bring twenty "dollars a tom in Stockton,
Gals, being used to fatten hogs.

Robert Collyer's first study-table was a com”
mon blacksmith’s anvil, at which trade he work.

ed in England from his’ boyhood until he came to

council five yeas

The ‘convicts’ ‘dinner-table at the New York
State prison is ‘furnished forth with a ton of beef
and potatoes daily.

this year in

by the death of his grandmother in ¥reland.

He

with the

The Newark ‘Cournierof the #th instanteontained two instances of the remarkable flight of
carrier pigeons,gf resent occurrence.
A male
bird called ** Tornadg™ was let Joose at a distance
of 1004 miles from Moatelair, XN. J,, at 9 oclock
in the morning.
He’ reached his destination at
seven minutes past2,®. M., the same day making
over
196 miles an hear.
The other bird,“ Typbeen,” was released 1596 miles from the same
place at 8, A. M., and reached Montelair at fifty-

insurrection, but escaped to this country.
A smash-up took place om Monday on the
Ten
Brampton.
Greénd Trunk Railroad near
first-class'cars were thrown imto adlitch, but no

onewas serieusly injured.
An ageut of a relief committee From the burned districtim the Northwest, pronounces the reports of frauds in the domation fends entirely
false. Abeut fifty houses have been erected at
eshtigo, and with further helpitiee people will
ave a fiir start in the spring.

-an order

It is related

that a professor

in the

nrday-Reviewish style

Cataecazy’s personal appearance Sie described
%y the Washington correspondent af the Cincinnati Commereial : & He is a short, stubby little

fallow, with

that the Spasish authorities ‘are umable to pre- serve ender im the face of demonstrations by the
volunteersiin Havana, andthat ‘Aguerican residents regnire protection.
On Tuweslay night Mrs. Blizebeth Cady Stan-

aud

Gen,

Amegican. #ecurities in the

The

large, it’s«Catacazy.”

S.7E.&£hamber-

English

and

fingers.are stubby, his legs
stubby, and his
feet are stubby.
So, if yeu ever meet a stubby
little man, with stubby manners, and quick, nervous movements, and & pair of restless eyes, envelgped (the man, not the eyes)iin a'big military
coat reacliing to his ankiles, with a. eqpe almost as

lain succeeds:hilm.
‘The entire amount.of: that part.of the - United
~ States loan intended for Burepe thas been taken,
and

and gray’hair

stubby, his hair is stuliby, his bearilis stubby, his

Gideon Haynes hag resigned the .office.of the
‘State Arison,

a round face

beard. His hair is trimmed close to ‘his head,
and his beard is about a-guarter of an inch long.
“ Stubby” is the word for Catacazy.
His form is

ton was served with a legal process. sworn out
by a gentlenman with whom she had an engage
ment to lectnre in Wheeling last wimter, but fail

Mass.

has obtained

Mr. Hepworth Dixon has commenced an ac
tien for libel against the Pall Mall «@azette for an
attack on the purity of his works. Damages are
1aid at £10060.

money

maxket
are fivmer than ever before.
‘The statementof the national debtiissued from
the Treasury idgpartthent Friday shows a decrease during the month of Nevember of$3,462-008.18,
and a tetdl. decrease simee Margha, 1869

of STIS M00.

;

Connally, the ex<controller, was visited iin jail
Thureflay by Wis: (family, who partook «of their

Thankegiving dames with him.
/The wecond sessian of the forty-secontd Gorigress.
.ators amil Representgtives in Washingtan (to inrum. The President's mnessage was
as soem as business began, and the

committees were anmounced during the day.

They

did not know

and did met take the

the character

disease.

of the

They

beds,

were then

they were Jed to Believe had beem occupied by
persons ho had died of cholera, when three of
them died within fomr hours.
A compound of glue and tungstie acidis thrown
down when tuugstate of soda, hydreehlorie acid,

‘The fisliing scheongr E. A. Horton, recently

seized
hy. her owners fiom the Dominio airthor- | and a thiek solution of glue are mixed.
ities and aflerwands .#gized by the eollector.of
customs
at {@loucester, will have new papers by

.

The
Squth-€Gerolina legislature is

inmogurating

- ineasures of retrenchmemt and reform.
clamer. for repwiliation has subsided.

When

heated to abomt 800° F. this compound is so soft
and plastic thatit may be Urawn out into thin
sheets, whieh beeome solid and brittle on €ooling. This substance has been successfully employed instead of albumen in fixing aniline col

the gutherigy«f the Seeretary of: the Treasuy:

The

ors upon cotton.

.

The epudition
qf affairs in Mexico is as had as. burg. As Mr. Colyer was passing through the
ver, and the pegple are excited with fears of country in the stage, near Date Creek, the owndaughter, as he expeéeted that his house would be

Prince ¥en Bismarck has transmitted
a com-

attacked by Indians that night.

From the wom-

ratification gf thecangular convengions lately eon | en, Mr. Colyer learned thata few days before
«<lpded betwaap Germany und the (United States. ome of the Apuche Mohaves hud come to her
“The Prussian diet was opened Nov. 27. The house to. do ¢ome small piece of work, 8s was his

speceh of the King was chiefly eopeerning the’

finanees'and' pwosperity of Prussia. He recommenieg ‘the Encqoragement

i

enstom. As be stood in front of her house, three
men cape alowg, and, seeing that the Indian had

a rifle, commanded him to give jt up. Of course
of Taflrond enter-' the Indjar refused, and they took it from him by

foree, he xesisting to the best of his abidity. En-

The Belgian mivisters hte gendered their re¢-. raged at his resistamce, one of them shot the In-

"

ign

Le

nl

Rexall 1» Brvsect. A ww. ‘miniatey wil

sh

which

has

never

been

properly

fattened,

or

which has fallen away after being fat,

must "be, taken out

Crest.—The tuft of feathgrs which some fowls,

out, there isto

“Deaf Ear.~A name improperly applied to the
true ear of the fowl, >A shallow hole or depressiom with a hair-like covering.
Dubbing.~Trimming off the combs and wattles

William H. Marriott.
FOURTH PREMIUM.—Two and one-half lbs.
saltpeter, dried and finely powdered, ome-half
bushel best Livermore salt,three lbs. brown sugar,

[Cuba cl

M4

q..

do.
Wo

(rs
[Grude

Java ¥
29
St. Domingo... 18 @.. 30 | "po
y

Bankers and Financial Agents
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COTTON.
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vi ye
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Sperm 1 23 Sil
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DOMESTICS.

Low

6

Bel

PAINTS.

A
Mid. rma Whe..@.. WERE
oe
1

OF THE

Print,

Dunghills,—Common fowls; those of mixed
breeds, not crossed with definite purpose; or
tose of a breed degenerated.

and one-half gallon molasses. Mix all‘in a vessel,
rub the meat well with the same, and pack with
skin down.
The above is the exact amount required for 1,000 bs. of pork.
After being in salt
three to four weeks, take out, wash clean the
pieces, dry, and’ hang it up for smoking.
Three
weeks is sufficient to smoke them thoroughly,—
by fire made of hickory wood.
When smoked,
take down and bag, or pack away in dry chaff
or cut straw.
Examine them occasionally, and if
found to be at all damp, renew the Packing with

y pure

.11

1

Brighton, New Jersey,

noted for having a supe-

rior

beef and hams,

quality

of dricd

sends

recipe, which he has used for more than forty
years without a failure. It is as follews: For

water.

The

taken out

hams

after

after warm

und

four

Wattles.—The

beef for drying may be

weeks.

To keep'the

comb

flat comb,

called

Selecting Fruit Trees.

2

“Two-year-old frait trees are as large as any or-

of their roots in the ordeal of digging and

Por instance, in

unsuitable ; two-year-old

trees, we believe,

One-year-ald

times they are small

can

hdve

_ Eat regularly and simply.

The stomach
and

a horse; it must have regular work

day,

and

can

than

regular

rest.
Good teeth ure a help

and

more. than all, in order to look well, wake up the
mind and soul. When the mind is awake, the

grafted ones, and they are well worth a.difference
of twenty-five
per eent. .righer price

Budded trees are of more rapid growth.

dull, sleepy look passes away from the eyes. I
do not know that the brain expands, but it seems

A two-

year-old budded tree put out at the same time with

a two-year-old grafted tree will in five years’
time be fully fifty per cent. stronger, thriftier,
larger and more productive. For other fruits

Tar and Gravel Roof.
rs

=

Among the lessons of the Chicago conflagration
§s,0ne that must ferever condemn, in the judg

dian with his

pistol. The three men

rode away,

taking the rifle with them, and the owner of the

ranche buried the Indian in his garden, On the
« «| morping of the day when Mr. Colyer passed

| through, a partyof twendy
down the rond wear where

Indians were passing
Indian was

maur-

dered, and the furnipr, fearing that they were

‘coming
to avemge the death of thuir compade,
fired into them, womnding
some of them: Hence
the fear of the white settlers that the Indians
would retaliate. As the Mohaves had commit-

tedpo murders before, and gs the murder of

oj
Loring and other travelers took place within

milesof the spot where the events de-

above ocenrred,
and gs the Mohaves are

Mr, Colyer thinks that
; he 1150 circumstances may have some relation

Almont

FRUIT

gravel

robf.”

the flat roofs in this city

it.

and it is wholly to

Batesass1

Raisins, bunch.

this fact that the destruction

The conflagration was still two squares away
from the river, among the lofty stone and brick |
buildings qn Lake ‘and Randolph streets, when |
the north division began to burn. Vast flakes
of roofing paper, saturated with oil and coal tar;
were taken by the high wind from the flaming
roofs on the sonth side, und carried to the equally combustible roofs on the north side. In this
way the conflagration was carried across the
river, which; had it not been for this, would in

with the same confidence with which we have always

have

been

the northern limit

of

Items.

Don’t live another year without a tool-room.
It will save hours of vexatious search for forks

and shovels thiag should be ready without
ment’s delay.” !
»

a mo-

Two dollars a day for a farm hand makes it
important that he should have good tootsto work
use them
made.

for

the

purpose for

Insist that he
which

they

are

the burned ° district. Persons who saw these
flaming _ five-brands in their passage describe
theni as appearing like great sheets of flame

If new tools, unpainted, are sonked with raw
linseed oil, they will work easier and last longer. Why don’t manufacturers do it by whole-

pussing through the air.

sule?

This flammable roofing mustbe utterly and
entirely condemned. If necessary, its use in

It se

that

a

laboring

horse

should. have roomto lie in at. night, where hé |
eit.es must be made a crimingl offense by statute,| ean turn over and shift about.
as it assurediy is in every moral sense. The
If your colfs are hard to get into the barn after
conflagration of Chicago must not aguinbe Tovit their
daily exercise, let them find a few oats in
ed, by the spreadifig-0f paper sstursted in petrc.
the mapger after coming in, and that Srouble is
_leum upon the roofs of our houses, Our buildover.
:

ers must cehsc
to practice the urts of Parisian
petroleouses.—~ Chicago Times.
‘Never™ kiek

or scream

the bit in his mouth.

=~

at a horse, or jerk

¢

The reason why a horse rubs oft Bis blanket
nights, is, the girt hurts - him,
Have it padded

and looser, and fasten the blanket partly under

hi the

breast, and by a crupper..
‘eo
4
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SPICES.

Eastern
and Northern, cloves.

Millions;

@..

10 a...

50 g3800 RedTop,#bag,
6 00 ¢ 7 00
00 «31 00 Linseed,
m
00 @ 206
00 &8 00

. ."-.12” 8. 1

sia, ¥ B gold 26 8..40
i

a
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Country

38
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Clover,Northern,10

50 &..57

27
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11
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Calcutta Cow—
Slaughter...... Ye. 2
Green Salt ..... 168.17 |
B Ayres, (
28
@.. 2 |
v
Rio Grande
26 g.. 27
Nos.Sto 12.. Si 8 10}
Western, dry..
20
@.. 22 | Nos. 13to 17.. 10} &. 11}
Do. wet...... 10} @.. 11}! Nos. 18to 20.. 12{ &..12}

ly three times the interest payments thereon.
are issued in

either coupon or registered ; inter-

est six per cent., gold, payable May and November.
The CENTRAL PACIFIC BonNDS are all for $1000
each; interest six per cent., gold, payable January
and July, in New York City.
We buy and sell FIVE-TWENTIES, TES-FORTIES.
EIGHTY-ONES, and CENTRAL or WESTERN PACIFIGS,

IRON.

EX. sizes..
wi
Eng.com....75 50 @
Do. refined...85 00 @

or receive them in payment for CHESAPEAKE AND
OHIO BONDS at their current market price.
«Orders for Chesapeake and Ohio

Bonds, accompa-

LEAD.

nied with Drafts or Checks, may be forwarded to us
by mail. Bonds or money may be forwarded by
any respectable Express Company at our expense,
and the Chesapeake and Ohio Bonds, in exchange,
will be sent by return Express, charges paid.
Deposit accounts of banks, bankers and others received. on which we ALLOW INTEREST at the rate of
FOUR PER CENT. PER ANNUM. Checks drawn on us
are payable on presentation, without notice, the same
as at a National Bank.
Certificates of Deposit; bearing interest at special
rates to be

agreed

upon,

will be

issued to
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HARVEY

Fisk,

65 a

»

cesses

ne

00
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62

3.

jo

Clear Pine.. 28 00 @60
senses 64 ga. &
Course do. 0.00 423.40 | Medium Coarse......
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a25 00
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iN.N ¥. hy Vernon...
Shree anna 14 00 g17 00 Mich.
Le
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|
00
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20 00 &38
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8
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Banks, Institutions, Trustees of Estates, and others
having sums of money awaiting investment,
Orders for Investment Stocks and Bonds executed
atthe Stock Exchange, Government Securities bought
and sold, as nsual, at current market rates.
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CHEESE.
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Patent Expansion Ferunles
for Repairing Boiler Tubes; Ship Tanks ;

STATIONARY

~ Portable Steam Engines,
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Western.. .. .

Machinery, (both circular and upright) Iron
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Gas Works.
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every description,
Mill Work, all kinds of Saw Bil

on BR

infos
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EGGS

Iron Planere, Machinists’ Tools of

3

8 + 40 Prime....... 11 00
a 3 {Hams, salted 14 00
'@..17 ‘Hams smok’d 16 00
POFATOES.
a.. 14 [Mercers. .,... 100
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a... 134
POULTRY.

White West .. 8

|

ve

ICanada. ..... .. 90 a@10

Country do..16 00 @19 00 |

Boiler Tubes; Quinn's

.

..

GreenWinter 2 6 : 4 % Li

Plain and Galvanized Wrought Iron Pipe; Steam and
Gas Fittings of all kinds ; Brass and lron Valves |
Steam Whistles; Locomotive, Marine, Tubular, Flue and Cylinder Boilers; Barlow's
Patent Bléaching Kiers; Steam Boxes
= For Print Works ; Lap Welded

Shafting, Turzing Lathes,

YORK

Wholesale Prices for the week ending,
;
Nov. 2, 1871.

Company.

AMOS PAUL, .. . AGENT,
SOUTH NEW-MARKET, N. H.

RYE.

Westn,inbgs.

12

9g. It
.

90 @ »

Jive Geese PREG W Irvinoth poe” 8 Ww.’
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FLOUR.
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i°Y

ExState¥bar 5 25 @ 5 50 |Flax
per bu.. 1 00 Hy 150

HOPS.
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.
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°

.
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Over ONE HUNDRED

PAGES—printed in

Two Colors, on superb TINTED PAPER. ——
vings of Flowers, Plants
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PLATES.
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|
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The Commentary on the Gospels by

———
pp

/

-Nov. 29, 1871.

Handy
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y
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MARKET.

Nov. 2, 1871,
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U.S, FIVE: TWENTIES OF 1805 /....00s bi aaessd13%
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This simple an-

U. 8. COUPONS SIXES, 1881... .0iueiyennrevanll]
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to. Think, read—not trashy novels, but books
that have something fu them.
Talk with people
who know something; hear Jeuyures ‘and learn
by them.
This is one good of preaching.
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gold coinin New York City.
Their present low price (93 and corned interest
JSrom Nov. 1), which is about twenty per cent. less than
Five-twenties, with equal certanity of payment of inter.
est and principal.

$100, $500, $1000;
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West'rn sup..6 00 @ 6 30 | pans

than the pear we would select: apples, two years
old; peaches, one
year old; cherries, one or
two years; apricots, -two years; plums, two " and works, and tells us the
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no more work all the time, night

from being of uniform growth
Some years they are of splendid

appearanee; at other

one

can look well, especially with good health.
It is
hard to give rules in a very short space, but in
brief this will do.
Keep clean—wash freely and universally with
cool water. All the skin wants is leave to act
freely, and it will take care of itself. Its thousands of air-holés mist not be plugged up.
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Now, not every

trees, al-
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FISH.

BONDS, which we are uow selling, is FirrEex Mir.
LIoN DOLLARS, of which ONLY ABOUT FoUr MiLLIONS REMAIN UNSOLD, the proceeds of which,
with the cash on hand; will be ample for

They are as God made them; but almost any one

the South we think one-year-old trees are very
be far more

dirty

hair-oil.

trees will hold three times that number of
one-year-old trees; hence, as the trees cost less,
will not suffice for, ali sections.

2

Nobody de-

metics, including a plentiful anointing with

many localities, one-year old trees are
very
suitable.
A box
containing 500 two-year-old

there are many
use. But they

;

men and women to improve their good looks
—paints and washes, and all kinds of cos-

In

and the freight is so much less,
arguments in
favor of their

—

nies the greater power which any person may
hiave who has a good face, and who attracts you
by good looks, even before a word has been
spoken.
And we see all sorts of devices in

trans-

prepared to begin.a steady, onward growth,

a

Most people like to be handsome.

planting.
At two years the nursery trees are
stocky, have begun to form good heads, and their
roots are not too large to be wasted in digging.
They receive less check when put out in the orchard, and require less pruning and are better

80, are very far
in the nursery.

that grows

How to be Handsome.

chardist can safely select; if older it is more than
probable the trees will sacrifice a large portion

successful.

excresence

‘Winged-Coverts.—Feathers covering part of
the fore-arm of the. fowl.—People’s Practical
Poultry Book.

boiled.

\

fleshy

under the throat of a cock or turkey.

meat

weather, the pickle will have to be
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of feathers.

Rose-comh.—A full, broad,

shoul-
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HIDES AND SKINS,

Setondaries.—Quills growing on the second
bone of the wing.
Top-knot.—See Crest.
Vulture Hocked.—Having the feathers on the
thigh project backwards
below
and beyond
the * hock ” joints.

and

of

al
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11-2 Ibs~brown sugar, 4 gallons water. Boi! and
skim, and pour over the meat when cold.
If
properly packed,that amount of water will cover

For pork, pack the hams

amount

1 % s 8 »
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also ** double comb.” »

ders together.
To every 10071bs. take 8 lbs. of
salt, 4 oz. saltpeter, 1 1-2 Ibs. of sugar,4 gallons of
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00 French Yellow..
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which in a short time willbe ready for general travel

total
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Wheat,

every 100 Ibs.of beef, 7 Ibs. of salt,2 oz. saltpeter,

the meat.

GREAT EAST AND WEST TRUNK LINE,

Carpetings—

veer 1106 126

Whiting—

Western mx’d.

with a small one on each side.
Poult.—A young turkey, or other gaMinaceous
fowl, before it takes on the full Piumegh of u
mature bird.
Primaries.—The largest feather on the wing.
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The Rails are being laid on the Western Division
of 100 miles of the Extension of this
a 4

The

NO,

the CENTRAL PACIFIC BONDS.
We continue to buy and sell CEXTRAL PACIFIC
Fluff.—Soft, downy. feathers in masses upon
ROXDS at the market price,and fullyexpect they will
certain ‘parts of the fowl,—as upon the ~rumps
in time,reach the price of Fivestwenty Bonds. They
and thighs of Cochins.
| are dealt in at all the principal money-centers of the
world; the Company have none left, and can issue
Gills.—The flap that hangs below the beak.
no more, on their Main Line, «8 the amount was fixed
Hackle.~—Long shinjhg feathers on the neck
by act of Congress at $25,885,000; the property
of the cock or hen, 4
Molting.~Periodical shedding and renewal pledged to secure the bondholders is

Pea-comb.—A triple comb,—a principal

dry material.— Charles Jessop.
A correspondent of the Practical Farmer, at

)

NO 5, NASSAU sr., New York.
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of game fowl, for fighting, or for exhibition.

eraf a runche engaged passage for his wife and | ered with this highly combustible composition ;

apunication terthe fedaral cquneil, requesting the |
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meat
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cerning the - Apaghe Mohsaves, who have heen
suspected of attacking the stage near Wieken-

Americapgaterventian.

The

A

Vincent Colyer relates the following faets €on-
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to good looks.
Brush
ftis an ummaccoungable fact thatim his twelve spindling, and hence can not be depended upon. | them with a soft brush, especially at night.
Go
are slow growers in
lectures on modern British authors, Mr. Alexan- Many species and varieties
‘| to bed with the teeth clean. Of course, to have
,thé
nursery,and
at
one
year
of
age
totally
der Meblville Bell finds mo place for Thackeray,
white teeth it is needful to let tobacco alone.
while ‘he devotes three lectures to Chatles Dick- unfit for transplanting. Itis abselutely money
Every
woman knows that, And any powder or
ens; and twoeach to Sir Walter Sestraud, Tom thrown away to plant such trees. A safe guide
wash for the teeth should be very simple.
Acids
willbe for every orchardistto visit the nursery
Hood.
himself, and thus see every variety as it actually may whiten the teeth,but they take off the enamTt is related that four mmrderers iin Russia
appears. We recommend no one to select one- el or injure it.
were recently ptaced, by way of experiment, in
Sleep in a cool room, in pure air.
No one can,
year-old trees for the orchard -of less’ hight
four beds in which cholera patients had lain.
But,’
than three feet. We prefer budded trees to have a clearskin. who breathes bad air.

began. Misnday st naan.” There were enoughiben- | compelled to sleep in new und elean beds, which

«Sure a.

meat must lie ifi

be a plate of glum salt added to the pickle.— Mrs.

Bat-|

in that particular eoilege. .

new complications between the Wnited States
and Spanish governments, but the gunboats have
. been despatched to Cuban waters
on account
of informatien received at the State department

. The amount claimed is §100.
‘40 contest
the «idim.

of criticism

The

first. two times the meat is taken

divinity

a less

~

of the pickle once a week for six weeksyfthe “like the Polands, have upon their heads.

student informed him that li had been mangling
his own offspring, and since that day

middlings.

ailbe absorbed.

tim, and, having writtenit out, he handed it in
for cifiticism. The professor came down on his
own work like the wolf on the fold, buffeted it,

306 exdludive of $6,000,000 owed in New York.
The menitor Terror hasbeen seat to Havana
for the protection of Americans there, and the
Nipsic andl Kadsas will teMow. There are no

——

Broody.—Inclined to sit or incubate,

Mix these ingredients together,
best molasses.
then rub each piece well with the
mixture, until

which the students were reguiredto swrite periodically. One morning one of the studénts, being proficient in short hand, was moved to take
down the professof®s own-epening prayer verba-

was

J

Brood. ~Offspring or hatch of chickens.

head of a musk drake.

schoel connected with gne of our eastern colleges was wont to criticise very sharply. the' prayers

the

Terms Applied to Poultry.

ribs out of the

entreated it shamefully, ridiculed its false ghetissued fer:the arrest of Mayor Hall.
1 oric, inveighéd against its poor syntax, severely
The Sthte debt of South Carolina, according to
censured its genersil incongruity, and wound up
‘citizens who have
the reperssf a committee
by declaring, substantially, that the author thereexamined :the treasurer's statement, is $11,995,
of couldn’t pray worth =a cent. @f course the

ed tok
. lady

ge

COFFEE...
Bo... 27 @..

and trafic, and for ‘the transportation of Kanawha
coal to the Ohio River for tht Western markets,
The earnings of the Eastern Division of 227 miles
as a local road, awaiting the completion of the Mid.
dle Division of 100 ) mjles, will reach, this year, nearly
$890,000
The total cost of the entire road, and the large
equipment required for its mineral and tirough traf| fle. will be fully $30,000.000.

this wise six weeks if the weather is mild, eight
Casque. ~The hoot ifr Bashy protuberance
if coldy—the brine being allowed.to run off (ree- of comb of the Guinea
ly.=~F Howard MeHentry.
3
© Clutch~The number of eggs sat apon by a
THIRD PREMIUM. —Half bushel of fine salt, 3 fowl, or the number of chickens brought off.
Ibs. brown sugar, 2 1-2 lbs. ‘saltpeter, 1-2 gallon’
Clung.—Shrunk and stringy, applied to flesh

The latter bird fell dead on kis arrival.

other
in his
jailer
could

late ‘comtroller, who was arrested a few days
ago, was "Wednesday committedto the Ludlow
default of bail, and

JU

Anthracite. s+ 8 060 § 9 00 Olive,
¥ gal
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Carunculated.—Covered with fleshy *protuberances like a turkey cock’s head und neck, or the

ing the unprecedented time @f.202 miles zn hour.

himself heard and gdin a release, and

street Jail in

Sperm. coves

nm————

order: First: layer, hams; second, shoulders;
third, jowls; fourth, middlings,~take the spare

four minutes past 3,2. M., on the same day, mak-

‘While the jailer of the prison dt’Lancaster was

meantime’ Horn made good his escape.
Tammany is fast crembling. “Connolly,

His

He came to New

York from Ireland six years age, since which
time he has been a boot-klack and newsboy in
New York, having but recently gene to.Philadelphia.

g Heram Liadeéman, editor of the Zeitung, died
at Jefferson '{fity, Wis., on Sunday night. Lin-

in the eell«af a convict named EHern, the
day, the latter quietly slipped out, locked
The
keeper, and walked out wnmolested.
remainédin prison several hoursbefore he

Philadelphia saloon discov-

name is William A. W. White.

:States and Territories.

was séntenged to death for connection

ia a

ered a few days ago, through an advertisement in
a newspaper, thut he had fallen heir to £23,928,

forty

Gazette in'1849.

county, Cal-

The distance is forty miles, and the cost is estimated at between $150,000 and $200,000.

“The Chicago Rélief and Aid Society Tus receiv-

Dresden

them

below San Juan, and to otlier peints on the ridge.

ed $2:508,000 inrcash, for the benefit of'the suffer

‘make

purposes in Nevada

A barkeeper

Jeman edited the

elsewhere.

Marketots.

Moulds: eesees 18 @. 14}

by using ladders.

ed to the need; ~- =

tletan near Omaha had about a- hundred acres

floor with strips of plank laid a few inches apart
all over it (that is, under the meat); the pieces
must be placed skin-side down, in the following

county, to the large claims about Manzawita Hill,

taker.

came from

ble extent, in Nebraska and

bone¥ broken

neat

“BostoN WHOLESALE Prices. #1
For the week ending, Nov. 20, 1871,
CANDLES,
MOLASSES.

~

flights of
a doctor

Rule : things in daily use should be *xuclly adapt-

less, It is cultivated at the Westto
a considera

with

Six Algerines, who were
captured by the
French during the late rebellion in Algiers and
sent to Cayenne, arrived at Philadelphia recently

ifornia, and a ditch is about to be constracted to
conduct water from the Nerth Yuba, in Sierra

York Academy of Music Thursday wight, and
‘wes mil that exchsiveness, bunting, flowers
music and the caterefs art could make it.
v5. .D. Alexis™is what he wrote on Brady’s
register’ when ke‘bad - his imperial photograph

ers by the fire. “Contributions

read

for medding

years

There are already 1200 miles of ditches and ca

the New

place at

will be

thick, pack the pieces on a scaffolding, or on a

nals for mining

ball took

Alexis

The great

they

second and third parts.

interview with Mayor Fox, who promised
that they should mot be sent back.

and

republicans

150

It was brought across three

by vessel from Demararai They escaped to
Demarara on araft. On Saturday they had an

Sowth'Garoling, Tennessee and California.
The relative party strength of the present Con
gress isstatéd as follows : Senate, 56 republicans

and ‘T7 demoerats; House,
103 demverats.

assured

The

]

New York, Boston

nd Philadelphia have advanced to 98 cents a
‘hundred to Cincianati, §1 to Chicago, $1.29 to
St. Louis, and preportionately to other points.
The Jossof life by the Chicago fire will probably not exceed Whincluding all these NOW wmissing.
"The bill for the repeal of female suffrage in

The tes-plant has@one very swell

hams, we

give the following recipes for curing 1,000 lbs.
of pork hams,—~which ‘carried off the premiums
offered by the Maryland Stater Agricultural Society,~teeling
. interest *

planted

seo

‘CHESAPEAKEWND OHIO RAIL Sheetings sud Shitting, | No. no gn I
dio “
. 114/Paris_ White....2{
@.. 2]
ROAD COMPANY,
Mein
Hy3g iil
Brown Aim .. @.. ..
2 50 @ 3 0

The New York health officer gsserts that the

‘Wyoming passed! the Cheyenne
to four mays.

best method of curing

seed

Better pay a carpenter for making
stairs in the barn, where needed, than

twenty or thirty years ago that are now. large’
and flourishing, bearing a good crop of nute
nearly every ‘year, and we donot see why it
would .not pay to grow it asa timber tree on
many lands that are now comparatively worth-

aving been frequently asked by correspondts as to the

sa

—————

able to injury.

‘FIRST PREMIUM.~Mix 2 1-2 lbs. saltpetef,
planted with the black walnut gome years ago,
finely powdered, 1-2 bushel fine salt, 8 bs, brown
and they promised so well that it’ was his intenthe
ago aud placed beside his real study-table in
sugar, 1-2 gallon molasses. - Rub the meat ‘with |
church of the Unity. Lately, it was dug from the mixture; pack with skin dowii. Turn over tion to plant seventy-five acres more last fall,|
the ruins of that church and is now the property . once a week, and add a little salt. After being, and nearly two hundred acres in addition last
spring. Whether he did or not we do not know,
of the Boston Young Men’s Christian Union;
dowh three or four weeks, take out, wash, and
‘but he had the utmost contidence in its success
where it is kept on exhibition,
4
hang up two or three wecks, until it is dry.
and the profit to be derived from it, We have
Phe Chicago post-office cat has a rival in a Then smoke ‘with hickory wood three or four many lands that would pay better in forest trees
weeks, then pack away ina cool place,=not a
mouse which ran out'of the vault of the Elgin
than they are paying now in pasture and in culcellar,~in chaff or hay.— Thomas Ldve.
Watch Company when it{was opened three days
tivation, and the market for timber of all kinds
been
has
chair
commdn-dining
A
after the fire.
SECOND PREMIUM.—The meat, after bog
will always be good.
none
post-office,
exhunjed from the ruins §f the
cut out, mustbe rubbed, piece by piece, with
We do not know that the black walnut will pay
the worse for the fire, excdpting a slight ecorch- very finely powdered saltpeter, on the flesh
bétter than other species, but fashion has led to
ing on one side.
sidé and where the legis cut off, a tablespoon- its general use for furniture; it is so useful for
“Messrs, James R. Os
& Co., announce
ful (not heaped) to each ham, a dessert~spoonful this purpose and at the same time so elégant,
{.ongfellow’s new poem in two editions tobe to each shoulder, and about half that quantity that it will probably be many years before we
published December 9. This is the first part of a to each middlimg and jowl: this must be rubbed
shall find any substitute for it.—Ploughman.
poem of which “The Golden Legend” and “New
in.- Then salt it by packing a thin coating of
England Tragedies” already published form the
salt on the flesh side of each piece, say 1-2 inch
this country.

cholera has disappeared from the bay. The
steamer Franklin was allowed to comé to the
city, on Sutiday.

Rates of freight west from

It is not generally known that the black walnut canbe grown in New England as easily as
any of our most common forest trees. We know
from the

is

too light, and often ‘nearly close with the load.
The draft is positively increased, and We load li-

Lay

of trees that were grown

ay

“The elliptic Springs on most freight wagons are

The Black Ww alnut:

How to Cuurese Hams,
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:
Twenty-five years experience.
N
Pamphlet’s containing PATENT LAWS with
full directions how to obtain Patents free.
A bound volume of 118 pages, containing the Now i
Census by counties and lage cities, 140 Engravings
of Mechanical movemente,Patent Laws and rules for
ad
Patents, mailed onresdip) of 26 a

;

